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Abstract 
Density functional theory (DFT) is a powerful tool that can be used to evaluate the low-
frequency vibrational spectra of solid-state crystalline materials. Since THz spectroscopy is 
sensitive to both the intermolecular and intramolecular forces that govern the formation of 
crystalline materials, it is an ideal tool to investigate the accuracy of calculated DFT crystal 
structures and their vibrational spectra. When using solid-state DFT, non-covalent dispersion 
interactions are not fully treated in typical approaches. In order to account for these interactions, 
the addition of dispersion force correction terms are necessary. A number of methods exist to 
correct for this deficiency of DFT, and this work investigates the use of semi-empirical London 
dispersion force correction models. Through the investigation of several small organic 
molecules, amino acids and related compounds, the standard implementation (referred to as 
DFT-D) is examined, and the need to alter this standard approach has been identified. 
Modifications of the scaling factor and atomic parameters within this method have led to more 
accurate simulations, termed the DFT-DX model. In addition to this work on improving London 
dispersion force corrections, solid-state DFT calculations with these enhancements can be used 
to predict the crystal structures of previously unknown or difficult to synthesize materials, such 
as amino acid hydrates, and achieve detailed information about the internal and external forces in 
molecular crystals.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1.1 Research Objectives 
The main objective of the research presented in this thesis is the accurate modeling of the 
non-covalent intermolecular forces that exist between molecules in the solid state. In order to 
achieve this goal, the computational method known as solid-state density functional theory 
(DFT), with the incorporation of semi-empirical dispersion force corrections, and their 
modifications, was used and evaluated.
1
 Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy was performed on several 
molecular solids, including amino acids, biologically relevant molecules, and derivatives of these 
molecules, in order to evaluate the accuracy of the DFT simulations. As is often the case with 
solid-state DFT, the strength of the non-covalent intermolecular forces present in the molecular 
systems studied was underestimated. To correct for this, semi-empirical dispersion force 
corrections, based on fixed theoretical data that represent the van der Waals radii, atomic 
ionization potentials, and static dipole polarizabilities of the atoms, in conjunction with an 
adjustable global scaling factor, were implemented. In the standard usage of these corrections, 
the suggested global scaling parameter only varies depending on the functional being used.
2
 
Through the extensive research into the aforementioned molecules, it was determined that the 
use of a standard global scaling parameter based on functionals does not reproduce the molecular 
structures well enough for investigations in the THz region. The overall result shows that the 
global scaling parameter of the semi-empirical corrections is not only functional specific, but is 
also specific to the molecule(s) under investigation.
3-6
 Using this guideline, it became possible to 
predict the structures of hydrated species of amino acids. . Furthermore, this led to the 
development of a newly parameterized set of semi-empirical dispersion corrections based on 
2 
 
experimentally obtained values (when available) for the van der Waals radii,
7
 the atomic 
ionization potentials,
8
 and the static dipole polarizabilities.
5,9
 The van der Waals radii were 
obtained from X-ray crystallographic data.
10
 Atomic ionization potentials can be determined in a 
number of ways, including ionization induced by an electron impact, measuring the energy of 
photons during photoionization, and studying spectroscopic data on energy levels and their 
convergence toward the ionization limit.
7
 The static dipole polarizabilities were obtained from 
measuring the capacitance of charge with and without the presence of the atomic/molecular gas.
7
  
The molecules investigated in this research include monomeric amino acids, racemic and 
homochiral amino acids and their hydrates, an explosive compound related to an amino acid, and 
dimeric cyclic and acyclic amino acids. 
Two very similar amino acids, L-asparagine (ASN) and L-glutamine (GLN), were chosen 
as benchmark systems to determine the effect of non-covalent dispersion forces in solid-state 
DFT calculations. In both amino acids, the use of the functional-based global scaling value 
resulted in structures that were not acceptable when compared to X-ray crystallographic data. In 
order to simulate the best possible structures, the global scaling factor was individually adjusted 
for each molecule. This result was somewhat surprising given the similarities between the 
molecular structures of ASN and GLN. Once the molecule-based global scalar values were 
determined, the resulting theoretical structural and spectral data accurately represented the 
respective experimental data.  
With the use of a system-dependent global scaling factor, interest in chiral amino acids 
led to the next investigation. The amino acid, aspartic acid, was chosen because known structures 
for both L-aspartic acid (L-ASP) and DL-aspartic acid (DL-ASP) exist. With these structures 
available, the effect of the global scalar was tested to see if chirality has any effect on the 
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intermolecular force contributions from the semi-empirical dispersion force correction method. 
After completing structural simulations using solid-state DFT with the semi-empirical dispersion 
force corrections, it was determined that in the case of L-ASP versus DL-ASP, the global scaling 
values were identical. From these accurate structural recreations, the THz spectra were simulated 
and compared to the experimental THz spectra to gauge the accuracy of the calculations. They 
were found to be in excellent agreement with one another. The investigation into ASP went even 
deeper with the inclusion of hydrates. The L-ASP monohydrate structure was known, however 
no known structures of a DL-ASP hydrate exist, sparking interested into the reasons behind 
hydrate formation in amino acids. In order to evaluate the L-ASP monohydrate, the global 
scaling factor from the anhydrous ASP was used in the solid-state DFT calculations. This 
resulted in an acceptable structure that was used to simulate the low-frequency vibrations. 
Unfortunately, experimental THz data could not be obtained for the L-ASP monohydrate, but the 
success of the structural simulations speaks towards the accuracy of the calculations. 
Furthermore, the absence of any DL-ASP hydrates led to the prediction and proposal of two DL-
ASP hydrate structures, a hemihydrate and a monohydrate. These structures were proposed using 
the same global scaling factor as the other ASP calculations, which resulted in viable structures. 
The structures were further tested by simulating frequencies which proved to be successful as 
well.  
The obvious need for a more accurate dispersion correction model, as seen in the results 
above, led to the development of a new parameterization of the standard Grimme model. In this 
new parameterization, the values used for the van der Waals radii, the atomic ionization 
potentials, and the static dipole polarizabilities were taken from experimental data, rather than 
theoretically calculated values.
1,5
 With the use of experimentally determined values for physical 
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data, the hopes were to produce a more accurate representation of the non-covalent dispersion 
forces found in molecular solids.  
To initially test this newly parameterized model, nitroguanidine (NG), an explosive 
closely related to amino acids, was chosen for is small size and low computational cost. It was 
also chosen due to interest in explosive compounds related to security purposes. The use of the 
new parameterization, termed DFT-DX,
5
 was evaluated against the traditional approaches 
developed by Grimme (DFT-D2)
2
 and modified for use in the solid-state by Civalleri (DFT-D*).
8
 
The comparison process began with structural simulations based on the experimental X-ray 
structures. Once the best global scaling value was determined for each correction model, the 
resulting structures were compared to the experimental structures for accuracy. In the case of 
both the external parameters (unit cell volume and length of axes a, b, and c) and internal 
parameters (bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle, and heavy-atom hydrogen bond distance), 
DFT-DX proved to have the lowest overall errors. As is the standard procedure, the best 
structure for each dispersion model was subjected to frequency calculations to be compared to 
the experimental THz spectrum. Each of the three correction models provided acceptable 
representations of the experimental spectrum, however the DFT-DX spectrum was the most 
closely related of the three. The initial findings from the work on nitroguanidine opened the door 
for further investigations using the DFT-DX correction model. 
This DFT-DX parameterization was then tested on the dimeric amino acid compounds 
glycine-glycine and cycloglycine-glycine. These molecular solids were chosen for both their 
similarities: both consisting of two glycine molecules linked together, and their differences: one 
is linear, and the other is cyclic. Once again, due to the unproven nature of the DFT-DX model, 
all solid-state DFT calculations were carried out using the two standard semi-empirical 
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dispersion force models, DFT-D2 and DFT-D*, as well as the DFT-DX method. The simulated 
structures were compared to the experimental X-ray structures for both external and internal 
parameters (same criteria used for nitroguanidine). For the acyclic diglycine, the best 
representation of the external parameters was provided by the DFT-D2 correction model, while 
DFT-DX gave the best structure for the cyclic analogue. When the internal parameters were 
reviewed, all three parameterization models performed equally. The true test of the semi-
empirical dispersion correction methods came down to the simulations of the low-frequency 
vibrational modes. When the calculated spectra for each method were compared to the 
experimental THz spectra, the superior parameterization became the DFT-DX method. This was 
especially true in the case of the cyclic diglycine molecule. The DFT-DX model was the only 
model of the three that accurately portrayed the ordering and intensity of the lowest frequencies 
absorptions seen in the experimental THz spectrum.  
The research presented in this thesis provides insight into the use and transferability of 
semi-empirical dispersion corrections in solid-state DFT simulations. The focus of these studies 
was on amino acids and similar molecules as benchmarks for the care needed in evaluating all 
molecules when using semi-empirical correction methods. Using the knowledge gained from 
these small molecular systems, the hope is for transferability to the investigations of larger, more 
complex systems in future work. It will serve future research well to be aware of the limitations 
of the current semi-empirical dispersion correction models, until the ultimate goal of a globally 
transferable dispersion correction method is attained. In addition to these general findings, the 
use of DFT to predict the formation/non-formation of hydrates of molecular solids can be very 
useful in the studies of larger molecules, such as pharmaceuticals. Ultimately, this research has 
provided the THz and theoretical communities with much insight into the true nature of semi-
6 
 
empirical corrections and the abilities of solid-state DFT to predict the hydration qualities of 
molecular crystals. 
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1.2 Terahertz Spectroscopy 
Terahertz radiation (far-infrared) is located between the microwave and infrared regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum and falls in the range of 0.3 THz to 10 THz (3-333 cm
-1
). 
Because of its location on the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1-1), THz radiation is both non-
ionizing and non-destructive, which allows it to be used to investigate sample types from small 
organic molecules to sensitive biological samples.
9
 In addition, THz is able to penetrate non-
conducting materials such as paper, plastics, and fabrics; making it particularly interesting for 
security applications.
10-12
 Terahertz spectroscopy also has practical applications in medical 
imaging,
13-15
 pharmaceutical manufacturing,
16-18
 and industrial diagnostics.
19-21
  
The origins of terahertz spectroscopy have roots in the 1960s investigations utilizing far-infrared 
spectroscopy,
22
 however, these techniques were limited by the available THz sources at the 
time.
23
 Terahertz spectroscopy has seen rapid advancement over the past few decades due to the 
advent of femtosecond laser systems. The late 1980s saw the first applications of ultrafast laser 
systems to the generation and detection of THz radiation using photoconductive antennas, 
developed by Auston and Grischkowsky.
24,25
 Terahertz technology continued to evolve based on 
ultrafast laser systems and other generation/detection schemes.  
Time-domain THz spectroscopic methods now typically use ultrafast femtosecond 
Ti:Sapphire laser systems. The femtosecond laser pulses are used to generate THz radiation 
through electro-optic methods in semiconductor crystals (GaAs, ZnTe, and others).
23,26-28
 Using 
the same methods, detection of phase and amplitude information contained within the THz pulse 
can be achieved.
23
 In addition to the pulsed THz systems, the use of continuous wave (cw) THz 
radiation can be achieved via photomixing of light sources at a photoconductive antenna. This 
method is, however, limited in practical applications as longer acquisition times are needed in  
8 
 
 
Figure 1-1. Chart of the electromagnetic spectrum.
29
 Note the terahertz region located between 
the microwave and infrared regions.  
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order to detect the signals.
30,31
 Terahertz technologies using cw radiation continue to advance 
with the development of electronic RF (radio-frequency) up-conversion, optical source down-
conversion, new lasers, and backward-wave oscillators.
23
 The interest in cw THz technology 
stems from the fact that it is the most likely technique to be practical in the development of small 
and reliable portable devices.
23,32-34
  
Terahertz spectroscopy and imaging have potential applications across a wide variety of 
scientific, industrial, and government interests. This has led to numerous studies of chemicals 
and materials in the gas, liquid, and solid phases. Studies in the gas phase have been conducted 
primarily on small molecules, investigating the rotational transitions, such as those seen in water 
and ammonia.
35-37
 The study of larger gas-phase molecules, those able to exhibit torsional 
vibrational motions, is of particular interest in the detection of explosive materials.
38
 In terms of 
security and defense applications, this is a very promising and useful THz technique. The use of 
gas-phase THz spectroscopy is also present in the fields of atmospheric science and 
astronomy.
39-41
 Free-space investigations are interesting; however, they are highly limited in 
practical applications due to the presence of water vapor. Outside of controlled laboratory 
settings, ambient water strongly absorbs THz radiation, thereby significantly decreasing signal-
to-noise, making the collected data difficult to use. Condensed-phase materials have seen far 
more interest in the field of THz spectroscopy. Liquid-phase systems have gained interest in THz 
studies, mainly due to biological applications. 
Terahertz spectroscopy has been used extensively to study water in hopes of 
transferability to biological systems.
42-44
 Polar liquids, like water, produce THz spectra based on 
the reorientation of molecular dipoles. The timescale of the relaxation processes occur in the 
picosecond to femtosecond range, making THz an ideal detection method.
45,46
 The solvation 
10 
 
shells of dissolved molecules have also been studied using THz spectroscopy, as the relaxation 
times can change based on the presence of solutes and/or multiple solvents.
47-50
 Studies have also 
been conducted on non-polar liquids, such as benzene, n-alkanes, and cyclohexane, using THz 
spectroscopy.
51
 The relaxations of collision-induced dipoles within the non-polar liquids are 
believed to be the root of the THz spectral features.
52,53
 Although studies of liquid-phase 
materials are very interesting to future applications, by far the most widely studied materials 
using THz spectroscopy are those in the solid-phase. 
Materials in the solid-state have drawn the most attention using THz spectroscopy. The 
THz research conducted on solid-state materials ranges from molecular crystals to 
nanoparticles.
54-58
 A large majority of molecular crystals have lattice vibrations that are active in 
the THz region, since such vibrations are governed by the intermolecular forces that hold the 
molecules together. Each individual molecular crystal has a unique THz spectrum due to 
differences in the intermolecular forces present.
59
 Terahertz spectra can, therefore, act as 
“fingerprints” in the detection and identification of solid-state substances, including harmful and 
illegal substances such as explosives and drugs.
12,60-64
 Current research efforts are focusing on 
the development of small mobile THz scanner devices for use in these applications.
65-67
 The 
sensitivity of THz spectroscopy to molecular packing and interactions has led to interest from the 
pharmaceutical industry in order to analyze crystallinity and polymorphism in drug molecules.
16-
18,68-70
 The use of THz spectroscopy can not only identify polymorphs within a sample, but can 
also relatively quantify the amount of each polymorph present.
71
 The individual polymorph 
spectra form a linear combination that leads to the overall spectrum of a sample. By using a 
method to subtract each individual spectrum, the percent composition of the sample can be 
deduced. Terahertz spectroscopy has also been used to observe phase transition in molecular 
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crystal samples.
72,73
 Carrier dynamics in nanoparticles and semiconductors have been studied 
using THz spectroscopy as an optical probe that measures the conductivity of the substance. This 
is particularly useful in cases where the use of conventional electrical connections is unable to be 
used reliably due to signal disruptions.
74-78
  
In terms of real world applications, the use of THz systems is prevalent in a number of 
industrial settings including the food processing industry,
79-82
 the plastics industry,
83,84
 and the 
paper industry.
85-87
 Terahertz systems are used as one of many quality control methods. In the 
food processing industry, THz is used in order to monitor water content and detect foreign 
objects within the products. The plastics industry uses THz spectroscopy to monitor a number of 
attributes of the products, including transition temperatures and fiber orientations, among other 
things.
88-90
 The use of THz spectroscopy has even been applied to art. Art historians and 
conservationist use THz spectroscopy to investigate paintings,
91-93
 since it is both non-destructive 
and can penetrate layers of paint. Terahertz spectroscopy is able to shed light onto the pigments 
used in paintings as well as provide imaging of layers of the art works that are unable to be seen 
by eye.  
Beyond spectroscopy, there is much interest in T-ray imaging; which is the use of THz 
radiation to image various materials. The most important and largest interest in this technology is 
in the defense and security market, especially airport security. The use of a THz scanner would 
provide the security personnel with a means to non-invasively scan both persons and luggage. 
Since THz radiation can penetrate clothing and fabric, the potential presence of harmful 
materials can readily be detected on a person or in a luggage item.
94,95
 And since THz radiation 
cannot penetrate human skin, it poses no threat to the individuals being scanned. In addition to 
these large-scale security instruments, the possibility of handheld THz devices is under 
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development.
66
 Such devices would allow the users to analyze any suspicious substances. T-ray 
imaging is also of interest to the pharmaceutical industry, as it can be used to determine the 
thickness of and irregularities in tablet coatings.
16,17
 These imaging methods are not currently in 
wide use. However, as the technology becomes more practical, there will be a large demand for 
these techniques. As THz technology progresses, its applications will continue to grow. 
Terahertz technology continues to improve with the development of new optical sources 
and generation and detection methods. The ability to increase THz field strength and the 
sensitivity of detection will lead to new fields of interest and research paths. In its current form, 
THz spectroscopy can be better understood when coupled with the ability to interpret the 
physical meaning of THz spectra. The use of computational methods can be used to model the 
interactions within molecular crystals that are responsible for the observed THz absorptions. 
When determining the physical properties that give rise to THz absorptions, it is important to 
consider that both inter- and intra-molecular forces contribute to the vibrational motions in the 
THz region.
5,6,14,60,61,99-104
 The current computational methods in use with THz spectroscopy 
primarily include molecular dynamics and solid-state density functional theory. A number of 
studies have been published using computational methods to interpret experimental THz data on 
molecules including biological molecules,
6,97
 pharmaceuticals,
68,70
 illicit drugs,
63,64
 and explosive 
materials.
5,62
 Of the computational methods used, solid-state DFT has proven to show the best 
results. Further improvements to the solid-state DFT simulations have been seen with the 
inclusion of semi-empirical dispersion force corrections added into the calculations. This method 
results in the accurate modeling of both the geometric properties of the molecular crystals, as 
well as the low-frequency lattice vibrations.
5,6,97,99
 The research proposed in this thesis is 
primarily focused on the accurate modeling of the THz spectra of molecular crystals by 
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investigating the use and modification of the semi-empirical dispersion force correction terms. 
The knowledge gained from these evaluations led to the extension of solid-state DFT to the 
prediction of amino acid hydrates and ultimately to a newly parameterized semi-empirical 
dispersion force correction model.
5,6,100
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1.3 Solid-State Density Functional Theory 
All of the computational work presented in this thesis was conducted using solid-state 
density functional theory. In order to gain a better understanding of this method, the origins of 
density functional theory, quantum theory, and its application in the solid state must be 
discussed. Several text books are available that go into deeper descriptions of this material.
101-104
 
1.3.1 Quantum Theory 
When studying atomic-level systems, the electrons exhibit properties of both waves and 
particles, given their small mass, and require a quantum mechanical approach. Quantum 
mechanics does not permit an exact answer to the location of particles in time, instead it uses a 
probabilistic approach in which the probabilities of the locations of particles at specific times (t) 
can be obtained. The Schrödinger equation (wave function, Ψ), 
 𝐻Ψ = 𝑖
𝜕Ψ
𝜕𝑡
, (1.1) 
where H is the Hamiltonian operator corresponding to the total energy of the system under study, 
is the basis of the probability function. The probability function is simply the square of the wave 
function. The Hamiltonian represents the sum of the kinetic (T) and the potential (V) energy 
operators and is expressed as  
 𝐻(𝐫, 𝑡) = 𝑇(𝐫) + 𝑉(𝐫, 𝑡), (1.2) 
where r is the spatial coordinates of the electrons and t is time. In the case of a bound system, the 
potential energy part of the Hamiltonian becomes independent of time. The space and time 
variables can then be separated and a simple form of the Schrödinger equation can be expressed 
as 
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 𝐻Ψ = 𝐸Ψ. (1.3) 
This equation is known as the time-independent Schrödinger equation, where Ψ represents the 
set of solutions (eigenstates), and E represents the eigenvalues that satisfy the equation.  
The definition of the Hamiltonian is not constant; it is dependent on the physical system 
under study. In order to simplify the Hamiltonian for atomic systems, the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation is used. This approximation states that since the masses of atomic nuclei are so 
much larger than those of the electrons, the kinetic energy of the nuclei is negligible and is 
ignored in many-body systems. The removal of terms involving the kinetic energy of the nuclei 
results in the remaining terms that only involve the electrons. This leads to a simplified 
Hamiltonian which is represented as 
 [−
ℏ2
2𝑚
∑ ∇𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑉(𝐫𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1 + ∑ ∑ 𝑈(𝐫𝑖, 𝐫𝑗)𝑗<𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 ]Ψ = 𝐸Ψ. (1.4) 
In this equation, the terms in the brackets are equal to the Hamiltonian operator. The first term 
represents the kinetic energy of the electrons, where m is the mass of an electron and ∇ is the 
Laplace operator, defined as  
 ∇𝑖
2=
𝜕2
𝜕𝑥𝑖
2 +
𝜕2
𝜕𝑦𝑖
2 +
𝜕2
𝜕𝑧𝑖
2. (1.5) 
The second term corresponds to the energy that results from the interaction of each electron to 
the collective of atomic nuclei, and the third term represents to interaction energy between 
separate electrons. As part of the Schrödinger equation, the other variables, E and Ψ represent 
the ground state energy and the electronic wave function, respectively. The electronic wave 
function is represented as a function of the spatial coordinates of the individual electrons, 
Ψ = Ψ(𝐫1, 𝐫2, … , 𝐫𝑁 ). 
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The solution of the Schrödinger equation becomes increasingly more difficult with the 
increasing size of the systems being studied. Each electron is defined by three parameters, 
making the total number of parameters equal to 3N. The increased number of parameters is not 
the only prohibitive property of large systems. As defined in the Hamiltonian, the third term 
shows the interactions between individual electrons. It is not possible to solve the electronic 
wave function for any electron without considering the wave functions of all other electrons 
present. This limitation has led to the development of methods that can approximate the energies 
of large systems, such as density functional theory (DFT).
102
 DFT is based on the premise that 
the probability of an electron being in a particular location in space determines the quantities of 
physical interest. The density of electrons, n(r), at point r, in terms of the individual wave 
functions, 
 𝑛(𝐫) = 2∑ Ψ𝑖
∗
𝑖 (𝐫)Ψ𝑖(𝐫), (1.6) 
is used to estimate the probability of the electron location. When applying this method, the 
electron density is defined by a function of three coordinates, whereas, in the Schrödinger 
equation the number of parameters is equal to 3N coordinates. Due to the reduction of 
parameters, DFT allows for calculations to be performed on large systems that would have 
otherwise been impossible. 
1.3.2 Density Functional Theory 
Density functional theory is based on the work of Kohn, Hohenberg, and Sham. Two 
fundamental mathematical theorems proven by Hohenberg and Kohn laid the groundwork for the 
development of DFT.
105
 The first principle states that “The ground-state energy from 
Schrödinger’s equation is a unique functional of the electron density.”102 This theorem states that 
the electron density can be used as a one-to-one correspondence to the ground-state wave 
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function. Knowing the electron density would allow for the determination of all properties, 
including the ground-state energy and wave function. The problem with this theorem is the 
unfortunate fact that the true functional is not known, and therefore the DFT approach can only 
use approximations. This leads to the second theorem from Hohenberg and Kohn that says, “The 
electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true electron density 
corresponding to the full solution of the Schrödinger equation.”102 The use of the true functional 
would allow for the variation of the electron density until the minimization was achieved, and the 
solution to the Schrödinger equation to be obtained. 
The equation developed by Kohn and Sham in 1965 is the basis of most current DFT 
work.
106
 They discovered that the inclusion of atomic orbitals into the calculations led to a better 
description of the kinetic energy of electrons. The set of equations developed by Kohn and Sham 
results in solutions that are single-electron wave functions. By separating each electron into its 
own equation, the number of variables is increased from 3 to 3N, which can be a limiting factor 
in this formalism. The Kohn-Sham equations have the following form 
 [−
ℏ2
2𝑚
∇2 + 𝑉(𝐫) + 𝑉𝐻(𝐫) + 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝐫)]Ψ𝑖(𝐫) = 𝜀𝑖Ψ𝑖(𝐫). (1.7) 
The variables in this equation are similar to those seen in the in Eq. 1.4. The main difference is 
the absence of the summations, due to the fact that this form of the equation is applied to single 
electrons as opposed to all electrons in a system. The first two terms are known from the full 
Schrödinger equation. The next term, 𝑉𝐻(𝐫), is known as the Hartree potential and represents the 
Coulomb repulsion between the electron under consideration and the total electron density of all 
electrons present, and has the form 
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 𝑉𝐻(𝐫) = 𝑒
2 ∫
𝑛(𝐫′)
|𝐫−𝐫′|
𝑑3𝐫′. (1.8) 
Inherent to this part of the equation is the self-interaction of the electron under consideration. 
This value has no physical meaning and is corrected by the fourth term in the equation. The 
fourth term is known as the exchange-correlation functional and is essentially a correction term 
used for numerous effects. 
The development of new and more accurate functionals for use with DFT is an ongoing 
field of research.
107-111
 Once new functionals are developed, they must be tested for accuracy. 
There is currently no proven computational method to unambiguously evaluate the performances 
of functionals, so the results must be compared to experimental data, such as molecular 
structures or ionization potentials. There are a number of different approaches in use and under 
development in an attempt to discover (or at least approach more closely) the true functional 
necessary for the full solution to the Schrödinger equation. The search for better correlation 
between experimental observations and DFT simulations has even led to the incorporation of 
empirical or semi-empirical parameters into the functionals to enhance their performance.
107,112
 
1.3.2.1 Density Functionals 
The ultimate goal of the exchange-correlation potential, 𝑉𝑋𝐶, is to define the functional 
needed to exactly solve the Schrödinger equation. The form of this functional is not known, and 
therefore must be approximated in order to account for the energy contributions made by the 
other components of the Kohn-Sham equation. The exchange-correlation potential is critical in 
determining the nonphysical contributions made by the Hartree potential, including the self-
interactions of electrons and a correction to the kinetic energy. The search for the best functional 
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has led to three classes of approximations: local density approximations (LDAs), generalized 
gradient approximations (GGAs), and hybrid functionals. 
1.3.2.2 Local Density Approximations 
Although its existence was proven by the theorem of Hohenberg and Sham, the true 
exchange-correlation functional is not known for any system. Using an approximation, the exact 
functional has been derived for one system, a uniform electron gas.
113
 This definition makes the 
assumption that the electron density in uniform over all space, 𝑛(𝐫) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡. In the 
formulation of LDAs, the energy is determined by the integration over all space with uniform 
electron density at each point. Only one electron spin polarization is considered in the original 
LDA form. In the case of open-shell systems, the inclusion of spin polarizations is necessary 
since there are two states that can be present. The use of spin polarizations in LDAs is known as 
local spin density approximations (LSDAs). Two of the most often used LSDA functionals are 
VWN and VWN5.
114
 
The LDA exchange-correlation functionals are useful in cases where solid-state materials 
contain delocalized electrons, for examples, metallic solids. When a material with localized 
electrons is investigated, the shortcomings of LDAs become apparent.
102,115,116
 Calculations of 
systems with delocalized electrons using LDAs often lead to underestimated bond lengths and 
overestimated binding energies.
115
 With the general limitation to delocalized electron systems, 
LDAs have been expanded upon in order to better account for systems with localized electrons.  
1.3.2.3 Generalized Gradient Approximations 
The use of generalized gradient approximation functionals (GGAs) is widespread in 
current DFT calculations. As mentioned before, the majority of molecular systems do not have 
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uniform electron distribution and therefore can be evaluated by the changes in the local electron 
densities. With respect to the LDAs, GGAs add in a term to correct for the gradients in electron 
densities. There are many different forms of GGAs, as the added term has a number of different 
formulations. Different GGAs treat the exchange and correlation contributions in different ways, 
either together or separately. The use of empirical data is prevalent in the formulation of GGAs, 
leading to variations in the performance of such methods depending on the system being 
studied.
107,117,118
  
There are a number of GGA exchange functionals in use, the most common being that 
developed by Becke (B) in 1988.
112
 He based his exchange functional on empirical data taken 
from the known exchange energies of the six noble gasses. Many functionals have since been 
developed that do not include the use of empirical data. Some examples of these exchange 
functionals include PBE (Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof),
107
 P (Perdew-Wang),
119
 and B86 (Becke 
from 1986).
120
 These exchange functionals were primarily optimized for gas-phase calculations, 
however, the development of exchange functionals for the solid-state has led to functionals such 
as PBEsol
121
 and SOGGA (second-order expansion GGA).
122
 
The other part of the exchange-correlation functional, correlation, has also seen numerous 
functional developments. This class of functionals includes PBE (Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof in 
1996),
107
 PW91 (Perdew-Wang),
123
 B95 (Becke in 1995),
124
 and P86 (Perdew in 1986).
125
 Other 
approaches have been developed for the correlation functionals, including that of LYP (Lee-
Yang-Parr),
108
 which calculates the full correlation energy and is capable of exactly cancelling 
the electron self-interaction energy of electrons that arises from the Hartree potential in the 
Hamiltonian. Much like the exchange functionals, many of these correlation functionals were 
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optimized for use in the gas-phase, but some solid-state functionals have been developed, 
including PBEsol
121
 and WL (Wilson-Levy).
126
  
Since the exchange and correlation functionals can be implemented independently, data 
on nearly all combinations exist in the literature. Some of these combinations have become more 
prevalent than others, including PBE (for both exchange and correlation), BLYP, and BPW91. In 
general, the results obtained using the most common GGAs are in good agreement with 
experimental data, however, it is not uncommon to see variation among the methods dependent 
on the system under study.
102
 When choosing an exchange-correlation GGA to use for DFT 
calculations, it is advised to base the choice on previously reported performances on like 
systems. 
1.3.2.4 Hybrid Functionals 
Combining exchange-correlation GGAs with a portion of exact HF exchange energy has 
shown an increase in accuracy for some systems.
127,128
 The use of this combination of techniques 
is known as a hybrid method. Of this class of functionals, the most common and widely used is 
B3LYP.
108,128
 This method takes the B exchange functional and the LYP correlation functional 
and combines them using a three parameter method that dictates the contribution of each term to 
the total energy. These parameters were optimized to experimental data and are represented by 
α1, α2, and α3 in the B3LYP equation, 
 𝑉𝑋𝐶
𝐵3𝐿𝑌𝑃 = 𝑉𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴 + 𝛼1(𝐸
𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 − 𝑉𝑋
𝐿𝐷𝐴) + 𝛼2(𝑉𝑋
𝐺𝐺𝐴 − 𝑉𝑋
𝐿𝐷𝐴) + 𝛼3(𝑉𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝐴 − 𝑉𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴). (1.9) 
The values of α1, α2, and α3 were empirically optimized to 0.20, 0.72, and 0.81, respectively. The 
term on the left of this equation is the Becke 88 exchange functional and the first term on the 
right is the Lee-Wang-Parr correlation functional. Several other hybrid functionals have also 
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been developed, including single parameter versions such as PBE0
117,127
 and B1LYP.
108,128
 These 
functionals use values for α1, α2, and α3 of 0.25, 0.75, and 1, respectively. When comparing the 
one- and three-parameter methods, the results are generally in agreement. 
1.3.3 Basis Sets 
Exactly solving a single-electron equation would require an infinite amount of functions 
that define the spin orbitals. In order to make these calculations viable, the number of functions 
must be made finite to allow for reasonable computations. The results of the approximate spin 
orbital functions can be added together in order to estimate the total single-electron energies 
using the equation 
 
𝜒𝑗(𝐱) = ∑𝛼𝑖,𝑗𝜙𝑖(𝐱).
𝐾
𝑖=1
 (1.10) 
It is important to acknowledge the electron spins when more than one electron populate an 
orbital. There are two different electron spins which must be included into the calculations due to 
the Pauli exclusion principle. When considering which basis set to implement, it is important to 
consider the number of functions within it. The more functions included in the basis set, the more 
accurate the results will be, but this comes at a cost to computational time as it increases as well. 
The ideal basis set choice is a compromise between the desired levels of chemical accuracy and 
the minimum number of basis functions. This compromise allows for calculations that can be 
completed in a reasonable amount of time with reasonable chemical accuracy when compared to 
experimental data. Two types of basis sets are primarily used in DFT calculations, Slater-type 
Orbitals (STOs) and Gaussian-type Orbitals (GTOs). When investigating molecular systems, the 
GTOs are highly computationally efficient and are therefore used almost exclusively.  
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The minimum basis set that can be used in DFT calculations is one that is large enough to 
contain the number of electrons present in the system. However, the use of a minimum basis set 
often proves to be insufficient for chemical flexibility.
101,103
 This leads to the addition of more 
functions that provide greater chemical accuracy. When adding in functions, the number of 
valence functions is increased due to the fact that valence shells are the ones that contribute to 
bonding interactions. The addition of valence shell functions results in double-zeta, triple-zeta, 
and higher-zeta basis sets, with zeta referring to the exponents of the basis functions. The 
addition of valence shells only into basis sets is known as the split valence method. This method 
takes advantage of the fact that the core shells of atoms do not contribute to bonding interactions. 
Basis set accuracy can be improved further by the introduction of higher angular momentum 
functions, also known as polarization functions. The inclusion of polarization functions leads to a 
better representation of the molecular bonding environment. When using basis functions in 
practice, they can be systematically built up. By building up the basis functions, the accuracy of 
the results increases, but so does the computational cost. There are two types of basis set that are 
predominantly used in modern calculations, Pople-style sets and correlation-consistent split-
valence sets.  
1.3.3.1 Pople-style Basis Sets 
These types of basis sets, originally developed by Pople and his group, contract the 
number of functions used to describe the core electrons, a method that reduces computational 
cost.
129,130
 The term primitive Gaussian-type orbitals (PGTOs) is applied to the contracted form 
basis sets. The contraction of the core electron functions is achieved by fixed linear 
combinations, which reduces the necessary number of calculations. The notation used for Pople 
basis sets is of the general form x-yzG, for the double-zeta sets. When triple-, quadruple-, or 
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higher-zeta sets are used the notation is expanded to x-yzwG, x-yzwvG, and so on. In this 
representation, x indicates the number of PGTOs used for the core electron orbitals, G stands for 
Gaussian, and the other coefficients y, z, etc. represent the number of split valence orbitals and 
the number of PGTOs. A simple example of one of these functionals is 6-31G, where there are 
six PGTOs used for each core electron orbitals, and the split valence orbitals are represented by 
the linear combination of three and one PGTOs. Other functions can be added to these basis sets, 
such as polarization or diffuse functions. Adding in either polarization or diffuse functions (those 
of very large spatial extent) changes the representation of the basis set slightly. The polarization 
functions are represented in one of two ways, either by the use of asterisks, **, or by explicitly 
including the orbital representations in parenthesis, (d,p). Building on the basis set example from 
above, the addition of polarization functions will give the form 6-31G** or 6-31G(d,p). The use 
of (d,p) indicates that there has been the addition of p-type orbitals to hydrogen atoms and d-type 
orbitals to all non-hydrogen atoms. If diffuse functions are added to the basis set, they are 
represented by a ‘+’ sign, for example 6-31+G.  
1.3.3.2 Correlation-consistent Split-valence Basis Sets 
This class of basis sets was developed by Dunning et al.
131
 These basis sets are designed 
to systematically approach the complete basis set limit. Instead of adding polarization functions 
based on orbital type, they are added based on energy contribution. The notation for these basis 
sets is cc-pVNZ, where cc-p stands for correlation-consistent polarization, Z stands for zeta, and 
N can be equal to D (double), T (triple), Q (quadruple), 5, 6,… So, the basis set denoted as cc-
pVTZ would stand for correlation-consistent polarization triple zeta basis set. When adding in 
the successive polarizations, they are added in the following way: If the initial basis set is the cc-
pVDZ basis set, it consists of one d-type orbital. When moving up the cc-pVTZ, a second d-type 
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orbital is added, as well as a simultaneously added f-type orbital. These two orbitals are added 
simultaneously because they both influence the energy similarly. If the cc-pVDZ basis set is 
evaluated, it consists of three d-type, two f-type, and one g-type orbitals. This build-up of orbitals 
continues based on the value of N in the general notation of the basis sets. 
1.3.4 Density Functional Theory in the Solid State 
When considering performing DFT calculations on solid-state materials, the basic 
assumption is that they are periodic or crystalline. Although this assumption eliminates the 
possibilities of imperfections (defects) in the crystal structures, it must be made in order to use 
solid-state DFT in a practical way. The structures of crystalline solids are infinite systems of 
repeating units. This characteristic is very important to solid-state DFT as it significantly 
simplifies the calculations. Using the symmetry present in crystalline systems allows for much 
smaller and more manageable units to be calculated and repeated in order to describe the entire 
bulk system. The most basic unit of a periodic solid is known as the Brillouin zone. The 
Brillouin zone exists in reciprocal space and can be used to calculate the periodic electronic 
structure. Through the exploitation of symmetry, the electronic structure is repeated over the 
infinite crystalline material. 
1.3.4.1 Reciprocal Space, the Brillouin Zone, and Bloch Functions 
The use of reciprocal space, or k space, is essential to solid-state DFT calculations as it 
allows for the more effective evaluation of Bloch functions and the use of the Brillouin zone.
102
 
Periodic structures with lattice dimension a1, a2, and a3 are converted to reciprocal space 
following the vector conversion, 𝐚𝑖⃗⃗  ⃗ ∙ 𝐛𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗ = 2𝜋𝛿𝑖𝑗, where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 1 for 𝑖 = 𝑗 and zero for all other 
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values and 𝐛𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗ represents the lattice vectors in reciprocal space. Expanding the reciprocal lattice 
vectors b1, b2, and b3 gives the following 
 
𝐛1 = 2𝜋
𝐚2 × 𝐚3
𝐚1 ∙ (𝐚2 × 𝐚3)
 (1.11) 
 
𝐛2 = 2𝜋
𝐚1 × 𝐚3
𝐚2 ∙ (𝐚1 × 𝐚3)
 (1.12) 
 
𝐛3 = 2𝜋
𝐚1 × 𝐚2
𝐚3 ∙ (𝐚1 × 𝐚2)
 (1.13) 
These reciprocal lattice vectors define the unit cell in k space, which is known as the Brillouin 
zone. The Brillouin zone can be defined as the set of points in reciprocal space that are closer to 
the origin of the reciprocal lattice than any other points in the reciprocal lattice. The origin of the 
Brillouin zone, (0,0,0), is defined as the special point, Γ. The use of the Brillouin zone makes 
only the points within it the necessary points to evaluate the Bloch functions. All k points outside 
of the first Brillouin zone are simply replications of those contained within the first Brillouin 
zone, and therefore become redundancies. 
A finite number of k points, as defined by the Pack-Monkhorst net,
132
 must be used in 
DFT calculations. The number of k points used must be large enough to allow the calculations to 
converge to a specific energy tolerance. The shrinking factors are responsible for generating the 
number of k points to be sampled. They are related to the lattice in the that, b/s, where b 
represents the lattice vectors and s represents the shrinking factor. The use of larger shrinking 
values results in the sampling of more k points.  
The use of reciprocal space and the Brillouin zone is primarily due to the effectiveness of 
Bloch functions with these methods. Bloch functions describe periodic crystalline orbitals as 
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linear combinations of atomic orbitals. The periodicity of the wave function, R, is exploited by 
Bloch functions of the form 𝑉(𝑟) = 𝑉(𝑟 + 𝑅), in periodic systems. 
In order to calculate the electron density in real space, it is necessary to determine both 
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the set of orbitals simultaneously. An iterative procedure, 
known as the self-consistent field (SCF) cycle, must be used in order to fulfill these 
requirements. The SCF equation, 
 𝐹k𝐴k = 𝑆k𝐴k𝐸k, (1.14) 
where 𝐹k is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian matrix in reciprocal space, 𝐴k are the orbital 
coefficients, 𝑆k is the overlap matrix of the Bloch functions, and 𝐸k is the diagonal energy 
matrix. The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian matrix, 𝐹k, is a term that includes the electronic kinetic 
energy, the electron-nuclear attraction, the electron-electron repulsion, and the DFT exchange-
correlation term. The steps of the SCF cycle are as follows: Step 1, an initial guess for the 
electron density is defined, 𝑛(𝐫); Step 2, find the single particle wave functions, 𝜓𝑖(𝐫), by 
solving the Kohn-Sham equations using the trial electron density from Step 1; Step 3, the 
electron density is calculated by the Kohn-Sham single-particle wave functions from Step 2, 
𝑛KS(𝐫) = 2∑ 𝜓𝑖
∗(𝐫)𝜓𝑖(𝐫)𝑖 ; Step 4, the calculated electron density, 𝑛KS(𝐫), is compared to the 
electron density used to solve the Kohn-Sham equation, 𝑛(𝐫). If the both densities are equal, the 
ground-state electron density has been determined and can be used to compute the energy of the 
system. If the two densities differ, the trial electron density, 𝑛(𝐫), must be updated. After the trial 
electron density is changed, Steps 2-4 are repeated until the electron densities become equal. 
Once the electron densities are equal, or at least within a user-defined specific tolerance, the total 
energy of the system can be determined.
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1.3.4.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions 
When studying solid-state molecular systems that are crystalline, the bulk is composed of 
multiple repeating unit cells, collectively known as supercells. A general rule for DFT is, the 
larger the system, the longer the DFT computation. With this in mind, the use of a supercell to 
represent the bulk in a calculation would make computations take a very long time to complete. 
In order to reduce the computational cost of such systems, the crystal symmetry of the systems 
under study can be exploited. The use of periodic boundary condition (PBC) methods lowers the 
computational cost of calculations on crystalline solids (Figure 1-2). 
The consideration of all important data when using PBCs is preserved by the use of a cut-
off distance in order to allow molecules to be fully simulated. The simulation cell for each 
calculation is different, depending on the symmetry present in the molecular solids. The use of 
this smaller simulation cell is then replicated using symmetry and allows for shorter computation 
times. For example, if a unit cell contains four molecules, but only one is symmetrically unique, 
the simulation cell will only consist of the single unique molecule. During some molecular 
vibrations, the molecule in the simulation cell may move enough so that part of that molecule 
moves outside of the cell. If this occurs, the PBC function will preserve the mass, particle 
number, and total energy of the cell by having the part of the molecule that has moved out of the 
cell reenter the cell on the opposing side of the cell (it is the same as accounting for the part of 
the molecule that would enter the simulation cell from the symmetry created cell next to it). 
Essentially, the part of the molecule that exits in the cell is replaced by the same part of a 
different molecule which enters the cell due to the motion it is undergoing. Because of this 
ability, the use of PBCs is central to the determination of the translations and rotations seen in 
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the THz region. When a periodic system such as a solid is considered, the cut-off distances for 
the PBCs are defined by the primitive unit cell dimensions in reciprocal space.  
  
30 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-2. The expanded view of a cubic simulation cell surrounded by 26 periodic images 
generated by periodic boundary conditions.
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1.3.4.3 Geometry Optimizations 
In order to reach a realistic structural prediction, the potential energy minimum of a 
system must be obtained. To achieve this, both the lattice parameters and the atomic positions 
must be iteratively optimized. Both the potential energy and its derivatives with respect to 
geometric changes are calculated at each step of the process. The first partial derivatives of the 
potential energy lead to a vector that is known as the gradient. When the gradient is equal to 
zero, the point that has been found can be a minimum, maximum or saddle point on the potential 
energy surface. To ensure that the gradient equals zero point is a minimum, the Hessian (force-
constant matrix) must also be considered. The Hessian consists of the second derivatives of the 
potential energy. Since this function contains multiple variables, one of two approximations are 
often used, either the Newton-Raphson method or the quasi-Newton method. The approximation 
made by the Newton-Raphson method is a Taylor-series truncated after the quadratic terms, 
which are analytically calculated. The Newton-Raphson method is very costly in computational 
time and, due to this, the quasi-Newton method can be used to reduce the amount of 
computational time required (Hessian computed numerically).When using the quasi-Newton 
approach, the Hessian is not directly calculated. It is instead approximated and then gradually 
updated through each optimization step. To determine a true minimum, the Hessian should be a 
positive value.  
Each geometry step consists of an SCF cycle to determine the electron density. For each 
atomic position, the gradients are evaluated and the Hessian updated. This process continues 
until the gradient equals zero (or a specified tolerance) and the Hessian becomes positive. As the 
optimization approaches completion, the differences in displacements and gradients approach 
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zero between optimization steps. Once the process is complete, the equilibrium position 
(potential energy minimum) has been found. 
1.3.4.4 Vibrational Mode Calculations 
Accurate reproductions of low-frequency vibrational spectra are central to this research. 
The THz vibrational spectra measured here at Syracuse are interpreted using the results from 
solid-state DFT calculations. An accurately calculated molecular structure, simulated as 
previously described, is critical to the accuracy of the subsequent frequency simulations. For the 
complete analysis of the low-energy vibrational modes to be achieved, it is necessary to simulate 
both the frequencies and intensities of the IR-active absorptions in the THz region. 
1.3.4.4.1 Vibrational Frequencies 
The Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface consists of the number of atoms, N, with 
each atom defined by 3N coordinates. Using the harmonic oscillator approximation, the potential 
energy equation takes the form 
 𝑉(0) =
1
2
∑ 𝑢𝑖𝐻𝑖𝑗𝑢𝑗𝑖𝑗 ≡
1
2
⟨𝑢|𝐻|𝑢⟩, (1.15) 
where H is the Hessian matrix of the second derivatives with respect to the atomic displacements 
and 𝑢𝑖 represents a displacement from the equilibrium value of the i-th Cartesian coordinate. The 
displacement coordinates of the Hessian are represented by 
 𝐻𝑖𝑗 =
1
2
[
𝜕2𝑉(𝐱)
𝜕𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗
]
0
. (1.16) 
Using mass-weighted coordinates, 𝑞𝑖 = √𝑀𝑖𝑢𝑖, with M equal to the atomic mass, the vibrational 
potential becomes 
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 𝑉(0) =
1
2
⟨𝑞|𝑊|𝑞⟩, (1.17) 
where W is the mass-weighted Hessian (hermitian matrix) and 𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝐻𝑖𝑗 √𝑀𝑖𝑀𝑗⁄ . By 
diagonalizing the hermitian matrix, the force constants are obtained from the eigenvalues, 𝜅𝑗. 
The vibrational frequencies are computed using the eigenvalues in such a way that 𝜔 = √𝜅𝑗/2𝜋. 
In order to perform frequency calculations in the solid-state (an infinite periodic system), 
the approach must be modified. The use of generalized coordinates, 𝑞𝑖(𝐤), reduces the set of 
problems to be 3N-dimensional, one for each k point in the Brillouin zone. The new W matrix 
has the form 
 
𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝐤) = ∑ exp [𝑖𝐤 ∙ 𝐆]
𝐻𝑖𝑗
0𝐺
√𝑀𝑖𝑀𝑗
𝐆 ’ (1.18) 
where H is the Hessian with respect to atom i in cell 0  and atom j in the G cell. When evaluating 
the special point, Γ (0,0,0), the equation is reduced to 
 
𝑊𝑖𝑗(0) = ∑
𝐻𝑖𝑗
0𝐺
√𝑀𝑖𝑀𝑗
G . (1.19) 
The frequencies at point Γ are evaluated using the procedure above, which is the same as the 
method used for single molecules. The atoms present are each displaced along the three 
Cartesian coordinates, and the energy derivatives evaluated using SCF cycles. The first order 
derivatives are analytically calculated and the second order derivatives are numerically 
calculated, similarly to the geometry optimization procedure. The hermitian is then diagonalized, 
which generates the force constants that are used to compute the vibrational frequencies. 
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1.3.4.4.2 Infrared Intensities 
The calculated intensities are computed as the dipole moment derivatives with respect to 
the atomic displacements (Born Charges). The Berry phase method, which uses the polarization 
difference between the equilibrium and distorted geometries of the atomic displacements, is used 
for these calculations.
134,135
 The following general equation is used to calculate the intensities of 
active modes: 
 
𝐼 ∝ (
𝜕𝜇
𝜕𝑄
)
2
. (1.20) 
It is important to note that the use of the Berry phase method is limited to calculating the IR 
intensities of insulating systems. Since this method is used in reciprocal space, it has been 
suggested that the accuracy of IR intensities could be influenced by the number of k used. 
1.3.4.5 Dispersion Forces 
Typical functionals used in DFT lack the ability to account for the presence of weak non-
covalent London dispersion interactions. This is of particular importance when studying 
condensed-phase systems as these forces can dominate the binding schemes between molecules. 
Dispersion forces play and integral role in the binding of biomolecules from DNA to 
proteins.
136,137
 They also have been found to drive the formation of polymorphs of molecular 
solids.
70
 The inability of most DFT simulations to describe these forces is due to their neglect of 
electron correlation. In order to accurately represent these forces, the exact exchange energy 
would need to be obtainable, but currently, it is not practical to carry out this type of calculation. 
This area of DFT is currently being studied by a number of researchers. Since this approach is 
not feasible at this point, correction models have been developed that can be added on to 
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standard DFT calculations in order to address the shortcomings of weak long-range interactions 
(Figure 1-3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-3. Unit cell depictions of cyclodiglycine with (left) and without (right) London 
dispersion force corrections.  
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Until the work of London in the 1930s, the idea of uniform electron density in atoms and 
nonpolar molecules was a commonly held misconception. London’s work proved that even in 
systems with no apparent dipole moment, there were, in fact, disruptions to the electron 
densities.
138
 These disruptions create a transient dipole moment in all materials. The transient 
dipole moment is able to affect, not only the atom or molecule it is located on, but the 
surrounding atoms and molecules. This phenomenon leads to the group of weak non-covalent 
intermolecular forces known as van der Waals forces. The strength of these forces is 
approximated by  
 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = −
𝐶
𝑟6
, (1.21) 
where C is a physical constant and r is the distance between two atoms. 
In order to account for these interactions in DFT calculations, the addition of a 
dispersion-like energy contribution is necessary. The most relevant correction method to the 
research presented here is that devised by Grimme.
139
 Grimme’s first correction method, DFT-
D1, uses an empirical correction method that accounts for all pair-wise atomic interactions and 
uses a damping function to limit the distance over which the interactions are considered. The 
equation of Grimme’s DFT-D1 correction is 
 
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = −𝑠6 ∑ ∑
𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑖𝑗
6 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗)
𝑁𝑛𝑎𝑡
𝑗=𝑖+1
𝑁𝑎𝑡−1
𝑖=1 , (1.22) 
where 𝑁𝑎𝑡 is the number of atoms present in the system, 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
 is the dispersion coefficient for the 
atom pair ij, 𝑠6 is the global scalar, and 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the distance between two atoms. The damping 
function used in DFT-D1 is 
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 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑅) =
1
1+𝑒
−𝛼(
𝑅
𝑅0
−1)
, (1.23) 
where 𝑅0 is the sum of the atomic van der Waals radii and α = 23, which determines the 
steepness of the damping function. This method was developed in 2004 and was optimized for 
use in gas-phase calculations. DFT-D1 suffered from several setbacks, including only having 𝐶6 
values available for H and C-Ne, tests of third-row elements showed systematic errors and 
inconsistencies in ‘normal’ thermochemical properties. In his work on DFT-D1, Grimme states 
that the energy calculated as dispersion energy is, in fact, “a model-dependent quantity with no 
real physical meaning.” In calculations using the Grimme method, the energies generated are 
simply filling in for missing energy, and are not the real dispersion energy of the system. 
In 2006, Grimme released a new correction model known as DFT-D2.
2
 This model is a 
semi-empirical approach to the dispersion correction problem. The equations of this model are 
the same ones used in DFT-D1. The differences are found in the values used for the steepness of 
the damping function (23 in DFT-D1 and 20 in DFT-D2) and the 𝐶6 coefficients used in the 
calculations. The new 𝐶6 coefficients were determined from 
 𝐶6
𝑎 = 0.05𝑁𝐼𝑝
𝑎𝛼𝑎. (1.24) 
In this equation, the N has values of 2, 10, 18, 36, and 54 for atoms from rows one through five 
of the periodic table, respectively, 𝐼𝑝 are the atomic ionization potentials, and α are the static 
dipole polarizabilities. The values for these variables were taken from DFT/PBE0 calculations. 
Grimme has also released an updated version of his correction known as DFT-D3.
140
 
The goal of the Grimme parameterization was one of high transferability. In order to 
provide a single scheme that could be used for all systems, Grimme performed numerous studies 
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using multiple density functionals and systems. By studying the various combinations, 
functional-dependent values for the global scaling factor, 𝑠6, were obtained. The numerical value 
of this parameter changes only depending on the functional being used. It was designed to be 
applied across all varieties of systems.  
The development of a method for use with DFT that can account for the presence of non-
covalent intermolecular forces is the topic of much research. There are several different 
approaches being taken to address this shortcoming of DFT. The three main approaches involve 
either pairwise atomic corrections, many-body corrections, or seamless density functionals. 
Since the central method to this thesis is a pairwise atomic correction that is added into 
the calculation, the first class that will be considered will be those that use pairwise corrections. 
The principle of electron holes is used in several of these approaches. The use of the exchange 
dipole moment is the central point of the XDM class of dispersion corrections. With the XDM 
class of corrections, two prevalent models, XDM6 and XDM10, have risen to popular use.
141,142
 
The difference between the two models is the highest order term in the central expression 
(represented by 6 or 10). Building on the work of XDMs, Corminboeuf developed a method 
known as dDsC.
142,143
 This method attempts to improve the XDM method by using a more 
sophisticated damping function that has an electron density dependence (Tang and Toennies).
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Another type of pairwise approach, devised by Tkatchenko, is known a TS-vdW.
142,145
 This 
approach uses a homostatic 𝐶6 coefficient which can account for the effects of the chemical 
environment of the atoms as part of molecules. Many of these approaches use the 𝐶6 𝑅
6⁄  
formulation to account for the medium-to-long range interactions, however, the implication of 
𝐶8 𝑅
8⁄  and 𝐶10 𝑅
10⁄  formulations have been proposed to better interpret the short-to-medium 
range interactions.
146
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The many-body approach to dispersion corrections (MBD)
147
 is one that is not limited to 
a pairwise atomic scheme. It is capable of treating the full range of exchange and correlation 
effects. MBD is capable of suppressing the short-range interactions that are already accounted 
for in DFT calculations. Another important difference in this method is the absence of the 
traditional damping function. Instead, this method uses range-separated Coulomb potentials. 
The last class of dispersion correction methods involves the development of seamless 
functionals, that is, functionals that are able to treat the covalent and non-covalent interactions on 
the same level. There are several examples of these functionals and the work of three main 
groups will be considered here. Non-local functionals have been developed by Langreth
148
 and 
Andersson et al.
149
 These methods combine the use of a GGA exchange functional, an LSDA 
correlation functional, and a non-local term that can account for the dispersion energy. Another 
class of seamless functionals has been developed by Vydrov and van Voorhis, known as DFT-
NL.
150,151
 These functionals have a term added to the exchange-correlation energy that is based 
on the electron density and dipole polarizability at an implicit fragment of a system. The final 
class of functionals is known as the Minnesota class of functionals, developed by Zhao and 
Truhlar.
110,152
 These functions consist of more than thirty fitting parameters. They assign 
significant weight to non-covalent interactions and recover nearly all of the short-range 
dispersion energy.  
The selection of a damping function is also a topic of active research when referencing its 
use with non-covalent dispersion corrections. The examples of corrections provided above also 
include the use of varying damping functions. Damping functions affect the distance at which the 
dispersion effects are considered. By varying parameters within or the structure of the damping 
function; the effects on the dispersion correction energies can be modified. Examples of different 
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damping functions include the rational damping formula developed by Becke and Johnson
153
 and 
the zero-damping formula developed by Grimme.
154
 
It should also be mentioned that functionals exist that have been tailored for use in the 
solid state. When using these functionals, the inclusion of a separate dispersion energy term is 
not necessary. Two such functionals are PBEsol (PBE solid)
121
 and SOGGA.
122
 These 
functionals can be used with no modification when applied to solid-state systems. In practice, it 
has been determined that these functionals often overestimate the size of unit cells, although not 
as drastically as PBE or B3LYP, suggesting that they do not fully consider the dispersion energy 
of systems. 
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CHAPTER 2: Terahertz Spectroscopy in the Korter Group 
2.1 Time-Domain Terahertz Spectrometer 
The Korter group uses a home-built time-domain terahertz spectrometer based on an 
amplified Titanium:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser system (Figure 2-1). The THz radiation that is 
generated and detected is produced using a four-component laser system. The system consists of 
two pump lasers, a seed laser, and an amplifier. The output of this system is high-intensity near-
IR radiation. The Ti:Sa regenerative amplifier is seeded by the pulsed output centered at 800 nm 
from the Ti:Sa oscillator. The oscillator is pumped by a continuous wave neodymium-doped 
yttrium orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser. The gain medium of the amplifier (Ti:Sa) is pumped by 
a high-intensity neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride (Nd:YVF4) laser. Laser pulses of 
~35 fs centered at ~800 nm are generated by this system. With a peak output power of 2.5 W, the 
amplifier creates a pulse with an energy of 2.5 mJ with a 1 kHz repetition rate. 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of the terahertz spectrometer used in the Korter lab.  
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2.2 Terahertz Generation and Detection 
There are two prevalent methods for the generation of terahertz radiation, 
photoconductive switching and optical rectification. Photoconductive switching generates THz 
radiation by exciting the switch that is placed on a semiconductor substrate with a femtosecond 
laser pulse.
1
 In the Korter group, optical rectification is used to generate THz radiation. This is 
achieved by using a non-linear medium (electro-optic crystal) and the high electric field of a 
femtosecond near-IR pulse to induce polarization changes.
2
  
The detection of THz electric fields uses similar methods. Like the photoconductive 
switch for generation, photoconductive sampling uses a similar semiconductor set-up operating 
in reverse to detect THz pulses. The Korter group uses free-space electro-optic sampling, a 
method that uses a second-order nonlinear effect, known as the Pockels effect,
3
 in semiconductor 
crystals to detect the radiation used in the THz experiments. 
2.2.1 Optical Rectification 
A noncentrosymmetric crystal is used to generate THz radiation via the second-order 
nonlinear process known as optical rectification.
4
 The high intensity pulse generated from the 
four component laser system induces a second-order polarization within the crystal, which is 
represented by a Taylor expansion series, 
 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝜒(1)𝐸(𝑡) + 𝜒(2)𝐸(𝑡)(2) + ⋯ (2.1) 
where 𝜒(1) and 𝜒(2) are the first and second order susceptibility tensors, respectively.4,5 With 
respect to the terms of the equation, the first term describes the linear optical effects and the 
second term (and higher terms) represents the nonlinear effects within the material. Since optical 
rectification is a non-linear process, the second and higher terms of the Taylor expansion are 
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responsible for it, as well as other effects including second harmonic generation, sum and 
difference frequency mixing, and the Pockels effect. 
In order to describe the electric field of a short laser pulse, the following equation can be 
used 
 𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡) cos𝜔0𝑡, (2.2) 
where 𝐴(𝑡) is the pulse amplitude as a function of time and 𝜔0 is the central frequency. The 
second term for Eq. 2.1 is responsible for the optical rectification process and, when combined 
with Eq. 2.2, the nonlinear polarization, 𝑃(2)(𝑡), can be broken into two terms, 
 𝑃(2)(𝑡) = 𝜒(2)𝐸(𝑡)(2) =
𝜒(2)𝐴(𝑡)2
2
+
𝜒(2)𝐴(𝑡)2
2
cos 2𝜔0𝑡. (2.3) 
The first term of this equation is responsible for optical rectification, which generates THz 
radiation. This term is directly proportional to the pulse intensity, as it is frequency independent. 
Due to the use of a noncentrosymmetric crystal, the average polarization induced by the 
oscillating pulse does not go to zero, and lasts the duration of the pulse. If the crystal is excited 
by a CW light source, the voltage across the crystal is increased, but does not result in a practical 
application. When a pulsed light source is used, specifically one that is sub-ps in timescale, a 
transient polarization occurs which generates pulsed THz radiation.
6
 A more commonly 
encountered phenomenon in spectroscopy is found in the second term that produces radiation 
with frequencies that are twice that of the incident pulse, using the process of second-harmonic 
generation.  
A number of materials, mainly semiconductors and organic crystals, have shown optical 
rectification ability. Each material generates a different THz pulse bandwidth, which is 
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dependent on the polarizability of the crystal, as well as the pulse power and bandwidth of the 
light source. The Korter lab uses a zinc telluride (ZnTe) inorganic crystal in order to generate 
THz radiation by optical rectification.
4,7
 ZnTe is used for its superior spectral resolution and peak 
efficiency. Another popular choice for an inorganic crystal is gallium phosphide (GaP) which 
results is a higher spectral bandwidth, but lower resolution.
8
 
2.2.2 Free-Space Electro-Optic Sampling 
 The electro-optic effect known as the Pockels effect, is a second-order nonlinear process 
that is used in the detection method known as free-space electro-optic sampling (FSEOS).
3
 The 
Pockels effect is the induction of birefringence in a material as a response to a static electric field 
or the electric field of a laser pulse. The time-dependent polarization at a laser frequency is 
expressed as 
 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝜒(1)𝐸(𝑡) + 𝜒(2)𝐸0𝐸(𝑡) = (𝜒
(1) + 𝜒(2)𝐸0)𝐸(𝑡), (2.4) 
where 𝐸0 is the static electric field and (𝐸(𝑡)) is the electric field of the laser pulse. By this 
relationship, the refractive index of the material changes when a static electric field, 𝐸0, is 
introduced. The THz field is taken to be the static electric field in the above equation due to the 
fact that its oscillation is much slower than the duration of the detector pulse. The co-propagation 
of the THz beam with a linearly polarized near-IR probe beam occurs within the crystal. The 
polarization of the near-IR probe pulse is altered by the change in the refractive index of the 
crystal induced by the introduction of THz radiation.
5
 Both the amplitude of the THz pulse and 
the variation of the refractive index can be measured using the rotation of the polarization of the 
detector pulse. Using a Wollastan prism and a pair of balanced photodetectors, the amplitude of 
the THz field can be measured because of its linear relation to the amount of rotation. By 
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introducing a time delay for the THz pulse, the measurements of the phase and amplitude of the 
THz pulse can be directly obtained. The Korter lab uses a ZnTe crystal for the detection of THz, 
as it is common to use similar types of crystals for both generation and detection.
9
  
2.3 Sample Preparation 
In order to obtain the THz spectrum of a sample, the sample must be in microcrystalline 
form and mixed into a non-absorbing matrix. In most cases, a very small amount of the sample 
needs to be used (5-15 mg). The amount of sample necessary is, however, dependent on the 
absorption strength of the material, which in some cases leads to the use of 50 mg or more of 
sample for weakly absorbing species. When preparing a sample for investigation, it is important 
to consider the thickness of the sample pellet. The use of samples that are too thin lead to internal 
Fresnel reflections that will appear in the acquired waveform. As the sample thickness is 
increased, the distance between the first Fresnel reflection and the desired THz signal increases. 
This reflection can also be avoided by adjusting the distance over which the data are collected 
(time-delay).  
There are several options for sample matrices that can be used to make the sample pellets. 
The most commonly used matrices are polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyethylene (PE), and 
adamantine (C10H16). All of these materials are suitable due to their weak low-frequency 
absorptions in the THz region. These absorptions are removed from the sample data by 
subtraction of the measurements of a blank made solely out of the matrix material. In the studies 
that follow, PTFE was chosen as the sample matrix due to its low water retention and high 
density. In addition, the use of PTFE allows for the sample pellets to be formed under lower 
pressure than some of the other matrices, which can become important when considering 
pressure induced polymorphism in molecular crystals. Any interaction between the samples and 
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matrix are of no concern in the acquisition of THz data due to the fact that they are not ordered 
and, therefore, do not show absorptions.  
When mixing the sample into the PTFE matrix, an even distribution of the sample and 
small particle size are obtained by pulverization in a stainless-steel ball mill. Both the sample and 
matrix were placed in a stainless-steel vial along with a stainless-steel ball bearing and were 
pulverized for approximately two minutes total. In order to avoid heating of the mixture, the total 
pulverization time was broken into four 30 second intervals. After each 30 second interval, the 
sample was mixed manually in order to prevent the mixture from clumping in the vial.  
After pulverization, the sample/matrix mixture was pressed into sample pellets using a 
hydraulic press with a 13-mm stainless-steel die. In order to make a pellet of the appropriate 
thickness (2.2 mm), approximately 0.55 g of the sample/matrix mixture was placed into the die. 
Using an applied pressure of 2000 psi, the samples were pressed into the pellet form with 
dimensions 13 mm (diameter) x 2.2 mm (thickness). The reference blank pellets were made in 
the same manner, using pure PTFE. 
2.4 Data Acquisition and Processing 
A cryostat with 3-mm thick TPX (polymethylpentene) windows was used to hold the 
samples and blanks during measurements. Data sets were acquired under vacuum at temperatures 
of 293 K and 78 K (liquid nitrogen cooled). The THz waveform was captured using a 32 ps scan 
window consisting of 3200 data points. Before data transforms were applied, the THz waveform 
was symmetrically zero-padded using 6000 data points. The increased number of data points 
allowed for the increased apparent resolution of the transformed spectra. An effective instrument 
resolution of approximately 1.0 cm
-1
 was observed using the 32 ps scan window. The individual 
data set was comprised of the average of 32 scans. 
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The collected time-domain data were subjected to a Fourier transform in order to produce 
frequency-domain power spectra (Figure 2-2). The data were symmetrically weighted at the 
center of the number set by using a Hanning window applied to the transform. The use of this 
method aided in the prevention of higher frequency features becoming indistinguishable from 
one another. The THz absorption spectra were obtained from the ratio of the Fourier-transformed 
data sets of the samples and blanks. The presented THz spectra are the result of the averaging of 
four individual data sets, in order to reduce the effects of laser drift, power fluctuations, and 
baseline noise. 
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Figure 2-2. Representation of the terahertz waveform (a), frequency spectrum from Fourier 
transform (b), and the final terahertz absorption spectrum (c).  
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CHAPTER 3. Use of Solid-State Density Functional Theory in the Korter Group 
Solid-state density functional theory is capable of simulating both geometric and 
spectroscopic data of crystalline solid materials. The geometry calculations provide energetically 
minimized structures that are then used to generate simulated low-frequency spectra. The 
theoretical spectra not only contain absorption positions, but the infrared intensities as well. 
Using the full simulated THz spectra allow for direct comparison to experimental data that 
provides insight into the nature of features in the THz region. 
3.1 CRYSTAL Software Package 
The CRYSTAL software package (2009 and 2014 release versions) was used to conduct 
all solid-state DFT calculations presented in this research.
1,2
 This ab initio software package can 
use either Hartree-Fock or DFT approximations to calculate the electronic structures of periodic 
systems in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions. It can also be used on single molecules in order to obtain 
molecular information in the solid-state. Many physical and chemical properties can be 
determined using the CRYSTAL software package, this includes, but is not limited to, structural 
and vibrational properties, the two most important factors in the research that follows. This 
software can also be used to compute dielectric, magnetic and elastic properties. Although the 
work that follows focuses on infrared intensities, the most recent version of the software is able 
to calculate Raman intensities, as well. The use of a number of different exchange and 
correlation functionals is permitted in CRYSTAL; this includes both GGAs and hybrids. In the 
case of most of these functionals, the addition of a semi-empirical dispersion correction term is 
available. It is based on the Grimme DFTD-D2 parameterization and is dependent on a 1/R
6
 
term.
3
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The CRYSTAL program is used, rather than other DFT software (Gaussian,
4
 dmol
5
), due 
to its ability to calculate solid-state vibrational normal modes, as well as their infrared 
intensities.
1,6
 Since the vibrations of interest occur in the THz region, and are highly sensitive to 
the intermolecular interactions that occur in the solid-state, the use of a specifically solid-state 
DFT program is desirable. The majority of the work presented in this thesis used the 
CRYSTAL09 version of the software (CRYSTAL14 was released in early 2014). The range of 
calculations performed includes single-point energies, geometry optimizations, normal-mode 
simulations, and thermodynamic data calculations. CRYSTAL uses atom-centered GTOs and 
periodic boundary conditions which reduce computational cost. All of the calculations were 
carried out using desktop computers with the number of parallel processors ranging from eight to 
twelve. 
There are several input parameters in these calculations that are variable-dependent upon 
the system under study. For example, commonly varying parameters include the shrinking 
factors and the truncation criteria of the Coulomb and exchange infinite sums. The truncation 
criteria for the Coulomb and exchange infinite sums can be adjusted (made larger) in cases when 
the calculation is having difficulty with convergence during the SCF cycles. The radial and 
angular distribution of grid points were defined by a pruned (75,974) DFT integration grid. 
Numerical differentiation of the analytical gradient of the potential energy with respect to atomic 
positions within the harmonic limit was used in the calculations of the normal mode frequencies. 
The IR intensities of the normal modes were obtained using the Berry phase method.
1
 
The process of THz spectral simulations contains a number of subsequent steps. In most 
cases, the initial starting point for a simulation set is X-ray diffraction data, ideally cryogenic, 
which provides the starting atomic positions. In order to execute any successful calculations, the 
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appropriate functional and basis set must be chosen. Once the atomic positions are obtained and 
the parameters are chosen, the input file, which contains the initial atomic positions and program 
keywords and tolerances, can be created. 
3.2 Unit Cell Optimizations 
The first step to a geometry optimization involves the determination of the number of k 
points needed, which is a system dependent factor. In CRYSTAL, the number of k points is 
inputted with the keyword SHRINK. This parameter consists of two numbers, the first of which 
determines the number of k points that diagonalize the Fock/KS matrix.
1
 The result of this 
number is the creation of the Pack-Monkhorst net, or the proportional grid of k point in 
reciprocal space.
7
 The second number used in the SHRINK input is used to calculate the Fermi 
energy and density matrix.
8,9
 The second number is important is cases of non-insulating solids, 
so it is often not needed in the calculations conducted. It does, however, become a factor in the 
cases where a conducting state is encountered during a calculation.  
In order to optimize the shrink value, single point energy calculations are used. The 
single point calculations allow the system to converge in the SCF cycles, but do not proceed after 
that. The tolerance for these calculations is set to 10
-10
 Hartree, and for each single point the 
shrink value is manually changed until the difference in energy between two single point 
energies is less than or equal to 10
-10
. Once this is achieved, the smallest shrink value that meets 
the criteria is chosen to proceed with the rest of the calculations. 
Once the shrinking factor is established, the geometry optimizations can proceed. Two 
variations of geometry optimizations can be carried out. The first type, a faster option, optimizes 
the atomic positions with fixed unit cell dimensions. This is a preliminary calculation that is used 
to check systems for unexpected complications. Due to the constraints applied (fixed unit cell 
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dimensions), these calculations do not result in the lowest energy structure. In order to obtain the 
best energetic results, a full optimization must be used. In this type of geometry optimization, 
both the atomic positions and the unit cell dimensions are allowed to relax. When executing a 
full optimization, the unit cell axes and volume often expands as much as 20-30%. This 
expansion is due to the underestimation of the intermolecular forces within the molecular solids. 
To correct for this, the semi-empirical DFT-D* dispersion correction method
10
 is implemented, 
with the customization of the global scaling factor, s6, based on the system under study.  
In order to ensure the accuracy of geometry optimizations, a number of convergence 
criteria must be met before the calculation can finish. The typical convergence criteria and their 
values are (keywords provided in parentheses): overall energy convergence set to ΔE < 10-8, 
root-mean-squares (RMS) of the gradient (TOLDEG) set to 0.000010 a.u., largest component of 
the gradient set to 0.000015 a.u., RMS of the largest displacements (TOLDEX) set to 0.000040 
a.u., and the absolute value of the largest displacements set to 0.000060 a.u. Convergence with 
all of these parameters signifies the completion of a geometry optimization which provides the 
final energy of the optimized cell, and the optimized atomic positions and unit cell dimensions. 
When using the CRYSTAL09 version of the software, the addition of the keyword FINALRUN 
allows for the optimization to restart repeatedly until the convergence criteria are met on all 
fronts. This is instated by default in CRYSTAL14. Another parameter set that often requires 
manual changes are the truncation tolerances for the Coulomb and HF exchange integrals 
(keyword TOLINTEG
1,6
). By default, these values are set to 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-12
 hartree, 
however, if a conducting state is encountered during the optimization, these values can be 
increased, which usually results in the convergence of the calculation due to enhanced 
mathematical accuracy. 
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With the final optimized structures in hand, a comparison to the experimental X-ray data 
is carried out to ensure the accuracy of the calculations. The primary criteria of evaluation are the 
percent differences in the unit cell parameters (a, b, c, and volume). If these values are found to 
be acceptable (usually within 1%), the structure is considered to be in good agreement. If this is 
not the case, the unit cell structure can be improved by altering the global scaling factor (s6) of 
the DFT-D* dispersion correction model. Once a reasonable structure is obtained, it is subjected 
to more rigorous comparisons to experiment. This includes the evaluation of the root-mean-
squared deviations (RMSDs) of the bond lengths, bond angles, torsional angles, and. in some 
cases, the hydrogen-bond heavy atom separations. When the fully optimized structures have 
completed the evaluation process and have been determined as acceptable, they are used in the 
next step of the process, frequency calculations. 
3.3 Frequency Calculations 
Now that the highest possible quality structure has been obtained, the simulation of the 
vibrational frequencies can be carried out. The sensitivity of the low-frequency vibrations 
requires the use of a more accurate convergence energy, in this case, 10
-11
 Hartree. The 
CRYSTAL software package is not only capable of determining the frequencies of the THz 
region vibrations, but by the Berry phase method
1,11
, it is also capable of determining the infrared 
intensities of these vibrations. It should be mentioned that another method for the determination 
of intensities is available in CRYSTAL, the Wannier functions method
1,12
, but is not used in the 
work presented in this thesis. 
Frequency calculations calculate the gradient numerical derivatives of the symmetrically 
unique atoms. The frequencies and normal modes are calculated using the eigenvalues that are 
determined by the diagonalization of the mass weighted full Hessian matrix. This matrix is 
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generated when symmetry is applied to the irreducible atoms within the unit cell. To calculate 
the intensities of the normal modes, the Berry phase method is used. The Berry phase method 
evaluates the dipole moment derivatives with respect to the atomic displacements (Born charges) 
as polarization differences between the equilibrium and distorted geometries. The time-integral 
transient current that flows through the insulating sample during the vibrations is equal to the 
differences in the polarization from above.
11,13
 The Berry phase method is limited to the 
calculation of IR intensities in insulating systems. As in the geometry optimization section, the 
calculations of frequencies takes place in reciprocal space and is therefore sensitive to the 
number of k points (Pack-Monkhorst net) used.
1
 
The results of these simulations are used to simulate the full THz spectra of molecular 
solids. Although the output values of the simulations are not directly usable, they can be changed 
into actual experimental units using the experimental full-width half-maximum (fwhm) values 
and Lorentzian line shapes. Occasionally, the spectrum will not match acceptably with the 
experimental spectrum. In these cases, changing the functional or basis set may be able to correct 
the problem. This is not uncommon, and leads to restarting the whole process. The steps used 
during the entire process, from X-ray data to final frequency simulations are shown in Figure 3-
1. 
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Figure 3-1. Step-by-step process for DFT calculations in the Korter Group.  
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3.4 Energy Calculations 
In addition to geometry optimizations and frequency/intensity simulations, solid-state 
DFT can be used to extract energetic data about the molecule under study. Examples of 
important energetic data to this thesis include the total electronic energy, the cohesive binding 
energy, and the basis set superposition energy correction. 
3.4.1 Total Electronic Energy 
The total amount of electronic energy in a system is included as part of the geometry 
optimizations. As mentioned before, these calculations allow the molecular systems to fully relax 
both the atomic positions and the lattice parameters. When establishing these energies, especially 
between similar molecules (L- and DL-amino acids and amino acid hydrates), it is essential to 
use the exact same input parameters for all calculations to ensure direct comparability. The 
electronic energy that comes out of these simulations is that of the entire unit cell. In order to 
make the numbers more manageable and comparable, they are divided by the crystallographic Z 
value to provide the energy per molecule. When comparing the per molecule energies, the results 
are often reported as relative energies in order to make the numbers more practical. These values 
can be compared to determine the relative stabilities of the different structures or even shed light 
onto the likelihood of hydrate formation. 
3.4.2 Conformational and Cohesive Energies 
The conformational energy of individual molecules can be obtained by executing 
calculations on a single molecule taken out of the unit cell. These are normally evaluated as a 
rigid single point energy calculation since we are concerned with the molecules conformational 
energy in the solid, not after it has relaxed in the gas phase. The energies between compounds 
such as L- and DL-amino acids and amino acids hydrates differ based on the conformation of 
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said molecules. As with the total electronic energies, the conformational energies are taken in 
relative terms to compare the similar molecular solids and determine which conformation is 
more favorable. It should be noted that conformational energies obtained from these calculations 
also contain a small amount of residual energy from the dispersion force corrections (due to 
limitations of the model). 
With both the total electronic energy of the unit cell and conformational energy of the 
individual molecules known, the cohesive energy of molecular solids can be determined. In order 
to evaluate the cohesive energy, the energies of the single molecules are subtracted from the total 
energy of the crystalline solid. The most important components of the cohesive energy are the 
dispersion force, hydrogen bonding, and dipole-dipole contributions. These values of the 
cohesive energies are taken in absolute, not relative, terms, which allow for the direct 
calculations of the magnitudes of the hydrogens bonds, dipole-dipole contributions, and 
dispersion forces. The dispersion force contribution is part of the output from the calculations 
mentioned above, and when subtracted from the cohesive energy, the hydrogen bond 
contribution remains. It is important to keep track of these energies per molecule because both 
the output values of the calculations (per unit cell for total energy and per molecule for 
conformational energy) and the Z values of the unit cell can differ.  
The CRYSTAL software package can also be used to obtain thermodynamic data. By 
adding the TEMPSCAN keyword to frequency calculations, the output of thermodynamic data 
over a range of temperatures is generated. This information can, for example, be used to 
determine the Gibbs free energy of molecular systems. 
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3.4.3 Basis Set Superposition Error 
As previously mentioned, one of the issues that arises from using finite basis sets in DFT 
is an artificial energy, known as basis set superposition error (BSSE), introduced into the 
calculations. This energy lowers the total energy of the systems under study, and therefore must 
be removed to obtain the most accurate energy values possible. The value of the BSSE differs 
between systems and therefore must be calculated separately for each molecular solid. As a 
general rule, the larger the basis set, the smaller the BSSE, but even with the use of large basis 
sets, the artificial energy can be of significant magnitude. If the BSSE is not accounted for, the 
relative stabilities of molecules can be incorrectly ordered. 
The CRYSTAL software package uses the counterpoise method
14
 to determine the 
amount of BSSE present in simulations. This method completes single point energy calculations 
with ghost atoms surrounding the molecule of interest within a user defined distance. The 
number of ghost atoms used is dependent on the number of atoms in the molecule, as well as the 
user defined radius. The standard values for number of atoms and the distance cutoff are 300 
atoms and 5 angstroms, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 4. London Force Correction Disparity in the Modeling of Crystalline 
Asparagine and Glutamine 
 
The material contained within this chapter has been submitted to The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry A. (Juliano, T. R.; Korter, T. M. J. Phys. Chem. A. 2014. Submitted.)  
 
Abstract 
Solid-state density functional theory is a powerful computational method used to provide insight 
into the low-frequency vibrations of crystalline solids. A known limitation of this method is its 
general underestimation of weak intermolecular forces. Semi-empirical London force corrections 
have been developed to augment density functional theory calculations with the ultimate goal 
being corrections that are applicable to a range compounds. In this study, two structurally similar 
amino acids, asparagine and glutamine, were chosen to gauge the proximity of the widely used 
DFT-D2 approach to this goal. Despite their chemical similarities, it was determined that the two 
molecular solids required considerably different semi-empirical correction magnitudes, with 
asparagine requiring a 42% greater London force correction factor when compared to glutamine. 
To validate these findings, terahertz spectroscopy was used to investigate the intermolecular 
vibrations of both amino acids in the low-frequency, sub-100 cm
-1
 region. The excellent 
correlation between the experimental and theoretical spectra demonstrates that the non-covalent 
interactions are well represented by the applied model despite the correction disparity. These 
results have highlighted a practical shortcoming of a common semi-empirical method for the 
modeling of weak forces and emphasizes that care must be exercised for effective use of such 
corrections in crystalline solids. 
Keywords: van der Waals forces, low-frequency spectroscopy, far-infrared, crystal packing 
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4.1 Introduction 
The intermolecular forces within molecular solids can be investigated by utilizing low-
frequency (≤ 100 cm-1) vibrational spectroscopies such as Raman,1 terahertz,2-5 and inelastic 
neutron scattering.
6
 Measurement of the low-frequency motions (e.g. translations and librations) 
of molecules in crystalline lattices enables the potential energy surfaces governing the molecule-
molecule interactions to be mapped since these motions are highly sensitive to the molecular 
environment in the solid state.
7,8
 Knowledge of the vibrational frequencies in this spectral region, 
and indirectly the force constants associated with the intermolecular forces, positions low-
frequency vibrational spectroscopy as an excellent test of computational models for the treatment 
of weak, non-covalent interactions.
9-12
  
In this work, time-domain terahertz spectroscopy has been used to measure the sub-100 
cm
-1
 vibrational spectra of two solid-state amino acids, L-asparagine (ASN) and L-glutamine 
(GLN), which are then compared to simulated spectra based on solid-state density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations with semi-empirical London force corrections. These compounds were 
chosen for their general interest as small biologically-relevant molecules and also for their 
chemical similarity, with GLN differing from ASN only by the addition of a single methylene 
group. Given the structural similarities between the molecules, and ability to achieve the same 
types of intermolecular interactions, the computational requirements for the accurate simulations 
of the crystalline structures and the vibrational spectra would be anticipated to be the same. 
However, despite expectations, significant differences were found in the necessary London force 
corrections for ASN and GLN. The validity and possible origins of this unexpected difference 
are explored here through a careful investigation of the cohesive energies of the solids. 
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The use of DFT provides a very powerful method for the investigation of low-frequency 
motions in molecular solids, yet shortcomings do exist. The most common functionals used in 
DFT are unable to accurately account for weak non-covalent intermolecular forces.
13
 To correct 
for this, new functionals are always under development
14
, but also explicit electron correlation 
methods such as periodic MP2 in solids have been reported.
15
 While such methods are 
compelling solutions and show promise for future investigations, they are generally not readily 
available or they are prohibitively resource intensive (especially explicit correlation methods). 
The widespread availability and computational efficiency of well-established density functionals, 
such as that devised by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE),
16
 makes their use common. Semi-
empirical London dispersion force corrections, as proposed by Grimme,
17
 are an efficient and 
effective method (though clearly an approximation) for incorporating weak intermolecular forces 
into calculations utilizing traditional functionals. Such correction models are being actively 
developed with changes ranging from damping function modifications
18
 to the construction of 
completely different approaches such as XDM
19
, TS-vdW
20
, and dDsC.
21
 Yet even with these 
recent advances, the DFT-D2 approach remains one of the most commonly used formulations 
due to its availability in common software packages and therefore is the focus of this study.
17
 
The use of semi-empirical corrections provides a solution to the deficiency within certain 
density functionals; however, there are still inconsistencies when it is applied.
11,12
 The most 
commonly altered parameter within the equation for the DFT-D2 correction model
17
 is the global 
scalar (s6), 
 
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = −𝑠6 ∑ ∑
𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑖𝑗
6 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗)
𝑁𝑎𝑡
𝑗=𝑖+1
𝑁𝑎𝑡−1
𝑖=1 , (4.1) 
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 which is responsible for scaling the magnitude of the entire correction (all other variables are as 
defined in Reference 22). The value of the global scalar varies, changing with functional, but is 
suggested to be 0.75 when using the PBE functional in gas-phase molecular clusters.
17
 In 
practice, this is rarely the optimum value found in solid-state calculations. The exact value is 
dependent on the functional as expected, but also varies significantly between molecular species 
and the types of intermolecular forces present in the solids. Examples of this variation can be 
found in the solid-state DFT simulations of magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (s6 = 0.07)
22
 
compared to naphthalene (s6 = 0.73).
23
 The current work explores the use of semi-empirical 
London force corrections for two structurally similar amino acids, glutamine (GLN) and 
asparagine (ASN), where such disparity in required London force corrections is not expected. 
Thus, these molecules serve as an excellent test of the transferability of the semi-empirical 
London force model between chemically similar solids.  
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Experimental 
Glutamine and asparagine were both purchased from Alfa Aesar and used without further 
purification beyond being desiccator dried to minimize residual water content. Low-temperature 
X-ray diffraction data for both amino acids have been previously reported and used for all 
structural comparisons. The structure of GLN at 130 K by Wagner and Luger indicates that the 
space group is P 21 21 21, with unit cell dimensions of a = 5.1028 Å, b = 7.7641 Å, c = 15.9878 
Å, volume = 633.415 Å
3
, and Z = 4.
24
 The space group of ASN at 100 K is P 21 with unit cell 
dimensions of a = 5.0622 Å, b = 6.7001 Å, c = 8.0543 Å, β = 91.706 °, volume = 273.059 Å3, 
and Z = 2, as reported by Yamada et. al.
25
 The single molecules and the crystallographic unit 
cells of GLN and ASN are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, respectively. 
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A time-domain pulsed terahertz spectrometer based on an amplified Ti:Sapphire 
femtosecond laser system was used to collect all terahertz experimental data, and has been 
reported in detail elsewhere.
26
 Terahertz radiation was generated by optical rectification and 
detected using free-space electro-optic sampling, both in zinc telluride crystals.
27,28
 Samples of 
GLN and ASN were mixed with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder to concentrations of 
1.5% and 1.6% by mass, respectively. To reduce terahertz radiation scattering, the mixtures were 
pulverized in a stainless steel ball mill to ensure small particle size.
29
 The pulverized mixtures 
were then pressed into pellets (13 mm diameter and 2.2 mm thickness) using approximately 0.55 
g of each under a pressure of 2000 psi using a hydraulic press. The blank reference used for the 
measurements was a pure PTFE pellet of the same dimensions. Samples were held under vacuum 
in a variable temperature cryostat for room-temperature (293 K) and cryogenic (78 K) data 
collection. The time-domain terahertz waveforms were captured using a 32 ps scan window 
consisting of 3200 data points and symmetrically zero-padded to 6000 points. Each individual 
data set consists of 32 scans averaged to make up the complete set. The waveforms were 
subjected to Fourier transform using a Hanning window to give a spectral resolution of 
approximately 1.0 cm
-1
. Taking the ratio of the sample to blank power spectra (Fourier 
transformed data) result in the terahertz absorption spectra. All terahertz spectra presented here 
are an average of four individual terahertz absorption spectra. Cubic spline interpolation has been 
applied for visual clarity, but does not influence the reported peak centers or intensities. 
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Figure 4-1. Labeled glutamine molecule and unit cell. 
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Figure 4-2. Labeled asparagine molecule and unit cell. 
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4.2.2 Theoretical 
All solid-state DFT calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL09 software 
package
30
 and utilized the PBE density functional
16
 with the cc-pVTZ basis set.
31
 Corrections for 
neglect of non-covalent interactions by the PBE functional were applied using the DFT-D2 semi-
empirical method
17
 with its modification (DFT-D*) for use in the solid state.
32
 As noted, the 
DFT-D2 method requires the application of a global scalar (s6) to modify the magnitude of the 
correction based on the particular density functional used.
17
 For PBE this is 0.75,
17
 but given its 
observed variability between compounds
11,12
 it has been optimized here separately for both ASN 
and GLN to best reproduce the low-temperature (~100 K) crystallographic unit cell dimensions.  
Experimental X-ray crystallographic data was used to create the initial starting 
geometries in all structural calculations, but all lattice dimensions and atomic positions (with 
symmetry constraints) were allowed to fully relax during the optimizations. The total energy 
convergence criterion for geometry optimizations was set to ΔE < 10-8 hartree. A shrinking factor 
of 8 (125 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone) was used in all calculations, based on the 
sampling and monitoring of the total energy convergence as a function of k-point count in 
reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.
33
 Truncation tolerances used for 
Coulomb and HF exchange integral series were set to values of 10
-8
, 10
-8
, 10
-8
, 10
-8
, and 10
-16
 
hartree. The radial and angular distributions were defined by a (75,794) DFT integration grid. 
Binding energies were calculated using the differences in the total solid-state energy as 
compared to isolated molecule energies extracted from the bulk. All energies were corrected for 
basis set superposition error using the counterpoise method.
34
  
Normal mode frequencies were calculated within the harmonic approximation by 
numerical differentiation of the potential energy gradient with respect to atomic position. For 
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frequency analyses, total energy convergence was set to ΔE < 10-10 hartree. Infrared intensities 
were calculated from the dipole moment derivatives (dµ/dQ) determined using the Berry phase 
approach to calculate the Born charge tensor.
30,35
 Spectral intensities are reported in units of ε 
(M
-1
 cm
-1
) where molarity is expressed in terms of the concentration of crystallographic unit 
cells.     
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Experimental Terahertz Spectra 
Experimental terahertz spectra (10 to 95 cm
-1
) of GLN and ASN at both 78 K and 298 K 
are shown in Figure 4-3 with the observed frequencies listed in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1. Experimentally observed frequencies (cm
-1
) and peak intensities (M
-1
 cm
-1
) of GLN 
and ASN. 
GLN ASN 
298 K 78 K 298 K 78 K 
freq ε freq ε freq ε freq ε 
56.7 83.81 59.5 109.27 62.4 32.70 56.8 16.22 
75.7 108.58 76.1 131.77 68.7 25.38 64.6 33.31 
83.4 104.22 85.2 126.02 87.3 43.34 72.5 24.07 
- - - - - - 83.9 32.62 
- - - - - - 90.3 60.04 
 
Both amino acids exhibit terahertz spectra with multiple absorption features that are 
characteristic of the compound, demonstrating that while they are chemically similar, the  
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Figure 4-3. Terahertz spectra of glutamine (top panel) and asparagine (bottom panel) at 293 K 
(red) and 78 K (blue). 
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interactions of the molecules in each solid are unique and thus result in “signature” spectra. The 
GLN spectrum is consistent with previously reported THz data.
5,36
 The 293 K GLN spectrum 
exhibits three clear absorptions. Upon cooling to 78 K, these features shifted to higher frequency 
and narrowed, as is common in such spectra. The ASN spectrum, however, is very different from 
other reported spectra.
5,37
 The origin of this discrepancy is that previously reported terahertz 
spectra are that of the monohydrate version of ASN (ASN·H2O),
37
 not the anhydrous as studied 
here. For reference, the ASN·H2O THz spectrum is provided in the Supporting Information 
(Figure A1). The 293 K ASN spectrum contains three clear absorptions as well, however once 
cooled to 78 K, two additional absorptions become apparent. The first is seen as a weak feature 
at 56.8 cm
-1
 and the second peak is located at 83.9 cm
-1
, appearing as a small feature on the 
shoulder of the strongest and highest-energy peak in the spectrum. The 56.8 cm
-1
 absorption in 
the 78 K ASN spectrum was determined by drying studies to come from a small amount (< 2%) 
of ASN·H2O contamination in the ASN sample and matches the results of Nishizawa, et al.
37
 
Oven drying of the sample reduced its intensity, but the feature could not be entirely eliminated.  
The well-resolved features in these terahertz spectra permit the vibrational frequencies to 
be precisely defined for the motions in the ASN and GLN crystals, facilitating their comparison 
to DFT-based simulations. The first step in the simulation of the spectra is the accurate 
calculation of the internal structure of the molecules, as well as their three-dimensional crystal 
packing.  
4.3.2 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Crystal Structures 
The global s6 scalar for the semi-empirical London-type dispersion corrections was 
optimized separately for both GLN and ASN, with the aim being to minimize the absolute 
differences in the calculated lattice dimensions (a, b, c, and volume) as compared to the 
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cryogenic X-ray crystallographic data (90 K for ASN and 130 K for GLN). It is important to note 
that the goal was not simply to use the s6=0.75 standard, which is based on average performance, 
but to find the best s6 for each unique solid. The optimization process was a simple linear search, 
systematically varying the s6 value until the minimum average deviation in the lattice parameters 
between theory and experiment was found. The optimal s6 values found for GLN and ASN were 
0.60 and 0.85, respectively. Investigations of other molecular solids generally have yielded s6 
values close to 0.60, consistently smaller than the standard 0.75 value.
11,38
 Thus, the GLN s6 
value is consistent with previous solid-state studies, and the ASN s6 value is unusually large. 
Table 4-2 lists the signed percent errors in the unit cell dimensions and the overall absolute 
average percent error in both molecular solids using the optimized s6 values.  
Table 4-2. Percent errors in the unit cell parameters of the calculated structures of GLN and 
ASN using different s6 values  as compared to the experimental X-ray data. 
 
GLN ASN 
s6 0.85 0.60 0.00 0.85 0.60 0.00 
Volume -1.841 0.040 5.457 0.003 2.379 8.790 
a -0.838 -0.374 0.849 0.041 0.493 1.548 
b 0.422 0.761 1.376 -0.119 1.526 5.989 
c -1.427 -0.342 3.149 0.064 0.312 1.035 
β 
   
-0.394 -0.943 -2.214 
Absolute 
      Average Error 1.132 0.379 2.708 0.057 1.177 4.340 
 
In order to test the importance of the differing s6 values, GLN and ASN were evaluated 
not only at their own optimal s6 values, but also were subjected to geometry optimizations at the 
other’s s6 value. Inspection of these errors, listed in Table 4-2, indicates that the crystal 
structures of the molecular solids are highly dependent on the amount of dispersion force 
correction applied in the calculations. The overall absolute average error seen in GLN, by using 
the 0.60 and 0.85 scalars, change by a factor of ~3. An even larger difference (~x21) was 
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observed for ASN, with the only change being the s6 value used.  Extrapolating these 
calculations to no London force correction at all (an effective s6 of 0.00) shows that both solids 
do need this additional attractive interaction to arrive at reasonable simulated structures, but ASN 
(volume increase of 8.789%) is more sensitive than GLN (volume increase of 5.457%). 
  The external unit cell parameters of the two molecular solids clearly indicate the ability 
of the simulations to accurately recreate the general packing of the materials. That noted, it is 
also important to evaluate the atomic-level accuracy of the DFT-derived crystal structures. To 
assess this, root-mean-squared deviations (RMSDs) of the bond lengths, bond angles, and 
dihedral angles were determined by comparison to experimental X-ray crystallographic data 
(Table 4-3). 
Table 4-3. Evaluation of RMSDs in bond lengths, bond angles, and bond dihedral angles in the 
calculated structures of GLN
1
 and ASN
2
 as compared to X-ray diffraction data, at different s6 
values. . 
 
GLN ASN 
s6 0.85 0.60 0.85 0.60 
Bond Length (Å) 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 
Bond Angles (°) 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.23 
Dihedral Angles (°) 0.64 0.64 0.489 0.74 
 
The RMSD values are based only on non-hydrogen atoms and were calculated for each molecule 
at both of the optimal s6 values. In both GLN and ASN, the bond length RMSDs were equal for 
the different s6 values revealing it had no effect on the reproduction of the internal bond lengths. 
This is expected based on the distance dependence of the semi-empirical correction. For GLN, 
there is essentially no variation in the RMSDs for bond angles or dihedral angles. While the 
internal structure of GLN is independent of applied s6, the ASN bond angle and dihedral angle 
RMSDs show a small change between the two s6 values, but the differences are negligible. The 
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structures of both GLN and ASN are well modeled, regardless of the magnitude of the London 
force correction. The fact that ASN shows any changes at all in internal structure is likely related 
to its requirement for an unusually large dispersion correction. 
In addition to these internal parameters, the heavy-atom hydrogen bond separations were 
also evaluated (Table 4-4). In the case of GLN, the hydrogen bond distances are well 
represented with the absolute average error (0.399%) being the lowest when using the optimal s6 
value (0.60). However when ASN is considered, a different error pattern is encountered. The 
lowest error is seen in the s6 = 0.60 structure (0.810%), which is closely followed by the s6 = 
0.00 structure (0.875%). At the optimal s6 value (0.85), the error in the hydrogen bond distances 
is noticeably higher (1.176%) than the other two structures. This unexpected trend originates 
from one poorly represented hydrogen bond (N1-H2•••O3) within the structure that is predicted 
to be much shorter (by 0.077 Å or 2.65%) than the X-ray crystallographic value. Ignoring this 
one bond drops the error by a factor of two, to normal levels (0.646%). The origin of this 
behavior in only one of the many hydrogen bonds in these solids is likely due to an error in the 
crystallographic data file. 
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Table 4-4. Heavy-atom hydrogen bond separations (Å), signed percent errors in separations (%), 
and absolute average percent errors (%) of the heavy-atom hydrogen bond separations at varying 
s6 values for GLN and ASN. Experimental data for GLN and ASN used for comparison. 
GLN Exp s6=0.00 s6=0.60 s6=0.85 
H-bond distance distance % error distance % error distance % error 
O1•••N1 2.768 2.783 0.542 2.750 -0.650 2.733 -1.264 
O1•••N1 2.846 2.889 1.511 2.833 -0.457 2.812 -1.195 
O2•••N2 2.898 2.971 2.519 2.898 0.000 2.874 -0.828 
N1•••O1 2.768 2.783 0.542 2.750 -0.650 2.733 -1.264 
N1•••O1 2.846 2.889 1.511 2.833 -0.457 2.812 -1.195 
N1•••O3 2.919 3.104 6.338 2.922 0.103 2.879 -1.370 
O3•••N1 2.919 3.104 6.338 2.922 0.103 2.879 -1.370 
O3•••N2 2.931 2.918 -0.444 2.908 -0.785 2.899 -1.092 
N2•••O3 2.931 2.918 -0.444 2.908 -0.785 2.899 -1.092 
N2•••O2 2.898 2.971 2.519 2.898 0.000 2.874 -0.828 
Absolute Average 
       Percent Error 
  
2.271 
 
0.399 
 
1.150 
     
     
ASN Exp s6=0.00 s6=0.60 s6=0.85 
H-bond distance distance % error distance % error distance % error 
O1•••N1 2.807 2.816 0.321 2.796 -0.392 2.780 -0.962 
O1•••N1 2.741 2.772 1.131 2.724 -0.620 2.714 -0.985 
O2•••N2 2.846 2.856 0.351 2.831 -0.527 2.826 -0.703 
N1•••O1 2.741 2.772 1.131 2.724 -0.620 2.714 -0.985 
N1•••O1 2.807 2.816 0.321 2.796 -0.392 2.780 -0.962 
N1•••O3 2.908 2.879 -0.997 2.839 -2.373 2.831 -2.648 
O3•••N2 2.921 2.967 1.575 2.917 -0.137 2.904 -0.582 
O3•••N1 2.908 2.879 -0.997 2.839 -2.373 2.831 -2.648 
N2•••O2 2.846 2.856 0.351 2.831 -0.527 2.826 -0.703 
N2•••O3 2.921 2.967 1.575 2.917 -0.137 2.904 -0.582 
Absolute 
       Average Error 
  
0.875 
 
0.810 
 
1.176 
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4.3.3 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Terahertz Spectra 
For both GLN and ASN, the use of solid-state DFT calculations with the DFT-D* semi-
empirical London-type dispersion force corrections and appropriate s6 scalars, provided reliable 
structures and simulated THz spectra. Simulated THz spectra for both GLN and ASN were 
compared to the 78 K experimental data and are shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, respectively. 
Table 4-5 lists the IR-active mode frequencies, intensities, and symmetries for GLN and ASN in 
the ≤ 100 cm-1 region. 
Table 4-5. Calculated IR-active mode frequencies (cm
-1
), intensities (km mol
-1
) and symmetries 
for GLN and ASN below 100 cm
-1
. No frequency scalars have been applied. 
GLN ASN 
freq intens symm freq intens symm 
60.1 8.78 B1 68.7 1.78 A 
70.1 0.17 B3 75.7 1.64 A 
76.5 11.26 B2 90.0 1.96 B 
77.0 19.13 B1 99.0 6.29 A 
82.7 0.17 B3 - - - 
83.4 12.31 B2 - - - 
85.1 0.45 B2 - - - 
89.2 4.74 B1 - - - 
100.1 4.39 B1 - - - 
 
Spectral absorption units (M
-1
 cm
-1
) are calculated from the theoretical units (km mol
-1
) using 
Lorentzian line shapes with full width half-maximum (FWHM) values empirically determined 
by least-squares fitting of the experimental spectra. The FWHM values were 3.7 cm
-1
 for GLN 
and 4.4 cm
-1
 for ASN. Specific assignment and mode descriptions are provided in Table 4-6. 
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Figure 4-4. Terahertz spectrum of glutamine at 78 K compared to the theoretical spectrum 
generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with DFT-D* dispersion corrections. 
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Figure 4-5. Terahertz spectrum of asparagine at 78 K compared to the theoretical spectrum 
generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with DFT-D* dispersion corrections. 
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Table 4-6. Assignment of the experimental THz absorptions and descriptions of the motions in 
GLN and ASN. The ASN frequencies have been scaled by 0.93. See text for details. 
GLN ASN 
exp freq calc freq symm mode description exp freq calc freq symm mode description 
59.5 60.1 B1 ET along a 64.6 63.9 A ER along c 
76.1 76.5 B2 ER about a 72.5 70.4 A ER along a 
76.1 77.0 B1 ET along b 83.9 83.7 B torsion 
85.2 83.4 B2 ET along c 90.3 92.0 A ER along b 
* ET = external translation, ER = external rotation 
The GLN simulation yields eight absorptions in the ≤ 90 cm-1 region, five of which are 
sufficiently intense to be readily detected experimentally. However, there are only three distinct 
absorptions seen in the measured GLN spectrum. The calculated absorption at 60.1 cm
-1
 
corresponds to the experimental peak at 59.5 cm
-1
, matching in both position and intensity. The 
strongest feature in the experimental spectrum at 76.1 cm
-1
 consists of a combination of two 
peaks in the simulated spectrum at 76.5 cm
-1
 and 77.0 cm
-1
. The overlap of the two absorptions 
causes the predicted intensity of that frequency to become much larger than the experimentally 
observed intensity (though it is not clear if one or both normal mode infrared intensities are 
overestimated). The final peak seen in the experimental spectrum is located at 85.2 cm
-1
 and has 
a corresponding peak in the theoretical spectrum at 83.4 cm
-1
, with good intensity agreement. 
This third experimental peak is rather broad, suggesting the possibility of an underlying 
unresolved absorption that could arise from the predicted peak at 89.2 cm
-1
.  
In the case of ASN, an initial comparison of the experiment and simulation lead to the 
conclusion that the raw calculated spectrum provided a relatively poor reproduction of the 
experimental data. Application of a frequency scalar (0.93) to the predicted vibrational spectrum 
greatly improved the correlation between theory and experiment. A scalar of 0.93 suggests that 
the ASN calculation has produced potential energy surfaces for the low-frequency motions with 
too steep a curvature, since such surfaces will result in overestimated vibrational frequencies. So 
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while the ASN structure is well done with the large s6 = 0.85, the curvature of the potential 
energy surfaces are not well simulated. In contrast, the GLN simulation has both accurate 
potential energy minima and surface curvature, yielding good structure and frequencies.  
A scalar of less than 1.0 suggests that the vibrations found in crystalline ASN are 
significantly more anharmonic than those of GLN. The anharmonicity of solid-state ASN is 
supported by the unit cell volume contraction (related to the Grüneisen parameter
39
) observed 
between X-ray diffraction measurements of the crystallographic unit cell parameters performed 
at 293 K and 100 K (Figure A2). Difficulties in the crystallization of large single crystals of 
ASN prevented single-crystal X-ray data to be collected, so room-temperature powder X-ray 
diffraction was utilized to determine its unit cell dimensions at 293 K. The GSAS-II program
40
 
was used to analyze the powder data and produced unit cell dimensions of a = 5.06406 Å, b = 
6.79640 Å , c = 8.08960 Å , β = 91.279°, and volume = 278.35 Å3. Given these values, the 
volume shrink for ASN from room temperature to 100 K
25
 was found to be 1.9%. This reduction 
in unit cell volume indicates that the ASN crystal does indeed exhibit greater anharmonicity as 
compared to GLN, which only shows a 0.49% contraction over nearly the same temperature 
interval.
24,41
  
Five distinct features were seen in the ASN experimental spectrum, but only four 
infrared-active vibrations were simulated in this region. As noted, the first small peak observed 
at 56.8 cm
-1
 arises from ASN•H2O contamination and therefore can be ignored (Figure A1). The 
theoretical peak positions discussed here are those scaled by the 0.93 frequency scalar. The first 
peak seen in the experimental spectrum of ASN is located at 64.6 cm
-1
 and its corresponding 
theoretical peak is predicted at 63.9 cm
-1
. The next absorption is located at 72.5 cm
-1
 in the 
experiment and is assigned to the 70.4 cm
-1
 mode in the simulation. The final two peaks, are 
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located at 83.9 cm
-1
 (shoulder) and 90.3 cm
-1
, with the theoretical assigned peaks found at 83.7 
cm
-1
 and 92.0 cm
-1
. 
4.3.4 Evaluation of Solid-State Cohesive Energies 
Due to the unexpectedly large difference in the s6 values between ASN and GLN, the 
energies associated with the molecular solids were investigated in more detail. Table 4-7 lists the 
semi-empirical dispersion correction energies and total cohesive (binding) energies per molecule 
in both GLN and ASN, at each s6 value used. 
Table 4-7. Calculated (kJ mol
-1
, per molecule) dispersion correction energy and cohesive energy 
for crystalline GLN and ASN, using different s6 values for the semi-empirical London force 
correction. 
 
GLN ASN 
s6 0.85 0.60 0.85 0.60 
Dispersion Correction Energy -89.74 -61.10 -76.72 -51.87 
Cohesive Energy -339.58 -312.99 -333.40 -311.66 
 
The cohesive energies have been corrected for basis set superposition errors. Comparing the 
energetic results for these solids, each at the same s6 value, shows that the cohesive energies are 
consistent. At an s6 value of 0.85 for both GLN and ASN, the cohesive energy difference is 6.18 
kJ mol
-1
 (1.84% of the average cohesive energy) and with s6 = 0.60, the difference is even 
smaller at only 1.33 kJ mol
-1
 (0.43% of the average cohesive energy). The results at each 
molecule’s optimal s6 values resulted in a difference of 20.41 kJ mol
-1
 (6.32% of the average 
cohesive energy). This relatively small difference was somewhat surprising, especially 
considering the large difference in s6 value that was needed to generate the optimized structures. 
However, based on the ten hydrogen found in each molecular solid (likely the driving forces in 
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determining the packing arrangement), the small cohesive energy difference between these 
crystalline amino acids is reasonable.  
To aid in evaluating the validity of the total (including the semi-empirical corrections) 
solid-state cohesive energies, MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations
31,42
 were carried out on both ASN and 
GLN gas-phase clusters utilizing rigid structures extracted from the geometry-optimized solid-
state simulations for each. These clusters consisted of one central molecule completely 
surrounded by the minimum number of neighboring molecules within van der Waals radii 
contact. For both ASN and GLN, this was 13 (1+12) total molecules. The MP2 and DFT-D* 
results are remarkably consistent. For ASN (based on s6 = 0.85), the DFT and MP2 cohesive 
energies are -333.40 kJ/mol and -335.14 kJ/mol, respectively. Similar results were found for 
GLN (based on s6 = 0.60) with cohesive energies of -312.99 kJ/mol (DFT) and -317.27 kJ/mol 
(MP2). The excellent agreement between the two fundamentally different intermolecular energy 
calculations reveals that the disparate s6 values determined in the DFT-D* model tuning are in 
fact correct and meaningful. While it may be expected that the s6 values would be the same for 
the chemically similar ASN and GLN samples, these results have demonstrated that the actual 
best performing s6 is unique to each solid. 
The chemical origins of this significant deviation in s6 are likely tied to the packing 
efficiency differences between the two species, with ASN having a density of 1.606 g/cm
3
 and 
GLN being lower at 1.531 g/cm
3
, providing greater opportunity for stronger non-covalent 
intermolecular interactions to occur in ASN. The greater density may also lead to a situation 
where exact exchange plays a greater role in the calculations. This possibility was tested using 
the hybrid PBE0 density functional,
43
 but the same trend in London force corrections was found, 
indicating that exchange treatment is not the source of this observed disparity. Other potential 
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sources for the differences could be the lack of higher-order pairwise dispersion corrections
44
 or 
many-body dispersion (MBD) effects such as those that have been reported in polymorphs of 
glycine.
45
 Regardless of the origins of this variation in s6 parameter between similar molecular 
solids, it highlights a potential problem in the application of semi-empirical London force 
corrections. Care should be taken when comparing energetic data of different solids and may 
even be an issue when comparing the relative energies of crystalline polymorphs of a single 
substance.
46
 
4.4 Conclusions 
The standard implementation of the DFT-D2 (DFT-D* in solids) semi-empirical 
correction method for accounting for London-type dispersion forces was tested through 
comparison of the structurally similar ASN and GLN molecules in the crystalline solid state. 
Terahertz spectra (10 to 95 cm
-1
) and X-ray crystallographically determined structures of GLN 
and ASN were used as benchmarks for the evaluation of the correction model to accurately 
determine both the minima and the curvature of the potential energy surfaces governing the 
intermolecular interactions. Initial expectations suggested that the same global London force 
scalar (s6) would be applicable to both molecules. The investigation proved that specific 
customizations of the correction model to each molecule were necessary in the solid-state DFT 
simulations in order to successfully recreate the experimental observations. For each of the 
compounds, a unique s6 value was determined and used to generate high-quality crystal 
structures and terahertz spectra. The results reveal that while ASN and GLN are chemically 
similar, the required London force correction needed was 42% greater in ASN versus GLN, a 
value supported by explicit electron correlation calculations. Overall, these findings show that 
semi-empirical corrections to solid-state DFT simulations are valuable and enable accurate 
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simulations of molecular crystals to be achieved. However, when utilizing such models, their 
performance must be carefully evaluated for each individual crystalline system being considered.  
4.5 Supporting Information  
Structural RMSDs as compared to experimental values at different s6 values, hydrogen bond 
distances and errors, and powder X-ray diffraction data of ASN. This material is available free of 
charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. This information is located in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 5. Origins of Hydration Differences in Homochiral and Racemic Molecular 
Crystals 
 
The material contained within this chapter has been formatted for submission to The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry A. (Juliano, T. R.; Korter, T. M. J. Phys. Chem. 2014. In Preparation.)  
 
Abstract 
The propensity for crystalline hydrates of organic molecules to form is related to the strength of 
the interactions between molecules, including the chiral composition of the molecular solids. 
Specifically, homochiral versus racemic crystalline samples can exhibit distinct differences in 
their ability to form energetically stable hydrates. The focus of the current study is a comparison 
of the crystal structures and intermolecular forces found in solid-state L-aspartic acid, DL-
aspartic acid, and L-aspartic acid monohydrate. The absence of experimental evidence for the 
DL-aspartic acid monohydrate is considered here in terms of the enhanced thermodynamic 
stability of the DL-aspartic acid anhydrate crystal as compared to the L-aspartic acid anhydrate 
as revealed through solid-state density functional theory calculations and terahertz spectroscopic 
measurements. The results indicate that anhydrous DL-aspartic acid is the more stable solid, not 
due to intermolecular forces alone, but also due to the improved conformations of the molecules 
within the racemic solid. A hemihydrated and monohydrated form of DL-aspartic acid have been 
computationally evaluated and in each case the hydrates produce destabilized aspartic acid 
conformations that prevent DL-aspartic acid hydrate formation. 
Keywords: far-infrared, London dispersion, hydrogen bonding, solvatomorphs 
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5.1 Introduction 
Organic crystals often incorporate solvent molecules, such as water, into their crystal 
structures.
1
 The ability to determine if and how solvates are formed is crucial in understanding 
the overall properties of a molecular crystal. This hydration phenomenon is widespread and has 
been singled out as a potential pitfall in the crystal engineering of optimized solid-state 
pharmaceuticals.
2
 Many techniques exist that are able to determine the presence of a solvate, 
such as X-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric analysis, and vibrational spectroscopies (infrared 
and Raman), however gaining insight into the solvate forming mechanism is a more difficult 
task. Detailed knowledge of the structures and energies of hydrated organic molecular solids 
enables enhanced understanding of the crystalline solvates themselves to be achieved, but also 
how these hydrated substances interact with their environments, as in the case of active 
pharmaceutical ingredients and excipients.
3
  
For a crystalline hydrate of a molecular solid to exist, there must be a net energetic 
advantage in terms of enthalpy and entropy (collectively, Gibbs free energy). The incorporation 
of one or more water molecules will disrupt the existing crystal packing arrangement of the 
anhydrous species, but this modification can ultimately yield enhanced intermolecular 
interactions or ease conformational strain, leading to a more energetically favorable system. The 
existence or absence of hydrate crystal forms of various molecules is typically interpreted by 
variations in the types of intermolecular forces (and their strengths) displayed by different 
compounds. This may be exemplified by considering extreme differences such as polar versus 
non-polar molecules, but the disparity in intermolecular interactions do not need to be so obvious 
to still be relevant. A more subtle difference in the interaction of molecules is found in chiral 
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solids where the molecules are identical except for their optical isomerism, yet this still leads to 
significant changes in the physical properties of the solids. This is observed as solubility and 
melting point variations, where the racemic solid is typically more stable.
4,5
 
The amino acid aspartic acid has been the subject of numerous studies of its hydration 
properties, both alone and in proteins.
6-14
 Aspartic acid is a chiral molecule that can be 
crystallized in the homochiral L-aspartic acid form (L-ASP) or in the racemic DL-aspartic acid 
form (DL-ASP), both with known crystal structures.
15,16
 The two crystalline forms differ only by 
the chirality of the component molecules, but they exhibit marked differences in their 
propensities for hydrate formation. The pure L-ASP system forms a stable monohydrate (L-
ASP•H2O) from evaporation of a mildly acidic aqueous solution,
17
 while racemic DL-ASP has 
no known crystalline hydrates.  
In this work, solid-state density functional theory (DFT) has been used to evaluate the 
energetic factors that help determine the likelihood of the hydrate formation in these two chiral 
solids. The conformational and cohesive energies within L-ASP, DL-ASP, and L-ASP•H2O are 
calculated and compared to each other as well as two proposed theoretical structures of DL-ASP 
hydrates, DL-ASP•0.5H2O and DL-ASP•H2O. The accurate reproduction of intermolecular 
forces is a key issue in this study and experimental terahertz spectroscopy of the low-frequency 
lattice vibrations has been utilized to test the validity of the applied computational methods. The 
results of this work reveal that the difficulty encountered in the creation of a DL-ASP hydrate is 
not due to the intermolecular forces alone, but depends strongly on the conformational stabilities 
of the aspartic acid molecules found in the homochiral and racemic solids. 
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5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Experimental 
L-aspartic acid (98%) and DL-aspartic acid (99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
and used with no further purification. Low-temperature crystallographic measurements are 
available for both molecular solids and were used for all structural comparisons and evaluations. 
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data for L-ASP at 100 K has been reported by Bendeif and 
Jelsch,
15
 showing L-ASP to adopt P 21 space group symmetry with unit cell dimensions of a = 
5.1135 Å, b = 6.9059 Å, c = 7.5925 Å, volume = 263.488 Å
3
, and Z = 2. The crystal structure of 
DL-aspartic acid has been reported at 20 K by Flaig, et al.
16
 The space group for DL-ASP is C 
2/c with unit cell dimensions of a = 18.881 Å, b = 7.325 Å, c = 9.129 Å, volume 1053.448 Å
3
, 
and Z = 8 (primitive cell Z=4). Single asymmetric units and complete unit cells for both 
compounds are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2, respectively.  
The time-domain pulsed THz spectrometer, based on an amplified Ti:Sapphire 
femtosecond laser system, has been previously reported in detail elsewhere.
18
 Terahertz radiation 
is both generated (optical rectification) and detected (free-space electro-optic sampling) using 
ZnTe crystals.
19,20
 The samples of L-ASP and DL-ASP were mixed with polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) powder to dilute the samples to 2.2% and 2.3% by mass, respectively. The particle size 
within these mixtures was minimized by pulverization in a stainless steel ball mill in order to 
reduce THz scattering.
21
 After pulverization, approximately 0.55 g of each mixture was pressed 
into 13 mm diameter by 2 mm thickness pellets under 2000 psi using a hydraulic press. The 
blank used for THz measurements was one of pure PTFE, made under the same conditions. The 
samples and blank are held under vacuum in a variable-temperature cryostat that allows for data 
collection at both 293 K and 78 K. Each individual data set consisted of an average of 32 scans.  
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Figure 5-1. Labeled L-ASP asymmetric unit and full unit cell. 
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Figure 5-2. Labeled DL-ASP asymmetric unit and full unit cell. 
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The THz waveform was captured using a 32 ps scan window consisting of 3200 data points, 
which was then symmetrically zero-padded to 6000 points. Spectral resolution of approximately 
1.0 cm
-1
 was achieved using a Hanning window to perform Fourier transforms on the 
waveforms. The ratio of the power spectra (Fourier transformed data) of the sample and blank 
produced the THz absorption spectra.  Terahertz spectra shown here are the averages of four 
separate THz absorption spectra, each representing a complete set of sample and blank 
measurements. Cubic spline interpolation has been applied for visual clarity. 
5.2.2 Theoretical 
All solid-state DFT calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL09
22
 software 
package. The B3LYP hybrid density functional
23
 and 6-31G(d,p) atom-centered basis set
24
 were 
used for all calculations. Semi-empirical London-type dispersion corrections (DFT-D*) were 
included in the calculations in order to better account for weak non-covalent intermolecular 
forces.
25
 The global scale factor (s6) for the dispersion correction was determined specifically for 
the aspartic acid solids considered here. 
Atomic positions and lattice parameters were allowed to fully relax within the condition 
of preserved space group symmetries. Total energy convergence criteria were set to ΔE < 10-8 
hartree for geometry optimizations and ΔE < 10-11 hartree for normal mode calculations. 
Truncation tolerances for Coulomb and HF exchange integral series were set to 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 
10
-6
, 10
-12
 hartree. A shrinking factor of 8 (125 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone) was 
used in all calculations, based on the total energy convergence as a function of k-point count in 
reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.
26
 The radial and angular distributions 
were defined by a (75 794) DFT integration grid. The harmonic approximation was used to 
calculate the normal modes of vibration by numerical differentiation of the potential energy 
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gradient with respect to atomic position. The Berry phase approach was used to calculate the 
Born charge tensor,
22,27
 which enables the calculation of the infrared intensities of the normal 
modes. To facilitate comparison with experiment, spectral intensities are reported in units of ε 
(M
-1
 cm
-1
) where molarity is expressed in terms of the concentration of the crystallographic unit 
cells (Z). 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Terahertz Spectroscopy 
Terahertz spectra of L-ASP and DL-ASP, from 10 to 100 cm
-1
, are shown in Figure 5-3 
at 78 K. The experimentally determined absorptions are listed in Table 5-1. Room-temperature 
experimental THz data has been previously reported for both L-ASP
28
 and DL-ASP
29
 and the 
initial room-temperature THz spectra collected here (not shown) were consistent with those data. 
When cooled to 78 K, the absorptions narrow and shift to higher energy as is typical for such 
solids in this spectral region.  
Table 5-1. Experimental frequencies (cm
-1
) and intensities (M
-1
 cm
-1
) of L-ASP and DL-ASP 
L-ASP DL-ASP 
freq. ε freq. ε 
42.8 2.66 52.6 84.30 
83.9 15.61 67.2 153.95 
90.2 20.88 83.3 64.41 
 
The 78 K spectrum for L-ASP shows three distinct peaks at 42.8, 83.9, and 90.2 cm
-1
. 
The highest-energy peak also contains a shoulder near the edge of the spectral range at 
approximately 94.2 cm
-1
. In the DL-ASP spectrum there are also three distinct peaks at 52.6, 
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67.2, and 83.3 cm
-1
. Near the edge of the spectral bandwidth there is the possibility of a fourth 
peak at approximately 98 cm
-1
.  
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Figure 5-3. Experimental THz spectra of L-ASP (top) and DL-ASP (bottom) at 78 K. 
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5.3.2 Theoretical Analysis 
5.3.2.1 Structural Analysis of Anhydrous L-ASP and DL-ASP 
Previous work has demonstrated that the inclusion of semi-empirical London dispersion 
force corrections is essential to the success of simulations of crystalline organic molecules.
30,31
 
The DFT-D* correction parameterization was chosen for these simulations due to its 
parameterization for solid-state use.
25
 The first step to arriving at an acceptable structural 
reproduction is determining the global scaling factor, s6, for L-ASP. In order to obtain the 
appropriate scaling factor value, the simulated lattice dimensions (a, b, c, β, and volume) from 
calculations performed with varying s6 magnitudes were compared to the dimensions from the 
experimental X-ray crystal structures with the goal being the minimum deviation between the 
two data sets. The suggested s6 for B3LYP using DFT-D* is 1.00,
25
 but the L-ASP results 
indicated that the optimum s6 was significantly smaller at only 0.52. Once the s6 value for L-ASP 
was determined, it was applied in all subsequent calculations for DL-ASP and the hydrated 
solids. The signed percent errors in the unit cell dimensions and the overall absolute average 
percent error (not including the β angle) for L-ASP and DL-ASP are listed in Table 5-2. It 
should be noted that the structural simulations for L-ASP and DL-ASP were compared to 100 
K
15
 and 20 K
16
 X-ray crystallographic structures, respectively, and that the performance of the 
applied theory is essentially the same for both. 
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Table 5-2. Percent errors in unit cell parameters of L-ASP, DL-ASP, and L-AS•H2O as 
compared to experimental X-ray diffraction data 
Parameter L-ASP DL-ASP L-ASP H2O 
a 0.31 0.56 1.98 
b -1.06 0.55 -2.12 
c 0.68 -0.25 -2.18 
β -0.02 0.12 - 
Volume -0.07 0.70 -2.36 
    
Abs. Ave. Error 0.53 0.52 2.16 
 
The overall success of these calculations (low errors in lattice dimensions) was only part 
of the necessary evaluation needed to determine their accuracy. Each simulated structure was 
also subjected to evaluation of both the intramolecular (bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral 
angles) and intermolecular (hydrogen-bond heavy-atom distances) structural parameters. 
Hydrogen atoms were ignored in these comparisons due to their unreliable positions as 
determined by X-ray diffraction. The root-mean-squared deviations (RMSD) of each parameter 
for both anhydrous solids are provided in Table 5-3. The average RMSDs between these two 
solids were 0.0020 Å in bond lengths, 0.1197° in bond angles, 0.7689° in dihedral angles, and 
0.0049 Å in hydrogen-bond heavy-atom distances. The greatest difference in the simulated 
structures was seen in the dihedral angle RMSDs, arising from only two poorly reproduced 
angles involving the carboxylate end of the L-ASP molecule. It is not clear if the origin of these 
outliers is computational or experimental. Overall, the two simulated structures were in excellent 
agreement with the experimental crystal data. 
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Table 5-3. Root-mean-squared deviations (RMSDs) of calculated bond lengths, bond angles, 
dihedral angles, and heavy-atom hydrogen bond lentghs for L-ASP, DL-ASP, and L-ASP•H2O 
 
 
Bond Length (Å) Bond Angle (°) Dihedral Angle (°) H Bond Length (Å) 
L-ASP 0.0020 0.1352 1.1314 0.0069 
DL-ASP 0.0020 0.1043 0.4065 0.0028 
L-ASP H2O 0.0051 0.3890 2.1144 0.0476 
 
5.3.2.2 Simulated Terahertz Spectra of Anhydrous L-ASP and DL-ASP 
The calculated frequencies and intensities of the IR-active modes of L-ASP and DL-ASP 
are listed in Table 5-4. These results are plotted in Figure 5-4 with convolved Lorentzian line 
shapes utilizing full width half-maximum (fwhm) values that have been empirically determined 
by least-squares fitting of the experimental data. The fwhm values were found to be 2.6 cm
-1
 and 
3.7 cm
-1
 for L-ASP and DL-ASP, respectively.  
 
Table 5-4. Calculated IR-active mode frequencies (cm
-1
), intensities (km mol
-1
), and symmetries 
for L-ASP and DL-ASP 
L-ASP DL-ASP 
freq. intens. symm. freq. intens. symm. 
49.8 0.07 A 60.8 5.19 BU 
83.4 1.36 A 71.0 24.30 BU 
92.4 2.50 B 93.8 0.54 AU 
 
The simulated THz spectrum for L-ASP (Figure 5-4, top) has three peaks in the sub-100 
cm
-1
 area of interest. The two highest intensity peaks in the experimental spectrum at 83.9 and 
92.4 cm
-1
 are very well reproduced by the simulation which generated absorptions at 83.4 and 
90.2 cm
-1
. The relative intensities of the simulated peaks agree well with the experimental data 
although the absolute intensities appear to be overestimated. This is somewhat difficult to judge 
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given the rising baseline of the L-ASP spectrum. The lowest-energy peak (42.8 cm
-1
 in the 
experimental spectrum) is reproduced by the simulations, but at a significantly higher energy 
(49.8 cm
-1
) which may indicate significant anharmonicity in that mode. The very low intensity of 
this absorption is common to both the experimental and simulated spectra.  
The DL-aspartic acid crystal yielded a simulated THz spectrum also containing three 
absorptions features (Figure 5-4, bottom), but at 60.8, 71.0, and 93.8 cm
-1
. The intensities of 
these peaks agree with the order of intensities seen in the experimental spectrum, however the 
peak positions are all slightly overestimated. For both L-ASP and DL-ASP, the use of the 
B3LYP/631G(d,p) solid-state DFT calculations resulted in simulated THz spectra in very good 
agreement with the experimental THz data. The determination of the s6 scaling factor, based off 
of the L-ASP geometry calculations, proved to be equally effective for the DL-ASP solid, and 
the same s6 value of 0.52 was subsequently applied to the hydrated versions aspartic acid. 
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Figure 4. Terahertz spectra of L-ASP (top) and DL-ASP (bottom) compared to theoretically 
generated spectra (red traces) using B3LYP/6-31G (d,p).  
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5.3.2.3 Structural Analysis of L-ASP Monohydrate 
L-ASP•H2O has only one available X-ray crystallographic structure, and this was 
determined at room temperature (Figure 5-5). Although room-temperature structures are not 
ideal, all attempts to recrystallize the monohydrate form in order to solve the cold structure 
resulted in anhydrous material. Therefore, for L-ASP•H2O, all structural comparisons will be 
made to the room-temperature crystallographic data. Comparison of the theoretical results to the 
room temperature L-ASP•H2O structure shows greater errors in the calculated unit cell 
parameters (Table 5-2) as was seen in the anhydrous analysis. This is expected since the solid-
state DFT calculation is done without temperature effects (0 K) and therefore will tend to match 
better crystal structures measured at low temperature. For example, the percent error in the 
volume for the theoretical structure versus the 293 K structure was -2.36%. The volume 
discrepancy can be put into perspective by considering the well-studied L-serine monohydrate 
crystal system for comparison for which there exists two X-ray crystallographic structures, 293 
K and 97 K.
32,33
 The difference seen in the volume between these two L-serine monohydrate 
structures is -2.12%, similar to what has been predicted here for the L-ASP•H2O crystal. Taking 
into account the temperature issues, the geometry simulation for L-ASP•H2O is considered to be, 
at the very least, a reasonable representation of a low-temperature structure. 
As was conducted on the anhydrous amino acids, L-ASP H2O was subjected to the same 
intramolecular and intermolecular comparisons. Table 5-3 shows the RMSDs of the bond 
lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, and hydrogen-bond heavy-atom distances. The RMSDs are 
0.0051 Å, 0.3890°, 2.1144°, and 0.0476 Å, respectively. As with the anhydrous amino acids, 
there is low error in the bond lengths and bond angles, but a larger error is seen in the dihedral 
angles due to the comparison of the theoretical data to room-temperature experimental X-ray  
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Figure 5-5. Labeled L-ASP•H2O asymmetric unit and full unit cell. 
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crystallographic data. The error in the hydrogen bond distances is very small, indicating that the 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds are well modeled for the water/aspartic acid interactions..  
After the geometry optimization of L-ASP•H2O was completed, a frequency analysis was 
performed on the structure. No negative displacements (or imaginary frequencies) were seen in 
the vibrational calculations, proving that the optimized structure was located at a true minimum 
on the potential energy surface. The lack of experimental data prevents a detailed evaluation of 
the spectrum to be presented; however the results are listed in the Appendix B, Table B1.  
5.3.2.4 Structural Predictions for DL-ASP Hydrates 
Based on the results obtained for the anhydrates and L-ASP•H2O, two possible structures 
for hydrated DL-ASP were found using the same calculation methodology. The initial step to 
predicting these structures was to determine the most probable positions for the water molecules 
to interact with the amino acid molecules in the DL-ASP crystallographic unit cell. Anhydrous 
DL-ASP was used as the basis for constructing the proposed DL-ASP hydrated crystal.  
In the first prediction, two water molecules were inserted into the unit cell based on a 
hydrogen-bonding scheme similar to that seen in L-ASP•H2O. Once the water molecules were 
placed into the crystal following this pattern, the entire structure was allowed to relax with full 
unit cell and atomic positions optimization being performed with P 1 space group symmetry. 
After completion of the full optimization, inversion symmetry was found and the DL-
ASP•0.5H2O structure placed in the P-1 space group for all subsequent calculations. This first 
simulation yielded a hemihydrate form (Figure 5-6) of DL-ASP (DL-ASP•0.5H2O) with unit 
cell dimensions of a = 8.15947017 Å, b = 9.07693249 Å, c = 9.49322074, α = 69.100418°, β = 
63.954633°, γ = 91.576228°, volume = 575.756050 Å3, and Z = 2. 
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Figure 5-6. DL-ASP•0.5H2O asymmetric unit and full unit cell. 
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Despite the successfully converged simulation of DL-ASP•0.5H2O, none of the reported amino 
acid hydrate structures currently appearing in the Cambridge Structural Database
34
 contain 
fractional waters in their unit cells. The same procedure was followed as for DL-ASP•0.5H2O, 
except that four waters were added to the DL-ASP unit cell (one per amino acid). In order to 
incorporate four water molecules, some small rotations of the terminal groups of the amino acids 
were necessary to promote the desired hydrogen bonding scheme. The initial structure was then 
fully optimized in the P 1 space group. Upon completion of the optimization, new space group 
symmetry of P-1 was found. The simulation yielded a DL-ASP•1H2O species (Figure 5-7) with 
unit cell dimensions of a = 8.69412473 Å, b = 9.44524101 Å, c = 10.02247791 Å, α = 
67.287813°, β = 60.118818°, γ = 91.864362°, volume = 631.720324 Å3, and Z = 2.  
Although the geometry optimizations were successful, the testing of the proposed 
structures was not complete without normal mode calculations confirming their quality. 
Vibrational analysis of fully-optimized P-1 structures of both proposed DL-ASP hydrates were 
performed and no negative displacements or imaginary modes were generated. The frequency 
and infrared intensity results for DL-ASP•0.5H2O and DL-ASP•H2O are shown in Appendix B, 
Tables B2 and B3, respectively. Based on the results of the geometry optimizations and normal 
mode calculations, it is confirmed that both structures correspond to minima on the potential 
energy hypersurface governing the interactions of the molecules in the solid state. Thus, the 
existence of DL-ASP hydrates with such structures is possible, but not necessarily probable. To 
better understand this, the energies involved with the hydrate formation must be investigated. 
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Figure 5-7. DL-ASP•H2O asymmetric unit and full unit cell. 
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5.3.2.5 Conformational, Cohesive, and Gibbs Free Energies of Aspartic Acid Crystals 
Solid-state DFT calculations provide the information needed to evaluate the energies 
important to the formation of the DL-ASP hydrates, and all of the aspartic acid solids considered 
here, including conformational, cohesive, and Gibbs free energies. The results of these 
calculations on the aspartic acid anhydrates are listed in Tables 5-5. Of primary consideration is 
the cohesive energies found in L-ASP versus DL-ASP, since the expectation is that the solid that 
more readily forms a hydrate crystal would have weaker binding forces as an anhydrate. 
However, the cohesive energy of L-ASP is about 45.7 kJ/mol better than DL-ASP, suggesting 
that L-ASP should be less willing to incorporate co-crystallized waters, in contrast to 
experiment. 
Table 5-5. Conformational, cohesive, total electronic, and Gibbs energies of L-ASP and DL-
ASP. Units are in hartree. 
 
Conformational Cohesive Total Electronic Gibbs (298 K) 
L-ASP -511.9932 -0.1486 -512.1418 -2048.0833 
DL-ASP -512.0114 -0.1312 -512.1426 -2048.0861 
 
Considering the conformational energies of the aspartic acid molecules in the crystals 
helps to explain the observed behavior. The conformation of the DL-ASP molecules is 
considerably lower in energy (-47.8 kJ/mol) than those of L-ASP. Taking the conformational and 
cohesive energies together, it is seen that the total electronic energy of DL-ASP is actually 
slightly lower than L-ASP (-2.1 kJ/mol), now in agreement with the observation that the L-
ASP•H2O crystal does form more easily than any DL-ASP hydrate. Furthermore, DL-ASP shows 
a lower Gibbs energy at room temperature than L-ASP (-7.4 kJ/mol). 
Given the importance of molecular conformation on the formation of crystalline aspartic 
acid hydrates, it was evaluated in the known L-ASP•H2O solids and the proposed DL-
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ASP•0.5H2O and DL-ASP•H2O forms (Table 5-6). An interesting pattern appears between the 
homochiral and racemic solids. The addition of water to L-ASP actually improves (-1.52 kJ/mol) 
the conformational energy of the ASP molecules, but the water molecules negatively impact 
(+6.87 kJ/mol) the internal energies of the ASP molecules in both the DL-ASP hemihydrate and 
monohydrate proposed in this work. 
Table 5-6. Conformational energies of ASP molecules from crystalline hydrates as compared to 
those in anhydrous crystals. DL-ASP energies in the hydrates represent the average of the 
symmetry unique enantiomers. 
Amino Acid Relative Conformational Energy (kJ/mol) 
 
of ASP Molecules 
anhydrous L-ASP 0.00 
L-ASP•H2O -1.52 
anhydrous DL-ASP 0.00 
DL-ASP•H2O +6.72 
DL-ASP•0.5H2O +7.01 
 
Gibbs free energy differences can also be used to gauge the likelihood for these different 
hydrates to form. The ΔG values for hydration were calculated using Gibbs energies of the 
anhydrous solids, an isolated water molecule, and the known and proposed crystalline hydrates. 
The Gibbs free energy difference between anhydrous L-ASP and the known L-ASP•H2O was -
94.57 kJ/mol. This result is expected and confirms the creation of the monohydrated L-ASP 
crystal is energetically favorable and spontaneous. Conversely, since DL-ASP hydrates have 
never been observed, the ΔG values should be positive. This is indeed the case for both the 
hemihydrate (+36.62 kJ/mol) and the monohydrate (+0.84 kJ/mol). The monohydrate Gibbs free 
energy is small enough to suggest that, perhaps under non-standard conditions, the hydrate could 
possibly be produced, while the large positive value for the hemihydrate is consistent with the 
total lack of amino acid hemihydrate structures in the literature. Thus, based on predictions of the 
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possible structures of hydrated DL-ASP and the energy components of these crystals, the DL-
ASP hydrates will not form spontaneously under standard conditions, and this conclusion is 
largely rooted in the conformational energies of the amino acid molecules. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Homochiral and racemic crystals of L-aspartic acid exhibit very different abilities for 
incorporating co-crystallized water molecules. Solid-state density functional theory calculations, 
supported by terahertz spectroscopic measurements, have provided new insight as to why L-
ASP•H2O exists, but DL-ASP•H2O does not. Two hydrates of DL-ASP have been propoased, a 
hemihydrate and a monohydrate, with both forms calculated to be at energetically stable minima. 
The possible formation of these hydrated species was considered in terms of solid-state 
conformational, cohesive, and Gibbs energies. The L-ASP•H2O solid was found to be 
spontaneously forming as expected from experimental observations. Neither DL-ASP hydrate 
was found to be energetically preferred over the anhydrous parent, thus its formation is unlikely. 
The origins of this behavior are found to be strongly connected to the conformational energies of 
the aspartic acid molecules in the solids, with the addition of water to the DL-ASP crystal 
significantly disrupting its molecular stability. 
 
5.5 Supporting Information 
Calculated IR-active mode frequencies and intensities for L-ASP•H2O, DL-ASP•0.5H2O, and 
DL-ASP•H2O. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
This information is located in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 6. Evaluating London Dispersion Force Corrections in Crystalline 
Nitroguanidine by Terahertz Spectroscopy 
 
The material contained within this chapter has been published in IEEE Transactions on 
Terahertz Science and Technology. (Juliano, T. R., Jr.; Korter, T. M. IEEE Trans. THz. Sci. and 
Tech., 2013, 3, 281-287. Invited.) This article has been reproduced with permission from IEEE. 
 
Abstract 
The low-frequency vibrations of the crystalline explosive nitroguanidine have been investigated 
using pulsed terahertz spectroscopy (10 to 100 cm
-1
) and analyzed with solid-state density 
functional theory simulations. The terahertz spectrum recorded at 78 K exhibited five distinct 
absorptions that have been successfully assigned using PBE/cc-pVTZ augmented with semi-
empirical London force dispersion corrections. This computational investigation of the 
nitroguanidine structure and dynamics in the solid-state also included a study of the utilized 
dispersion force correction parameters, resulting in the development of new values for use in the 
analysis and prediction of the terahertz spectra of molecular solids. The applied models enabled 
the observed spectral absorptions to be assigned to external rigid rotations and translations of the 
molecules in the crystal. The assignments were further validated by a complementary study of 
perdeuterated nitroguanidine.    
 
 
Keywords: explosive, far-infrared, intermolecular forces, low-frequency vibrations  
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6.1 Introduction 
Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy provides a means for directly probing the intermolecular 
forces between molecules in the solid state by accessing the low-frequency vibrational motions 
that dominate the sub-100 cm
-1
 spectral region. The investigation of lattice vibrations, 
specifically the translations and rotations of the molecular components within the crystalline 
arrangement, enables greater understanding of these forces to be achieved and also enables 
characteristic spectral signatures for various compounds to be identified.
1,2
 Terahertz 
spectroscopy can be used to detect and identify a wide range of molecules including explosives 
3-
6
, narcotics 
7-9
, and pharmaceuticals.
10
 The experimental observation of these low-frequency 
vibrations is only one aspect of the effective utilization of THz spectroscopy for achieving new 
insights into intermolecular forces. A critical step in the process is proper interpretation of the 
spectroscopic data. Since the vibrations existing at these frequencies are either produced by the 
bulk or heavily influenced by the local environment, simulations of structure and dynamics need 
to integrate effects beyond the single molecule. Solid-state density functional theory (DFT), 
incorporating periodic boundary conditions, is able to efficiently calculate the internal and 
external structures of molecular solids, while simultaneously yielding the molecular and lattice 
vibrations of the crystalline material.
11-13
 Such simulations allow the assignment of the observed 
THz absorption features to specific motions in the solid and permit the evaluation of the potential 
energy surfaces governing crystalline structures. 
While solid-state DFT is a powerful technique, it often relies upon density functionals 
that generally are unable to accurately account for weak London dispersion forces. The neglect 
of weak forces can lead to significant structural errors in the simulations of solids, especially 
those substances lacking any strong intermolecular attractions such as hydrogen bonding or ion-
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ion interactions. New density functionals are continuously being introduced to better treat 
London dispersion forces,
14-17
 but the use of well-established density functionals, such as that 
devised by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) is far more common.
18
 The performance of such 
density functionals has been improved with the implementation of semi-empirical London 
dispersion corrections to these existing standard formulations as proposed by Grimme (DFT-D2). 
19
 The general formula for the energy correction is  
 
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = −𝑠6 ∑ ∑
𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑖𝑗
6
𝑁𝑎𝑡
𝑗=𝑖+1
𝑁𝑎𝑡−1
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑑𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗)                                      (6.1) 
 
𝑓𝑑𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗) =  
1
1+𝑒
−𝑑(
𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑟−1
)
                                                     (6.2) 
 
where 𝑁𝑎𝑡 is the number of atoms in the system, 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
 is the dispersion coefficient for the atom 
pair ij, 𝑠6 is the global scaling factor, 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the interatomic distance, and 𝑅𝑟 is the sum of the van 
der Waals radii (vdW). The vdW radii are derived from ROHF/TZV computations of atoms in 
the ground state.
19
 The 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
 term is determined by the equation  
 
𝐶6
𝑎 = 0.05𝑁𝐼p
𝑎𝛼𝑎                                                           (6.3) 
 
where 𝑁 is 2, 10, 18, 36, or 54 based on the last element of rows 1-5 of the periodic table, 𝐼p is 
the atomic ionization potential, and 𝛼 is the static dipole polarizability. The DFT-D2 C6 
component values are theoretically derived from the London formula for dispersion, based on 
DFT/PBE0 calculations of Ip and α.
19
 Since the parameters directly affect the total dispersion 
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energy correction, the success of the dispersion corrections is highly dependent on the values 
used for the variables found in the methodology. Even the form of the dispersion correction 
equations themselves have been the subject of continued study.
20
     
The DFT-D2 model has subsequently been modified by Civalleri et. al. (DFT-D*) and 
optimized for use is solid-state calculations.
21
 The difference between the two is that DFT-D* 
introduces scaling factors to the vdW radii. The DFT-D2 values for vdW radii are used as the 
basis, but the values are multiplied by 1.30 for hydrogen and 1.05 for all other elements. The 
DFT-D* approach was found to provide a better model than DFT-D2 for the simulation of 
molecular solids in terms of lattice dimensions and cohesive energies.
21
   
In this work, time-domain pulsed THz spectroscopy and solid-state DFT simulations, 
using the CRYSTAL09 software package,
22
 have been used to investigate the structure and low-
frequency vibrations of the crystalline explosive nitroguanidine (NG) at low temperature (78 K). 
In addition, isotopic substitution (deuteration) was utilized to test the efficacy of this common 
technique for the assignment of low-frequency motions. Nitroguanidine is a flammable solid 
used in explosive and propellant formulations, most notably, smokeless gunpowder.
23
 Its 
vibrational character has been previously studied using room-temperature THz spectroscopy,
24
 
Raman spectroscopy,
25
 and IR spectroscopy.
26
 The absorption features in the THz spectrum have 
not been previously assigned.   
Experimental spectra of NG and its fully deuterated form (d-NG) were collected from 10 
to 100 cm
-1
 (0.3 to 3 THz) at 78 K (liquid nitrogen). Solid-state DFT calculations using the 
general gradient approximation PBE
18
 functional with the cc-pVTZ
27
 basis set for both structural 
and spectral simulations were used in the data analysis. To correct for the poor modeling of weak 
intermolecular forces, London-type dispersion corrections were applied using the established 
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DFT-D2 and DFT-D* approaches as well as with a reparameterization first reported here. For 
this third correction (termed DFT-DX), the parameters were redefined using values originating 
from experimental measurements (when available) for ionization potentials, polarizability 
volumes, and van der Waals radii.
28-30
 As will be demonstrated, this modification resulted in the 
improvement of the quality of both the structural and spectral calculations, suggesting that DFT-
DX may be a valuable variation of the DFT-D2 London force correction model.    
 
6.2 Experimental 
Nitroguanidine was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (lot #14321CDV) and was used as 
received with no further purification, but oven dried to remove residual water. Single crystals 
were grown for X-ray diffraction measurements by slow evaporation of a saturated aqueous 
solution. X-ray crystallographic data at 90 K was collected at Syracuse University and this 
structure was used as the standard structure for all comparisons. At 90 K, the NG crystal 
structure (Figure 6-1) is consistent with other reports
31
 and exhibits space group symmetry of 
Fdd2 with unit cell dimensions of a=17.5577 Å, b=24.852 Å, and c=3.4964 Å, volume=1525.6 
Å
3
, and Z=16. Deuterated NG was formed by dissolving NG in D2O and recrystallizing it by 
evaporation in a vacuum oven. This was repeated three successive times to ensure full deuterium 
substitution. 
Experimental THz spectra were obtained using a time-domain pulsed THz spectrometer 
based on an amplified Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system. Zinc telluride crystals were used 
for both generation of THz radiation by optical rectification and detection by free-space electro-
optic sampling.
32,33
 A detailed description of the spectrometer has been previously reported.
8
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Figure 6-1. Labeled nitroguanidine molecule and nitroguanidine unit cell.  
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Samples of NG and d-NG were mixed with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder to dilute the 
samples to a concentration of approximately 1% by mass. The sample/PTFE mixtures were then 
pulverized in a stainless steel ball mill (Dentsply Rinn 3110-3A) to minimize particle size and 
reduce the scattering of THz radiation
34
 and other spectral feature issues associated with 
Kramers-Kronig
35,36
 relations and the Christiansen effect.
37
 After pulverization, approximately 
0.55g of each mixture was pressed into separate pellets using a hydraulic press (ICL EZ-Press 
12) under a measured pressure of 2000 psi. The press uses a 13-mm diameter stainless steel die, 
producing pellets of 13 x 2.2 mm thickness. The blank, a pure PTFE pellet, was produced using 
the same procedure. The samples and blank were held in a variable temperature cryostat under 
vacuum and data was acquired at 78 K. The time-domain THz waveform was captured using a 
32 ps scan window consisting of 3200 data points. This data was then symmetrically zero-
padded to 6000 total points before data transformation. Sample and blank pellets were scanned 
32 times each and averaged for each individual set. Fourier transforms were performed using a 
Hanning window and a spectral resolution of approximately 1.0 cm
-1
 resulted. The THz 
absorption spectra were obtained from the ratio of the power spectra (Fourier-transformed data) 
of the samples and blank.  The final THz spectra presented in this work are the average of four 
individual THz spectra, each representing a complete set of sample and blank measurements. 
 
6.3 Theoretical 
Solid-state DFT calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL09 software package.
22
  
All calculations utilized the PBE density functional
18
 with the atom-centered cc-pVTZ basis 
set.
27
 Semi-empirical London type dispersion corrections of varying parameterizations were used 
throughout the calculations. Three variations of the corrections were used for both optimizations 
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and frequencies: DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX. As described before, DFT-D2 and DFT-D* 
use completely theoretical values for Rr, Ip, and α. When utilizing the new DFT-DX approach, 
the values of the dispersion parameters were changed to more accurately represent the atoms in 
the NG molecule by using standard experimental values (when available) for van der Waals 
radii, ionization potentials, and polarizabilities (Table 6-1).
28-30
  
Table 6-1.  C6 (J nm
6
 mol
-1
) and vdW radii (Å) values for DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX. 
 
Atom DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
 
C6 vdW radii C6 vdW radii C6 vdW radii 
H 0.14 1.001 0.14 1.301 0.03 1.10 
C 1.75 1.452 1.75 1.525 0.91 1.70 
N 1.23 1.397 1.23 1.467 0.59 1.55 
O 0.70 1.342 0.70 1.409 0.34 1.52 
 
Simulations of the solid-state structure used initial atomic positions and lattice dimensions taken 
from the 90 K X-ray crystallographic data. These geometry optimizations allowed for full 
relaxation of all lattice dimensions and atomic positions, so long as the Fdd2 space group 
symmetry was preserved.   
Total energy convergence criteria for geometry optimizations and normal mode 
calculations were set to ΔE ˂ 10-8 hartree and ΔE ˂ 10-11 hartree, respectively. A shrinking factor 
of 8 (125 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone) was used in the NG calculations, based on 
the sampling and monitoring of the total energy convergence as a function of k-point count in 
reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.
38
 The radial and angular distributions 
were defined by a (75,794) DFT integration grid. Truncation tolerances used for Coulomb and 
HF exchange integral series were set to the default values of 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-6
, 10
-6
, and 10
-12
 
hartree. Frequencies of normal modes were calculated within the harmonic approximation by 
numerical differentiation of the analytical gradient of the potential energy with respect to atomic 
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position. Infrared intensities for normal modes were calculated from the dipole moment 
derivatives (dµ/dQ) determined using the Berry phase approach to calculate the Born charge 
tensor.
22,39
              
 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Experimental Section   
 
The experimental THz spectrum of NG from 10 to 100 cm
-1
 at 78 K is shown in Figure 
6-2 and the observed features are listed in Table 6-2. Room-temperature spectral data has been 
reported by Chen et. al.
24
 and the cold spectrum shown here is consistent with their data. As 
compared to room temperature, when cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature, the absorptions 
narrow and shift to higher energy. This sharpening is due to fewer vibrational states being 
thermally populated at the colder temperature. Also at the lower temperature, the unit cell 
volume is reduced due to anharmonicity effects, leading to the observed higher-energy shifting 
of the peaks.  
Table 6-2. Comparison of experimental frequencies (cm
-1
) and intensities (M
-1
 cm
-1
) of 
nitroguanidine (NG) and its deuterated analogue (d-NG) and the percent frequency shift due to 
deuteration. 
NG d-NG % frequency shift 
freq ε freq ε on deuteration 
43.9 23.29 43.0 34.68 -0.7 
50.9 99.39 50.4 108.91 -1.0 
69.5 80.04 69.2 88.35 -0.4 
86.0 390.58 85.3 342.32 -0.8 
96.1 200.31 93.3 194.62 -2.9 
- - 97.2 205.47 - 
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Figure 6-2. Terahertz spectrum of solid nitroguanidine at 78 K. 
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In an attempt to aid in the assignment of the absorptions to specific motions, the NG 
sample was perdeuterated and its THz spectrum recorded. The 78 K d-NG spectrum (Figure 6-3) 
showed essentially the same features as normal NG, except for a general shift of all vibrations to  
slightly lower energy. A sixth absorption feature at 97.2 cm
-1
 appears in the d-NG spectrum that 
seems to not have a counterpart in the NG spectrum, however this peak is most likely present in 
the NG spectrum, just slightly outside the experimental bandwidth of the spectrometer. The 
infrared intensities of the absorptions do not change significantly. The frequency differences are 
listed in Table 6-2 and are consistent with the increased mass of the deuterated compound. 
While the magnitudes of the shifts are small, they do vary from peak to peak and therefore may 
be useful in identifying the underlying molecular motions. These experimental mass-induced 
frequency shifts can be coupled with theoretical predictions to clarify the spectral assignments.   
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Figure 6-3.  Terahertz spectra of solid nitroguanidine (black) and fully-deuterium substituted 
nitroguanidine (red) at 78 K. 
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6.4.2 Theoretical Section 
6.4.2.1 Structural Analysis 
The importance of including dispersion corrections in the calculations was evaluated by 
first performing simulations without these corrections. The resulting structure showed a large 
increase in unit cell volume of over 15%. This result is typical for calculations of structures of 
molecular solids that ignore London dispersion forces.
21
 Given the physically unrealistic 
dimensions arrived at by the simulations without London force corrections, the need for their 
consideration is clear. Even though a meaningful THz spectrum could not be calculated using 
this structure (a representative THz spectrum based on this structure is provided in the 
Supplementary Information), these calculations do have some value. They demonstrate that weak 
London dispersion forces are important for the physically accurate simulation of the solid-state 
structure of NG despite the presence of numerous strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds.   
London-type dispersion corrections were added to the calculations using three 
approaches, DFT-D2, DFT-D* and the newly modified approach, DFT-DX, proposed here.  
These dispersion corrections were added in order to generate the best possible theoretical 
structures for NG from the full optimization of all atomic positions and lattice parameters (with 
preservation of space group symmetry). In order to ensure that the dispersion corrections were 
properly applied in the full optimization calculations, the global s6 scalar was optimized to 
minimize the absolute differences in the calculated lattice dimensions (a, b, c, and volume) when 
compared to the 90 K X-ray structure. The optimal s6 value for both DFT-D2 and DFT-D* was 
found to be 0.60, less than the suggested value of 0.75 when using the PBE functional,
19
 but 
similar to that found in other studies.
40
 When using the DFT-DX corrections, an increase to 0.95 
was necessary to produce the best structure. Table 6-3 summarizes the errors in the unit cell 
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parameters generated by the calculations with optimal s6 values as compared to the experimental 
X-ray structure.  
 
Table 6-3.  Percent errors in unit cell parameters of calculated structures compared to X-ray data 
using different dispersion correction methods. 
 
Parameter No Dispersion  DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
 
Correction s6 = 0.60 s6 = 0.60 s6 = 0.95 
Volume (Å
3
) 15.66 -2.84 -2.18 1.44 
A (Å) -6.29 -1.47 -0.92 0.56 
B (Å) -0.14 -3.52 -3.48 -1.59 
C (Å) 23.60 2.20 2.28 2.50 
Abs. Ave. Error 11.42 2.51 2.21 1.52 
 
Overall, all of the resulting structures were similar to the experimental structure, but that 
generated using DFT-DX showed significantly better agreement versus the other simulations. 
Based on this evaluation, DFT-DX generated a unit cell with an absolute average dimensional 
error of 1.52%, while DFT-D* yielded 2.21%, and the DFT-D2 approach, 2.51%.   
It is important to evaluate the atomic-level accuracy of the DFT calculated structures to 
ensure that high quality reproductions of the crystal structures, and the vibrational spectra 
derived from them, have been achieved. For this, the calculated structures were compared to the 
90 K X-ray crystallographic structure by calculation of the root-mean-squared deviations 
(RMSDs) of the bond lengths, bond angles, and bond dihedral angles (Table 6-4).  
Table 6-4.  Evaluation of RMSDs of calculated bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles 
for nitroguanidine. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dispersion Correction  Bond Length Bond Angle Dihedral Angle 
Method Å ° ° 
DFT-D 0.0292 0.3457 1.4701 
DFT-D* 0.0293 0.3207 1.1077 
DFT-DX 0.0292 0.3439 0.8337 
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The quality of the molecular packing of the calculated unit cell was assessed by comparing the 
intermolecular (plus one intramolecular) hydrogen bond heavy-atom separations to those from 
the experimental structure (Table 6-5).  
 
Table 6-5.  Comparison of the theoretical and experimental hydrogen bond heavy-atom 
distances (Å) in crystalline nitroguanidine. 
 
Hydrogen Bond Experimental DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
Intermolecular 
    N1H1….O1 3.254 3.027 3.038 3.157 
N1H2….O2 2.937 2.901 2.907 2.929 
N2H3….N3 3.107 3.056 3.075 3.131 
N2H4….O1 2.991 2.935 2.934 2.993 
Intramolecular 
    N2H4….O1 2.596 2.604 2.613 2.622 
     Absolute Ave. Error - 2.544 2.389 1.159 
 
The hydrogen-bond evaluation utilized only heavy atoms because of the uncertain hydrogen 
atom positions as determined by X-ray crystallography.     
All three calculations provided very similar results for bond lengths with RMSD values 
of 0.0292 Å, 0.0293 Å, and 0.0292 Å for the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX methods, 
respectively. In a similar fashion, little variation is seen in the bond angle RMSD analysis with 
0.3457°, 0.3207°, and 0.3439° for the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX methods, respectively.   
These results are expected because the application of long-range dispersion corrections should 
have little influence on the intramolecular covalent bond lengths and angles. The bond dihedral 
angles are where the changes are expected to be larger, due to the dispersion corrections having a 
significant effect on the packing of the molecules within the unit cell and therefore possibly an 
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influence on the overall molecular structure. A clear improvement was found in the RMSD for 
the dihedral angles when utilizing DFT-DX, achieving 0.834°, versus the DFT-D2 approach 
yielding 1.470° and DFT-D* giving 1.108°.   
The packing of the molecules in the unit cell is very important when analyzing the THz 
spectrum of a crystalline solid and the quality of this spatial arrangement in the simulations can 
be evaluated through inspection of the heavy atom positions in hydrogen bonds. Nitroguanidine 
exhibits one intramolecular and four intermolecular hydrogen bonds, listed in Table 6-5 with 
atomic labels as shown in Figure 6-1. The intramolecular hydrogen bond, N2-H4···O1, has an 
experimental N2···O1 distance of 2.596 Å. All three of the calculations overestimate this 
interatomic separation, yielding 2.604 Å, 2.613 Å, and 2.622 Å for DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-
DX, respectively. The intermolecular hydrogen bonds correspond to the four amine hydrogens, 
bonded to N1 and N2, interacting with neighboring NG molecules. The hydrogen bonds are as 
follows: N1-H1···O1, N1-H2···O2, N2-H3···N3, and N2-H4···O1. The absolute average error in the 
hydrogen bonds in the DFT-D2 calculation was 2.54%, in the DFT-D* calculation it was 2.39%, 
and when using the DFT-DX approach, it is reduced to 1.16%. Using both the DFT-D2 and 
DFT-D* approaches, all four of the hydrogen bond heavy atom distances are underestimated. 
When the DFT-DX approach is used, the two hydrogen bonds involving N1 are underestimated, 
while the two hydrogen bonds involving N2 are overestimated.        
  All three of the dispersion correction methods provide good reproductions of the 
internal (bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles) and external (crystal axes) 
measurements. The use of dispersion corrections in the DFT simulations is crucial in the case of 
NG so that the unit cell dimensions and molecular contents can be accurately reproduced. The 
standard DFT-D2 and DFT-D* corrections led to acceptable structures, showing deviations in 
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the unit cell parameters (a, b, c, and volume) of less than 3.5%. However, use of the DFT-DX 
approach produced a structure in which none of the errors exceeded 2.5%. DFT-DX also resulted 
in superior RMSD values for both the dihedral angles and heavy-atom hydrogen bond distances.  
These two structural parameters are particularly important because they influence the way in 
which the molecules are packed into the unit cells. Since THz spectroscopy focuses on the 
interactions between components in the unit cells, having the best possible intermolecular 
structure is clearly relevant to achieving accurate spectral simulations.     
6.4.2.2 Simulated Terahertz Spectra and Mode Assignments 
The quality of the DFT calculated THz spectra (10 to 100 cm
-1
) are compared to the 78 K 
experimental spectrum of NG in Figure 6-4. The calculated frequencies and intensities of the IR-
active modes are listed in Table 6-6 and descriptions of the vibrational mode characters assigned 
to the experimental features are listed in Table 6-7. The calculated intensities are generated and 
reported in units of km mol
-1
, but these values are then converted into spectral absorption units 
(M
-1
 cm
-1
) using a Lorentzian line shape with a full width half-maximum (FWHM) determined 
empirically by least-squares fitting of the experimental spectra. The FWHM value of the features 
in the 78 K NG THz spectrum was found to be 3.0 cm
-1
. When converting intensity units, the 
molarity refers to the molarity of primitive unit cells, noting that NG has a Z’=4 asymmetric unit 
cell.     
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Table 6-6.  Calculated IR-active mode frequencies (cm
-1
) and intensities (km/mol) for 
nitroguanidine below 150 cm
-1
 using different dispersion correction parameterizations. 
 
 
DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
freq intens symm freq intens symm freq intens symm 
52.5 3.70 B2 48.7 3.82 B2 50.6 2.98 B2 
53.4 8.36 B1 50.7 2.18 A1 51.8 1.48 A1 
57.4 1.69 A1 52.5 1.61 B1 55.7 1.07 B1 
66.9 1.50 B2 63.6 4.66 B2 67.5 4.77 B2 
87.5 1.69 B1 75.7 1.33 B1 79.1 1.91 B1 
96.6 14.96 A1 91.6 26.22 A1 91.5 21.66 A1 
97.7 24.20 B1 94.7 46.16 B2 95.4 53.31 B2 
99.3 9.05 B2 100.4 4.04 A1 103.0 11.04 A1 
106.9 24.45 A1 105.9 46.43 B1 104.8 50.47 B1 
112.7 12.99 B1 112.8 17.37 B2 116.6 11.64 B2 
123.7 62.17 B2 114.3 4.41 B1 117.3 1.56 B1 
125.4 14.10 A1 119.3 9.57 A1 120.2 7.08 A1 
141.8 27.32 A1 129.5 1.42 B1 128.1 1.02 B1 
142.2 1.72 B1 134.4 22.27 A1 133.0 23.02 A1 
 
Table 6-7.  Vibrational character of the sub-100 cm
-1
 IR-active modes in nitroguanidine.  
 
Experimental DFT-DX 
  freq (cm
-1
) freq (cm
-1
) symm mode description 
50.9 50.6
a 
B2 ET along c 
 
51.8
a 
A1 ET along b 
69.5 67.5 B2 ER about b 
86.0 91.5
 
B2 ER about c 
96.1 95.4
 
A1 ER about c 
 
a
The two calculated modes both contribute to the experimental mode.                       
b
ET = external translation, ER = external rotation  
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Figure 6-4.  78 K terahertz spectrum of nitroguanidine compared to the theoretical spectra 
generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX London force corrections. 
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While all of the spectral simulations are qualitatively similar, certain aspects of the DFT-
DX simulation identified it as the most successful reproduction of the experiment. These aspects 
include the positioning of the 69.5 cm
-1
 peak and the splitting of the features at 50.9 cm
-1
 and 
above ~80 cm
-1
. This visual inspection led to the adopted mode assignments (Table 6-7) being 
based on the DFT-DX calculated spectrum. The first peak at 50.9 cm
-1
 is represented by a 
combination of two modes, 50.6 and 51.8 cm
-1
, in the calculated spectrum. These modes are 
better aligned than the ones generated by DFT-D2 and DFT-D*. In the experimental spectrum, 
the next mode is located at 69.5 cm
-1
 and the corresponding peak in the calculated spectrum is at 
67.5 cm
-1
. In all three of the theoretical approaches, the highest energy peaks have a reversed 
order of intensities as compared to the experiment. This indicates that either the ordering of the 
absorption features is incorrect in the simulations or the calculated intensities are incorrect. The 
issue can be resolved by utilizing the frequency shifts observed between the NG and the d-NG 
THz spectra, both experimentally and computationally. The percent shifts of the two highest 
frequency peaks for the experimental data are -0.8% and -2.9%. For the calculated spectra, the 
shift percentages for the same two peaks are -1.9% and -4.1%. These mass-induced frequency 
shifts enabled the ordering of these two peaks to be determined as being correct in the 
simulations, despite the infrared intensities suggesting the reverse assignment. Therefore, the 
simulated peaks actually do correspond to the ordering seen in the experimental spectrum and the 
experimental peaks at 86.0 cm
-1
 and 96.1 cm
-1
 correspond to the DFT-DX theoretical peaks at 
91.5 cm
-1
 and 95.4 cm
-1
, respectively. The origin of the intensity discrepancies for these features 
is unknown. Given these assignments, the frequency RMSD from the DFT-DX theoretical 
representation is 1.5 cm
-1
, significantly smaller that the RMSDs from DFT-D* (2.1 cm
-1
) and 
DFT-D2 (2.8 cm
-1
). While most features are clearly assignable, there are some ambiguities. The 
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peak at 43.3 cm
-1
 in the experimental spectrum is weak, and has no clear correspondence to any 
features found in the calculated spectra. The 43.3 cm
-1
 feature does shift upon deuteration and 
remains even after re-crystallization of the sample, indicating that it is a vibration intrinsic to 
NG. Similarly, there is a peak seen in the calculated spectrum at 79.1 cm
-1
, that is not obvious in 
the experimental spectrum. This peak is likely under the base of the large peak located at 86.0 
cm
-1
, as the left side of that peak is slightly asymmetric. It should be noted that the infrared 
intensities generated by the DFT-DX approach were approximately twice as intense as the 
experimental intensities, while the DFT-D* modes are about one and a half times more intense, 
and the DFT-D2 predictions have only slightly higher intensities.   
Overall, the DFT-DX method based on experimental C6 and vdW radii parameterizations 
produced a better theoretical structure and THz spectrum than the other London force 
corrections. Based on these results, this new dispersion correction parameterization shows 
promise, but needs further investigation by applying it in the simulation of the structure and 
dynamics of additional molecular solids to gauge its efficacy and transferability.        
 
6.5 Conclusions     
The THz spectrum of NG was measured from 10 to 100 cm
-1
 at 78 K, revealing sharp 
spectral features. Solid-state DFT simulations were performed on crystalline NG and their 
performance evaluated for both the reproduction of the measured crystal structure and observed 
THz vibrational frequencies. These calculations utilized three London force dispersion correction 
parameterizations, DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and the newly modified DFT-DX approach. The use of all 
three corrections generated reasonable crystal structures and THz spectra as compared to 
experimental observations. However, the use of the DFT-DX correction, based on experimental 
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vdW radii and C6 parameters generally showed a more accurate prediction of the crystalline 
structure of NG and the lattice vibrations forming the basis of the THz spectrum. This suggests 
that basing London force correction parameters on empirical values can lead to superior results 
in molecular crystals. The validity of this idea will need to be tested against a variety of solid 
samples and this work is currently underway.        
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CHAPTER 7. Terahertz Vibrations of Crystalline Acyclic and Cyclic Diglycine: 
Benchmarks for London Force Correction Models  
 
The material contained within this chapter has been published in The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry A. (Juliano, T. R.; Korter, T. M. J. Phys. Chem. A. 2013, 117, 10504-10512.) This 
article has been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society. 
  
 
Abstract 
Terahertz spectroscopy provides direct information concerning weak intermolecular forces in 
crystalline molecular solids and therefore acts as an excellent method for calibrating and 
evaluating computational models for non-covalent interactions.  In this study, the low-frequency 
vibrations of two dipeptides were compared, acyclic diglycine and cyclic diglycine, as 
benchmark systems for gauging the performance of semi-empirical London force correction 
approaches. The diglycine samples were investigated using pulsed terahertz spectroscopy from 
10 to 100 cm
-1
 and then analyzed using solid-state density functional theory (DFT) augmented 
with existing London force corrections, as well as a new parameterization (DFT-DX) based on 
known experimental values. The two diglycine molecules provide a useful test for the applied 
models given their similarities, but more importantly the differences in the intermolecular forces 
displayed by each. It was found that all of the considered London force correction models were 
able to generate diglycine crystal structures of similar accuracy, but considerable variation 
occurred in their abilities to predict terahertz frequency vibrations. The DFT-DX 
parameterization was particularly successful in this investigation and shows promise for the 
improved analysis of low-frequency spectra.  
 
Keywords: far-infrared, dipeptide, hydrogen bonding, lattice vibrations 
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7.1 Introduction 
Weak, non-covalent intermolecular forces are the critical driving factors in the formation 
of specific crystalline arrangements of molecules in the solid state. Despite the low energies 
associated with such forces, understanding these interactions is of the utmost importance in 
elucidating the crystallization mechanisms in molecular solids such as pharmaceuticals and 
biomolecules. Our understanding of weak forces can be enhanced through the application of 
spectroscopic methods that directly access intermolecular interactions and the utilization of 
robust computational models that can simultaneously address both the covalent and non-covalent 
aspects of solid-state molecules. 
Terahertz spectroscopy provides unique insights into the fundamental cohesive forces 
contained within condensed-phase materials. Intermolecular forces between solid-state 
molecules are readily explored by terahertz spectroscopy, since they directly impact the low-
frequency vibrational modes seen in the sub-100 cm
-1
 spectral region. This phenomenon gives 
powerful analytical capabilities to THz spectroscopy and it has been used to study and 
characterize a wide range of molecular solids, including explosives,
1-4
 narcotics,
5-7
 and 
pharmaceuticals.
8,9
 On its own, terahertz spectroscopy provides measurement of the 
characteristic and identifying sub-100 cm
-1
 vibrational features of various compounds, but it does 
not provide details of the specific nature of the vibrations.
10,11
 To understand the chemical 
origins of the vibrations and extract out meaningful information concerning intermolecular 
forces, proper interpretation of the data is crucial. Since the vibrations in this region originate 
from the bulk material, or if intramolecular, are heavily influenced from the local environment, 
the method chosen for simulations must incorporate effects beyond single molecules.  Solid-state 
density functional theory (DFT), utilizing periodic boundary conditions, is one method that is 
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able to calculate both the internal and external structures of molecular solids, while also 
simulating the molecular and lattice vibrations of crystalline materials.
12-14
 Using DFT 
simulations, the assignment of the observed THz absorptions to specific atomic motions in the 
solid is possible and thus the intermolecular forces within the sample can be detailed. 
Solid-state DFT is a powerful technique; however, the most common density functionals 
still fall short when the inclusion of weak London dispersion forces is necessary. In the cases of 
substances lacking significant intermolecular bonding, such as hydrogen bonding or ion-ion 
interactions, the neglect of weak forces can lead to large structural errors in the solid 
simulations.
15
 To address these issues, new density functionals are continuously being 
developed,
16-19
 as well as completely different approaches being pursued, such as explicit 
electron correlation with periodic MP2 in solids.
20
 However, the use of well-established density 
functionals, such as that devised by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)
21
, is still commonplace 
given their widespread accessibility and computational efficiency. To improve the performance 
of these density functionals, semi-empirical London dispersion corrections, as proposed by 
Grimme,
22
 have been incorporated into the calculations. 
In this paper, the implementation of such corrections has been investigated in the study of 
two crystalline glycine dipeptides (Gly-Gly) using the unaltered Grimme approach (DFT-D2),
23
 
a modification of the Grimme method (DFT-D*),
15
 and a new approach that is parameterized 
with known experimental values (DFT-DX).
24
 Acyclic diglycine (ADG) and cyclic diglycine 
(CDG) were chosen as the focus of this work because of their relative simplicities, yet they 
maintain their relevance to larger, more complex biological molecules. While both compounds 
are linkages of two glycine molecules, the different molecular structures create important 
variations in the intermolecular forces exhibited by each. For example, the ADG dipeptide can 
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accommodate eight intermolecular hydrogen bonds, while CDG has a maximum of four. This 
modification in the possible molecule-molecule interactions presents a test for the application of 
semi-empirical dispersion force corrections in DFT calculations. The theory must be robust 
enough to handle environments rich in hydrogen bonding, as well as those lacking strong van der 
Waals forces. These glycine dipeptides provide benchmarks for successful simulations and thus 
serve as a means for evaluating and improving London force correction models. 
7.2 Methods 
7.2.1 Experimental 
Acyclic (lot #025K5440) and cyclic (lot #011M5420V) diglycine were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich and used with no further purification, but were desiccator-dried to remove any 
residual water.  The X-ray diffraction data for ADG has been reported at 100 K  by 
Drebushchak, et al.
25
  The space group of ADG is P21/c with unit cell dimensions of a=7.992 Å, 
b=9.536 Å, and c=7.773 Å, volume=569.016 Å
3
, and Z=4.
25
 Single crystals of CDG were grown 
from saturated aqueous solution and used to obtain X-ray diffraction measurements at 90 K at 
Syracuse University. The 90 K CDG crystal structure is consistent with the reported 120 K 
structure.
26
 The space group of 90 K CDG is P21/c with unit cell dimensions of a=3.8995 Å, 
b=11.556 Å, and c=5.1613 Å, volume=231.13 Å
3
, and Z=2. Single molecules and unit cells for 
ADG and CDG are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, repectively. These two sets of data were used 
as the standards for all structural comparisons. 
A detailed description of the time-domain pulsed THz spectrometer, based on an 
amplified Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system, has been previously reported in detail 
elsewhere.
6
 Zinc telluride crystals were used for both generation of THz radiation by optical 
rectification and detection by free-space electro-optic sampling.
27,28
 Samples of ADG and CDG  
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Figure 7-1. Labeled acyclic diglycine molecule and unit cell. 
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Figure 7-2. Labeled cyclic diglycine molecule and unit cell. 
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were mixed with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder to dilute the samples to 1.0% and 7.4% 
by mass, respectively, due to significant differences in THz absorption strength. The mixtures 
were then pulverized in a stainless steel ball mill to reduce the scattering of THz radiation by 
ensuring small particle size.
29
 Approximately 0.55 g of each pulverized sample was then taken 
and pressed into a pellet using a hydraulic press under a measured pressure of 2000 psi, 
producing pellets of 13 mm diameter and 2.2 mm thickness. A pure PTFE pellet was made in the 
same manner and used as a blank. A variable-temperature cryostat was used to hold the samples 
and blank under vacuum for both room-temperature (293 K) and cryogenic (78 K) data 
collection. A 32 ps scan window consisting of 3200 data points was used to capture the time-
domain THz waveform with subsequent symmetrical zero-padding to 6000 points. Sample and 
blank pellets were scanned 32 times each and averaged for each individual set. Using a Hanning 
window, Fourier transforms were performed on the waveforms, resulting in a spectral resolution 
of approximately 1.0 cm
-1
. Terahertz absorption spectra resulted from the ratio of the power 
spectra (Fourier transformed data) of the samples and blank. All THz spectra shown here are the 
averages of four separate THz absorption spectra, each representing a complete set of sample and 
blank measurements. Cubic spline interpolation has been applied for visual clarity.  
7.2.2 Theoretical 
The CRYSTAL09 software package
30
 was used to perform all solid-state DFT 
calculations utilizing the PBE density functional
21
 with the atom-centered cc-pVTZ basis set.
31
 
Calculations included semi-empirical London type dispersion corrections with varying 
parameterizations. The general formula
23
 for the correction (Edisp) is  
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𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = −𝑠6 ∑ ∑
𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑖𝑗
6
𝑁𝑎𝑡
𝑗=𝑖+1
𝑁𝑎𝑡−1
𝑖=1
𝑓𝑑𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗) (7.1) 
 
𝑓𝑑𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗) =  
1
1 + 𝑒
−𝑑(
𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑟−1
)
 (7.2) 
 
where 𝑁𝑎𝑡 is the number of atoms in the system, 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
 is the dispersion coefficient for the atom 
pair ij, defined by 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗 = √𝐶6
𝑖 − 𝐶6
𝑗
, 𝑠6 is the global scaling factor, 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the interatomic distance, 
and 𝑅𝑟 is the sum of the van der Waals radii.  The 𝐶6
𝑖𝑗
 term is determined by the equation  
 𝐶6
𝑎 = 0.05𝑁𝐼𝑝
𝑎𝛼𝑎 (7.3) 
where 𝑁 is 2, 10, 18, 36, or 54 based on the last element of rows 1-5 of the periodic table, 𝐼𝑝 is 
the atomic ionization potential, and 𝛼 is the static dipole polarizability.23 The performance of the 
dispersion corrections is highly dependent on the values used for the variables found in the 
implementation. Three approaches were considered in this work, the regular DFT-D2, the 
modified DFT-D*, and a newly developed, experimentally-based version, DFT-DX. DFT-D2 
uses completely theoretical values for Rr, Ip, and α. DFT-D* uses arbitrary scalars to modify the 
van der Waals radii of the original DFT-D2 method. DFT-DX introduces experimentally based 
values (whenever available) for the van der Waals radii, ionization potentials, and polarizabilities 
(Appendix C, Table C1).
32-34
  
Initial atomic positions used in all calculations were taken from the X-ray 
crystallographic data mentioned above. All lattice dimensions and atomic positions were allowed 
to fully relax, so long as the space group symmetry (P21/c) was preserved. Total energy 
convergence criteria for geometry optimizations and normal mode calculations were set to ΔE ˂ 
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10
-8
 hartree and ΔE ˂ 10-11 hartree, respectively. A shrinking factor of 8 (125 k points in the 
irreducible Brillouin zone) was used in all calculations, based on the sampling and monitoring of 
the total energy convergence as a function of k-point count in reciprocal space according to the 
Pack-Monkhorst method.
35
 Truncation tolerances used for Coulomb and HF exchange integral 
series were set to values of 10
-8
, 10
-8
, 10
-8
, 10
-8
, and 10
-16
 hartree. The radial and angular 
distributions were defined by a (75,794) DFT integration grid. Solid-state binding energies were 
calculated using the differences in the total solid-state energy as compared to isolated molecule 
energies and were corrected for basis set superposition error by the counterpoise method.
36
 
Normal mode frequencies were calculated within the harmonic approximation by numerical 
differentiation of the potential energy gradient with respect to atomic position. Infrared 
intensities for the normal modes were calculated from the dipole moment derivatives (dµ/dQ) 
determined using the Berry phase approach to calculate the Born charge tensor.
30,37
 Spectral 
intensities are reported in units of ε (M-1 cm-1) where molarity is expressed in terms of the 
concentration of crystallographic unit cells (Z).     
 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Experimental 
Experimental THz spectra of ADG and CDG are shown in Figure 7-3, from 10 to 100 
cm
-1
 at both 78 K and 293 K, with the observed frequencies listed in Table 7-1. The ADG 
spectra presented here are consistent with previously reported data.
38,39
 When cooled to liquid-
nitrogen temperature, from room temperature, the absorptions narrow and shift to higher energy. 
The narrowing of the features is due to fewer vibrational states being populated at 78 K. 
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Anharmonicity effects reduce the unit cell volume at low temperature, leading to the shifting of 
the vibrational absorptions to higher frequency for the majority of molecular solids. 
The room-temperature spectrum of ADG showed one distinct peak at 65.8 cm
-1
, and a 
broad absorption from approximately 80 to 95 cm
-1
. When cooled, four distinct absorptions  
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Figure 7-3. Terahertz spectra of acyclic diglycine (top panel) and cyclic diglycine (bottom 
panel) at 293 K (red) and 78 K (blue). 
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Table 7-1. Experimental frequencies (cm
-1
) and intensities (M
-1
 cm
-1
) of ADG and CDG. 
 
ADG CDG 
freq ε freq ε 
69.0 208.71 41.4 0.33 
80.9 43.19 46.8 1.28 
86.7 108.35 87.7 12.00 
95.8 213.50 - - 
 
became visible in the spectrum centered at 69.0, 80.9, 86.7, and 95.8 cm
-1
, with the last three 
features resolving from the broad unstructured absorption seen at room temperature.  
The CDG spectrum showed two apparent peaks in the 293 K spectrum centered at 47.0 
and 82.7 cm
-1
. There was also a broad, unstructured absorption above 90 cm
-1
, near the edge of 
the spectral range. When cooled, these two absorptions sharpened and moved slightly, with the 
higher-energy peak shifting to higher frequency (87.7 cm
-1
) and the lower-energy peak shifting 
to lower frequency (46.8 cm
-1
). The red-shifting of a THz absorption feature on cooling is 
unusual, but there are a few reported observations.
40,41
 A third absorption also became evident at 
41.8 cm
-1
. The validity of this weak feature was confirmed using a second, high-concentration 
(50% w/w) CDG sample, and will be a focus of the discussion to follow.   
7.3.2 Theoretical 
7.3.2.1 Structural Analysis 
Initial structural simulations for ADG and CDG were performed without the inclusion of 
dispersion corrections. These were carried out in order to gauge the general importance of such 
corrections in these particular solids. The ADG structural simulation with no dispersion force 
corrections produced an increase in unit cell volume of 11%, a large, but not unusual change.
15
 
In contrast, the structural simulation for CDG was never able to fully converge due to very large 
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deviations in the volume, unit cell axes, and β-angle. For example, the last generated structure of 
the optimization process showed an increase in unit cell volume of over 39%, significantly larger 
than most simulated solid-state structures.
15
 Given the large deviations from experimental 
measurements in the solid-state structures without London force corrections, it is clear their 
presence is necessary to obtain physically reasonable crystal structures. 
London-type dispersion corrections were added to the calculations using three different 
approaches, DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX. The goal in using these corrections is to obtain the 
best possible structures for ADG and CDG, and ultimately, the closest reproduction of the 
experimental THz spectra. Combined, such observables show that the applied theory is able to 
successfully model the potential energy minima (structure) and the potential energy surface 
curvature (frequencies). The structural evaluation was performed by allowing the full 
optimization of all atom positions and lattice dimensions in these crystals, so long as space group 
symmetry was preserved. The global s6 scalar was optimized specifically for each 
correction/molecule combination, with the aim being to minimize the absolute differences in the 
calculated lattice dimensions (a, b, c, and volume) as compared to the cryogenic X-ray 
crystallographic data. Table 7-2 lists the signed percent errors in the unit cell dimensions and the 
overall absolute average percent error achieved by using the optimized s6 values. The optimal s6 
values found for ADG were 0.56, 0.75, and 2.06, using DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX, 
respectively. The s6 value used with the DFT-D2 calculation was lower than the suggested value 
of 0.75.
23
 When using DFT-D*, the s6 value matched the suggested value for use with the PBE 
functional. The s6 for DFT-DX differentiates itself as being nearly three times larger than the 
standard scalar and twice as large as the s6 found for the DFT-DX model in the related study of 
crystalline nitroguanidine.
24
 The larger magnitude of s6 in the DFT-DX approach is expected due 
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to a decrease in the C6 values used in it versus those utilized in DFT-D2 and DFT-D* (Table 
C1). For CDG, the optimal s6 values found were 1.25, 0.69, and 1.93, using DFT-D2, DFT-D*, 
and DFT-DX, respectively. The DFT-D2 s6 value used was considerably higher than the 
suggested 0.75 value,
23
 and more than twice its value found for the ADG solid. The DFT-D* s6 
value of 0.69 is fairly consistent with its value for ADG. Again, DFT-DX required a larger s6 
value than the other models, yet the two DFT-DX s6 values for ADG and CDG (2.06 and 1.93, 
respectively) were very similar to each other. The DFT-D* and DFT-DX results indicate at least 
some stability in the s6 scalar between systems.  
Table 7-2. Percent errors in the unit cell parameters of the calculated structures of CDG and 
ADG as compared to experimental X-ray data, using the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX 
parameterizations. 
 
ADG CDG 
Parameters DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
 
s6 = 0.56 s6 = 0.75 s6 = 2.06 s6 = 1.25 s6 = 0.69 s6 = 1.93 
Volume (Å
3
) -0.02 0.04 -0.23 0.07 0.04 -0.03 
a (Å) 0.55 1.14 1.05 -0.21 0.38 0.25 
b (Å) -0.30 -0.26 -0.33 0.99 0.76 0.53 
c (Å) -0.29 -0.96 -1.00 -0.67 -1.14 -0.72 
Abs. Ave. Error 0.29 0.60 0.65 0.48 0.58 0.38 
 
Despite the large differences in s6 magnitude, the amount of London force energy 
correction is similar between the models. Table 7-3 lists the results for each model and includes 
the total binding energy per molecule in the solid state, the applied London force energy, and the 
percent contribution of this correction to the total. While the binding energy for ADG has not 
been previously reported, the binding energy calculated for CDG is comparable to the total 
intermolecular energy reported by Brady and Sharp (113.8 kJ mol
-1
).
42
 As expected, the 
corrections contribute a greater portion of the total binding energy in the CDG solid as compared 
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to the ADG, since the former has half as many hydrogen bonds holding the crystal together. Thus 
the importance of the London force corrections is magnified in the CDG sample. The differences 
in the intermolecular interactions found in the ADG and CDG crystals are apparent in the total 
binding energies. The significantly larger binding energy of the ADG molecules versus the CDG 
arises from the already noted additional hydrogen bonds, but also from the zwitterionic/dipolar 
nature of ADG as opposed to the nonpolar CDG molecules. It is useful to note that the DFT-D* 
and DFT-DX models produce similar energies, but the DFT-D2 approach deviates from the 
general pattern by generating a binding energy twice as large as the other models for solid CDG. 
This result is particularly concerning because it is in precisely this kind of solid where a proper 
London force correction model is most needed. It is important to emphasize that both the DFT-
D* and DFT-DX parameterizations yielded relatively consistent values for the optimum s6 
scalar, but the standard DFT-D2 method required surprisingly different s6 values between the 
two diglycines. These observations suggest a lack of transferability of the DFT-D2 model 
between different solids.  
Table 7-3. Calculated (kJ mol
-1
, per molecule) binding energies and London force corrections 
for crystalline ADG and CDG using the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX parameterizations. 
 
ADG 
Correction Model s6 Total Binding Energy
†
 London Correction Percent Contribution 
DFT-D2 0.56 -398.27 -56.26 14% 
DFT-D* 0.75 -408.73 -66.56 16% 
DFT-DX 2.06 -414.25 -72.31 17% 
     
 
CDG 
DFT-D2 1.25 -205.44 -123.40 60% 
DFT-D* 0.69 -141.89 -60.21 42% 
DFT-DX 1.93 -151.31 -68.93 46% 
†
corrected for basis set superposition error 
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The resulting structures for each of the calculations utilizing the optimized scalars were 
very good, with no absolute average error being above 0.65%. The DFT-D2 method resulted in 
the lowest absolute average dimensional error for ADG and DFT-DX was the best performer for 
CDG. It should be noted that there were no large differences in the performances of the various 
parameterizations once the s6 scalar was optimized. Thus from the standpoint of unit cell 
reproduction, the three approaches are effectively equal, with similar abilities for simulating the 
general crystallographic packing arrangements of the ADG and CDG molecules.    
Reproduction of observed crystallographic parameters is a clear indicator of the quality of 
a solid-sate simulation, but the atomic-level accuracy of the DFT-derived  structures is also 
important in the evaluation of the calculated crystal structures. Root-mean-squared deviations 
(RMSDs) of the calculated bond lengths, bond angles, and bond dihedral angles were determined 
by comparison to the X-ray crystallographic data (Table C2). Additionally, to aid in the 
investigation of the quality of the molecular packing of the theoretical unit cell, the hydrogen 
bond heavy-atom separations were compared to those from the experimental structures and the 
RMSDs were used to gauge the accuracy. Hydrogen bond evaluation utilized only heavy atoms 
because of the uncertainty in the hydrogen atom positions as determined by X-ray diffraction. 
Little variation is seen between the three correction parameterizations, with all of the internal 
geometric parameters of the molecules reproduced very well by the models. The average RMSDs 
across both solids were 0.0024 Å in bond length, 0.13° in bond angles, 0.46° in dihedral angles, 
and 0.013 Å in the hydrogen bond lengths. The most variation is found in the dihedral angles, but 
even that is too small to classify any one model as being obviously superior. Based on these 
results, the use of DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX resulted in very similar structures for both 
CDG and ADG and all three approaches yielded structures that compare well with experiment in 
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terms of both the internal (bonds, angles) and external (unit cell dimensions, hydrogen bonding) 
measurements 
7.3.2.2 Simulated Terahertz Spectra  
For both ADG (Figure 7-4) and CDG (Figure 7-5), the simulated THz spectra (no 
frequency scalars applied) were compared to the 78 K experimental spectra to explore the quality 
of the reproductions. The IR-active mode frequencies, intensities, and symmetries are listed in 
Table 7-4 for ADG and CDG. Spectral absorption units (M
-1
 cm
-1
) are calculated from the 
theoretical units (km mol
-1
) using Lorentzian line shapes with full width half-maximum 
(FWHM) values empirically determined by least-squares fitting of the experimental spectra. The 
FWHM values were 2.7 cm
-1
 for ADG and 2.6 cm
-1
 for CDG. The calculated frequencies are 
sensitive to the parameterization model, especially when considering the low-frequency 
vibrations. This sensitivity is shown graphically in Figure 7-6, where the percent variation of the 
mode frequencies between models is plotted for all normal modes (IR allowed and forbidden) of 
the two diglycine crystals. For both solids it is clear that the variation in the predicted 
frequencies is much greater at lower frequencies, averaging ~5% variation in the terahertz region 
motions, but only ~0.5% variation in the higher-frequency intramolecular modes. The low-
frequency vibrations are more dependent on the applied London force correction because of the 
nature of these vibrations. In this spectral region, the vibrations correspond to motions of the 
molecules with respect to one another, such as translations and rotations. These intermolecular 
coordinates are the primary  
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Figure 7-4. Terahertz spectrum of acyclic diglycine at 78 K compared to the theoretical spectra 
generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with three different London force corrections applied. Note the 
differences in absorption unit scales. 
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Figure 7-5. Terahertz spectrum of cyclic diglycine at 78 K compared to the theoretical spectra 
generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with three different London force corrections applied. 
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Table 7-4. Calculated IR-active mode frequencies (cm
-1
), intensities (km mol
-1
), and symmetries 
for ADG and CDG below 115 cm
-1
 using DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX corrections. 
 
ADG 
DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
freq. inten. symm. freq. inten. symm. freq. inten. symm. 
63.0 9.59 Au 69.7 15.69 Au 70.0 17.6 Au 
81.7 13.17 Au 86.6 4.90 Au 85.6 6.05 Au 
86.0 0.21 Au 87.1 4.29 Au 93.1 0.02 Au 
91.4 2.83 Au 95.3 4.87 Au 97.6 1.74 Au 
98.2 4.72 Bu 95.5 62.29 Bu 101.5 34.25 Bu 
100.2 101.32 Bu 108.6 14.33 Bu 113.5 57.7 Bu 
CDG 
DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
freq. inten. symm. freq. inten. symm. freq. inten. symm. 
29.8 0.06 Au 45.4 0.15 Au 44.8 0.004 Au 
46.1 0.04 Au 48.4 0.01 Au 48.4 0.08 Au 
76.8 0.51 Bu 86.7 0.57 Bu 89.0 0.85 Bu 
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Figure 7-6. Percent variation across the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX models in the 
prediction of the frequencies of all normal modes of vibration for acyclic diglycine (bottom) and 
cyclic diglycine (top). 
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recipients of the corrections and react strongly to any correction-induced modifications to the 
potential energy surface, particularly those modifications that alter the distance dependence of 
the dispersion forces. These results demonstrate that low-frequency (<200 cm
-1
) vibrational 
spectroscopy is an ideal method for evaluating London force correction parameterizations.  
Considering first ADG, Figure 7-4 shows that all of the simulations share similarities, 
each with three main features that match the general pattern seen in the experimental spectrum. 
The DFT-D2 calculation has the poorest correlation to the experiment with a predicted 
vibrational frequency of the first mode being too low by 6.0 cm
-1
. It also has a greatly 
overestimated IR absorption for the highest-frequency absorption in the terahertz region, with it 
being ~5 times stronger than actually measured. The DFT-D* and DFT-DX based THz spectra 
are clearly better than DFT-D2 in terms of both frequency positions and absorption strengths. 
Identification of the superior parameterization between DFT-D* and DFT-DX is not possible 
since, while both are able to well reproduce the experimental peaks at 69.0 cm
-1
 and 95.8 cm
-1
, 
they both have difficulty predicting the features at 80.9 cm
-1
 and 86.7 cm
-1
. Overall for ADG, it 
appears that DFT-D* has slightly better frequency positions, but DFT-DX has slightly better IR 
intensities. The intensity differences become clearer by looking at the relative intensities. The 
experimental peaks at 69.0 cm
-1
 and 95.8 cm
-1
 have an intensity ratio of 1.02. The ratio of the 
peak intensities for DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX are 10.57, 3.97, and 1.95, respectively. 
The spectral simulations for CDG are qualitatively similar based upon the two peaks 
easily seen at 46.8 cm
-1
 and 87.7 cm
-1
 in the experiment. Considering only these two absorptions, 
the spectral reproductions from all three dispersion corrections are acceptable because each 
generates features that correlate with observation reasonably well. Some indication of better and 
worse performance can be seen in the predicted intensity ratios of these two clear absorptions 
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(87.7 cm
-1
:46.8 cm
-1
). The experimental intensity ratio is 9.4, whereas the DFT-D2 is 12.8, DFT-
D* is 3.8, and DFT-DX is 10.6. However, when the theories are further evaluated, it is seen that 
all three approaches produce a third, weaker absorption that is not obvious in the original 
experimental spectrum. This third peak was predicted at 29.8 cm
-1
 in DFT-D2, 48.4 cm
-1
 in DFT-
D*, and 44.8 cm
-1
 in DFT-DX. Based on these findings an additional high-concentration (50% 
w/w) sample of CDG was made and THz data collected at 78 K to better reveal the location of 
the third peak (Figure 7-7). Upon inspection of the new high-concentration data, a third low-
intensity peak was resolved at 41.4 cm
-1
 in the experimental spectrum. Using the three peak 
locations and intensities, the theories can now be more thoroughly appraised. Since the more 
intense features can be assigned using any of the models, the weak experimental peak becomes 
extremely important in the evaluation of the THz simulations. Focusing on this feature, the DFT-
DX simulation provided the most accurate representation of the experimental data as shown in 
Figure 7-7. DFT-D2 yielded a very poor frequency for this mode, underestimating it by 11.6 cm
-
1
 and with inaccurate intensity. The DFT-D* model significantly improves over DFT-D2, but it 
was unable to produce the correct frequency ordering of the peaks. Only DFT-DX correctly 
positioned this weak feature with respect to the nearby intense features. 
Calculations using the DFT-DX parameterization have provided simulated THz spectra 
that are in good agreement with the observed experimental spectra for both ADG and CDG. 
These results indicate that the DFT-DX parameterization is able to accurately represent both the 
energetic minima on the potential energy surface, as well as its curvature. The quality of the 
DFT-DX simulations enables spectral assignments to be made to specific atomic motions with 
confidence for both ADG and CDG and these are provided in Table 7-5. 
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Figure 7-7. A portion of the 78 K terahertz spectrum of cyclic diglycine from 35 to 55 cm
-1
 with 
baseline correction compared to the theoretical spectra generated using PBE/cc-pVTZ with three 
different London force corrections applied. 
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Table 7-5. Vibrational character of the IR-active modes (cm
-1
) in ADG (<115 cm
-1
) and CDG 
(<115 cm
-1
) using DFT-DX corrected PBE/cc-pVTZ simulations. 
 
ADG CDG 
Exp.  DFT-DX description Exp. DFT-DX description 
69.0 70.0 ER about a 41.4 44.8 ET along c 
80.9 - - 46.8 48.4 ET along a 
86.7 85.6 ER about c 87.7 89.0 ET along b 
- 93.1 CH2 torsion at C3 
   - 97.6 CO/NH torsion at C4/N2 
   95.8 101.5 CH2 torsion at C3 
   - 113.5 CH2 torsion at C3 
   ER = External Rotation, ET = External Translation 
 
7.4 Conclusions 
The terahertz spectra of ADG and CDG were measured from 10 to 100 cm
-1
 at 293 K and 
78 K, revealing sharp spectral features to be used for evaluation of London dispersion force 
corrections in solid-state DFT simulations. To evaluate the necessity, influence, and 
effectiveness of London dispersion corrections, three approaches were used: DFT-D2, DFT-D*, 
and DFT-DX. The need for dispersion corrections was made clear by the results from the 
uncorrected calculations, and the use of DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-DX all provided acceptable 
structures for both ADG and CDG, when compared to experimental crystallographic data. While 
structurally the various parameterizations were equivalent, in terms of vibrational motions, 
significantly more variation was seen between the models. The DFT-D2 approach was 
consistently underperforming in the reproduction of the observed terahertz spectra. DFT-D* and 
DFT-DX provided greatly improved results and both could serve as acceptable semi-empirical 
corrections in solid-state DFT simulations. While DFT-D* and DFT-DX are similar in 
performance, the simulated terahertz spectra of CDG suggest that the DFT-DX approach may 
perform better in solids that exhibit fewer strong intermolecular interactions. The use of the new 
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DFT-DX dispersion correction parameterization shows excellent promise based on these results, 
but must still be tested for its applicability across a wider range of molecular solids. 
 
7.5 Supporting Information 
Values for C6 and van der Waals radii used in the London force dispersion corrections; RMSD 
values for intramolecular and intermolecular structural parameters. This material is available free 
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. This information is located in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER 8. Applications to Future Work 
8.1 Glutamic Acid 
This work is inspired by the work done on the aspartic acid series of amino acids and 
hydrates in Chapter 5. Building on the knowledge gained from aspartic acid, the glutamic acid 
(GLU) series of L-GLU, DL-GLU, and DL-GLU monohydrate were evaluated using terahertz 
spectroscopy and solid-state density functional theory. The effects of the application of the semi-
empirical London dispersion force correction known as DFT-D*
1
 were also investigated in terms 
of their influence on hydrated systems. After compiling the results from the glutamic acid 
systems with known X-ray crystallographic data, a prediction of the unknown L-glutamic acid 
monohydrate crystal structure was proposed. 
Much like in the case of aspartic acid (Chapter 5), the experimental THz data collected 
on the known structures of GLU was used to evaluate the performance of the solid-state DFT 
calculations. In Chapter 5 the use of a single s6 value was shown to be effective in both the 
anhydrous aspartic acid molecules and the aspartic acid hydrates. When GLU was investigated, it 
was determined that the s6 value for the hydrates was different than that of the anhydrates. This 
was a very important finding, especially when trying to predict reasonable structures for 
unknown hydrates, seeing as the amount of dispersion correction in the calculation plays a 
significant role in the intermolecular bonding scheme. 
Solid-state DFT calculations were conducted using the CRYSTAL09 software package
2
 
using the procedure outlined in Chapter 3. The hybrid B3LYP functional
3,4
 and the atom-
centered 6-31G (d,p) basis set
5
 were chosen. Non-covalent London dispersion force corrections 
were added into the calculations following the model developed by Civalleri, DFT-D*. The 
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suggested s6 value to be used with B3LYP is 1.05,
1
 however in the study of GLU species, this 
was proven to be much too large. 
Using the experimental X-ray crystallographic data as a reference (L-GLU taken at 
Syracuse University, DL-GLU,
6
 and DL-GLU monohydrate
7
), the best s6 value for the 
anhydrous GLUs was determined to be 0.64 (molecules of L-GLU and DL-GLU are shown in 
Figure 8-1.), which was used for all of the final geometry optimizations and frequency 
simulations. The anhydrous GLUs were evaluated based on their relative energies in order to 
determine which structure was lower in energy and to shed light on the formation of only one 
hydrate (DL). Based on the relative energies, DL-GLU was found to be 8.04 kJ/mol higher in 
energy than the L-GLU, which suggested that the L-GLU was more tightly packed together. This 
is a contributing factor to the formation of the monohydrate for only DL-GLU, since it would be 
more willing to accept water molecules. To further validate this idea, the structures were used to 
calculate the vibrational frequencies of the molecules. Once the frequencies were finished, 
thermodynamic data could be extracted to help explain the formation of the DL-monohydrate. 
When the thermodynamic data was evaluated, the difference in energy between the two 
anhydrous structures increased to 11.12 kJ/mol, which supported the earlier claims. In order to 
further understand the hydrate formation, the DL-GLU monohydrate structure was evaluated. 
Using the same procedure from above, DL-GLU monohydrate was investigated using 
solid-state DFT. The s6 value was determined to be 0.48, 25% lower than the s6 used for the 
anhydrous versions. Based on the trend from the anhydrous GLUs, the s6 value determined here 
was applied to the prediction of the unknown L-GLU monohydrate structure. Once the fully 
optimized structure was determined, the frequencies were simulated and compared to the 
experimental THz data to ensure accuracy.  
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Figure 8-1. Images of molecules of L-GLU (extracted from L-GLU crystal) and D-
GLU(extracted from DL-GLU crystal) to show the L- and DL- orientations.  
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With the hydrate s6 value in hand, the prediction of an L-GLU monohydrate could be made. This 
structural prediction was attempted from two starting points. First, the necessary water molecules 
were added to the known L-GLU anhydrous structure in order to form a monohydrate. These 
attempts failed to produce a reasonable hydrate prediction. The second attempted started with the 
known L-ASP monohydrate structure. Since ASP and GLU differ only by a methylene group, 
this was a reasonable starting choice. With the majority of the molecule in place, a methylene 
group was simply added to the structure, thereby forming GLU molecules. After the GLU 
molecules were set, the water molecules were arranged in the crystal structure to form a 
monohydrate. This structure was then subjected to an optimization using P1 symmetry to allow 
for full relaxation of all atoms and unit cell parameters. Once the P1 optimization reached 
completion, the structure was extracted from the output and evaluated for symmetry. This led to 
two options: P21 and P212121. Both of these structures were considered, but ultimately the 
P212121 version was chosen to continue on to the frequency calculations. 
Once a viable structure for the L-GLU monohydrate was obtained, the thermodynamic 
data for all four species were compared. In the case of the DL-GLU/hydrate series, the Gibbs 
free energy difference between the anhydrate and the monohydrate was -119.26 kJ/mol, proving 
the formation of this hydrate to be a favorable process. When the L-GLU/hydrate series was 
compared, the Gibbs free energy difference was found to be +75.99 kJ/mol, proving this hydrate 
formation to be an unfavorable process. The Gibbs free energy calculations provided the defining 
numbers in the investigation of the formation or non-formation of hydrates of amino acids. 
This work needs to be continued to extend the experimental THz data collection to the 
DL-GLU anhydrate. Thus far, all attempts to obtain the anhydrous DL-GLU have failed, and 
therefore the frequency simulations are not able to be fully evaluated.  
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8.2 Serine and Proline 
In line with most of the work done described in this thesis, the amino acids serine (SER) 
and proline (PRO) are also under investigation. Proline was chosen due to its unique hydrate 
formation. It is the only amino acid with known structures for both an L-PRO
8
 and DL-PRO
9
 
monohydrate. Proline also has published structures for both anhydrous versions (DL-PRO
7
 and 
L-PRO
10
). The formation of both hydrated forms is very interesting because of the rarity of this 
occurrence. All of the other amino acids with hydrates that are in the Cambridge Database only 
show the presence of either an L- or DL- hydrate version. By using proline, predictions on the 
likelihood of the formation of amino acid hydrates (and even any hydrate) could be made. Serine 
was used as a comparison model since it has published structures for the L-SER
11
, DL-SER
12
, 
and L-SER monohydrate
13
 versions. Figure 8-2 illustrates L-PRO, L-PRO monohydrate, L-SER, 
and L-SER monohydrate.  
This work consists of theoretical results only. All of the computations were carried out 
using the CRYSTAL14 software package
14
 and followed the procedure described in Chapter 3. 
Two approaches were used to obtain the theoretical data, PBESOL
15
 and PBE
16
 with DFT-D*
1
 
corrections (PBE-D*). All calculations utilized the atom-centered 6-311G (d,p)
5
 basis set. 
PBESOL was chosen because it is a functional that has been optimized for use in the solid state 
and does not require the addition of any correction terms in order to account for non-covalent 
dispersion interactions. This is at least true to the extent that PBESOL has been utilized to 
optimize unit cell dimensions that are close to experiment. The widely used PBE functional was 
chosen as a comparison to the PBESOL functional. When using the PBE functional for solid-
state simulations, it is necessary to use a correction model to account for dispersion interactions. 
The dispersion model chosen here was the DFT-D* method. It is based on Grimme’s DFT-D217 
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Figure 8-2. Single molecule (molecule pairs for hydrates) for the crystalline amino acids L-PRO 
(I), L-SER (II), L-PRO monohydrate (III), and L-SER monohydrate (IV). All molecules were 
extracted from their respective crystal structures. 
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model, but has scaled coefficients to make it more applicable to solid-state work. When using 
DFT-D* with PBE, the suggested global scaling value is 0.75,
17
 which was adopted in this 
particular study.  
All four of the anhydrous amino acids studied here used experimental X-ray 
crystallographic data to obtain the initial atomic positions for calculations. Each crystalline 
structure was fully optimized within space group symmetry restraints. The energies between the 
L- and DL- versions of PRO and SER were compared to determine if the homochiral or racemic 
crystal had the lowest solid-state energy. In all cases, using both theoretical approaches, the 
lowest energy solids were determined to be the DL-amino acids. The total electronic (DFT) 
energies of the anhydrous amino acids are listed in Table 8-1. 
Table 8-1. Total energies and energy differences of L- and DL- proline and serine. The total 
energies are reported in hartree and the energy differences are reported in kJ/mol. All of these 
values are based on the total energy present in one unit cell with a Z value of 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Once the total energies were determined, the relative energies for each set of amino acids 
were determined (also listed in Table 8-1). Relative energies were used in order to directly 
compare the stability of the homochiral and heterochiral solids to each other. The DL-amino 
acids had the lowest energies in all cases, which may be expected due to the better packing that 
may be achieved by the enantiomer pairs. When the proline structures were compared, the 
Amino Acid PBESOL PBE-D* 0.75 
L-PRO -1597.2275 -1603.4568 
DL-PRO -1597.2282 -1603.4585 
(L-PRO)-(DL-PRO) 1.87 4.62 
L-SER -1589.0047 -1594.8540 
DL-SER -1589.0392 -1594.8763 
(L-SER)-(DL-SER) 90.64 58.42 
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relative energies of the L-PRO were found to be 1.87 kJ/mol and 4.62 kJ/mol higher than DL-
PRO from calculations using PBESOL and PBE-D*, respectively. The L-SER series showed 
much larger differences in the relative energies, 90.64 kJ/mol from PBESOL and 58.42 kJ/mol 
from PBE-D* as compared to the more stable DL-SER crystal. While the magnitude of the 
energy differences may change based on the theory applied, the energetic ordering is unchanged. 
The difference in the relative energies of these chiral solids has provided some insight into the 
formation of the known hydrate structures because in order for any crystalline hydrate to form, 
the original anhydrous form must first be disrupted.  
The results from the geometry optimizations of these anhydrous amino acids show 
promise in helping us understand the formation (or non-formation) of amino acid hydrates. When 
proline is considered, the relative energies of the L- and DL- forms are very close to one another. 
This indicates that the packing forces within the solids are very similar. This is consistent with 
the structures of both L-PRO•H2O and DL-PRO•H2O being known and published. The existence 
of both hydrates is due to the small difference in the relative energies of the anhydrous solids 
allowing each solid to form hydrates without energetic penalties. The serine series was used to 
further prove this finding. Since the only known serine hydrate is L-SER monohydrate, the 
comparison of the relative energies of the anhydrates can be used to provide information about 
the hydrate formation. In this case, the relative energies of the L- and DL- versions were 
considerably different. The calculations indicate that the DL-SER structure is more tightly held 
together than that of L-SER. Due to the increased cohesive energy; it is unfavorable for the DL-
SER crystal to rearrange and accommodate water molecules into its solid-state structure. Since 
the L-SER exhibits much weaker packing interactions, water molecules can more easily be 
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integrated into the crystal structure, producing the monohydrate that has been seen 
experimentally.  
These preliminary results are very promising, but more work is needed to quantify the 
claims of this project. Further work will focus on a more complete understanding of the 
hydration mechanisms in these amino acids. For example, the simulations of the vibrational 
frequencies still must be done using both theoretical approaches. This will allow for the 
calculation of thermodynamic data that can be used to further determine the favorability of 
hydrate formation. Further it is also necessary to perform calculations to obtain the cohesive 
binding energies and internal conformational energies in order to determine how much energy 
must be overcome to allow for water molecules to enter into the crystalline structures.  
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CHAPTER 9. Conclusions 
Molecular crystals are a very important class of materials that continue to draw much 
attention in research areas. To better understand these materials, computational methods such as 
solid-state density functional theory, can be employed to reveal both structural and vibrational 
properties of solids. Terahertz spectroscopy is used to evaluate the vibrational frequency 
simulations that are generated by solid-state density functional theory calculations. When using 
density functional theory, some of the most popular strategies are not able to accurately account 
for the presence of London dispersion forces. In order to model these interactions, semi-
empirical dispersion force corrections can be added into the calculations. The use of the 
suggested models of these corrections often leads to simulations that yield less-than-ideal 
structures and vibrational spectra. By modifying the global scaling factor within the formulation 
of the corrections, the accuracy of the calculations can be increased. A majority of this research 
has investigated the modifications to the standard implementations of the correction models. A 
number of small organic molecules were investigated in order to judge the effectiveness of 
modifications to the semi-empirical dispersion force corrections. 
Interest in biologically relevant substances led to research on several amino acids. 
Closely related amino acids, such as L-glutamine and L-asparagine (Chapter 4), were chosen to 
evaluate the magnitudes of the necessary corrections. Since these amino acids only differ by a 
methylene, it was expected that the scaling factor values would be very similar, if not identical. 
However, this was not the case, the scaling factors ultimately differed by over 40%. Once the 
need for different scaling values was identified, the resulting simulated terahertz spectra were 
compared to experimental data, revealing accurate reproductions. With such a large difference in 
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the scaling factors necessary for such similar molecules, the next study focused on chirality in 
amino acids to check on their computational equivalence. 
Chiral amino acids can exist in homochiral and racemic forms; one example of this is 
aspartic acid. Aspartic acid has known structures for both the pure L- and racemic DL- crystals 
(Chapter 5). The effect of the global scaling factor was investigated for these solids. When 
solid-state density functional theory calculations were conducted on L-aspartic acid and DL-
aspartic acid, the unsurprising result was an equal global scalar. To further investigate aspartic 
acid, the L-aspartic acid monohydrate, the only known aspartic acid hydrate, was considered. In 
this case, the global scalar used for the anhydrous versions worked well for the hydrate as well. 
Once all of this data was collected, interest grew into the reasons behind the fact that there are no 
known DL-hydrates in the literature. Using the same global scalar for solid-state density 
functional theory calculations, the structures of two potential DL-aspartic acid hydrates were 
proposed. Further investigation into this series of amino acids led to several energy calculations 
in order to determine the energetic reasons behind the spontaneous formation of only an L-
aspartic acid monohydrate.   
The testing conducted on the standard dispersion force correction model proved the need 
for a system-dependent global scaling factor. Additionally, the need for a better representative 
model has been identified through this work. In an attempt to improve the accuracy of solid-state 
calculations, a new parameterization to the dispersion correction model has been proposed in 
Chapters 6 and 7. This parameterization, known as DFT-DX, uses experimentally obtained 
(where available) values in place of the theoretically obtained values used by the standard 
approach. DFT-DX still has the need for the global scaling value, which has proven to be 
system-dependent as well. 
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The first test of the DFT-DX parameterization was that of the crystalline explosive 
nitroguanidine (Chapter 6). In order to determine is DFT-DX was a viable correction model, its 
performance was compared to the performance of two standard correction implementations, 
DFT-D2 and DFT-D*. The first test of performance was geometry optimizations. The results 
from these calculations showed that DFT-DX generated the lowest overall error in the external 
crystallographic parameters, as well as in the heavy-atom hydrogen bond distances. Errors in the 
internal parameters were similar across all three methods, although DFT-DX performed 
considerably better when handling dihedral angles. Once the optimizations were completed, the 
structures were used to simulate terahertz spectra. All three methods provided spectra that were, 
arguably, acceptable. The simulated spectrum generated by the DFT-DX method was considered 
to be the best reproduction based on peak positioning and the splitting of features. These results 
were very promising for the use of DFT-DX; however, more testing was needed and led to the 
study of diglycine molecules. 
Two diglycine molecules, one cyclic and one acyclic, were chosen to further evaluate the 
potential of the DFT-DX correction model. These amino acid dimers were chosen for their small 
size, biological relevance, and their similarities. The performance of the DFT-DX model was 
once again tested against the established DFT-D2 and DFT-DX models. To first assess the 
performance of the models, the external crystallographic parameters were compared. In the case 
of the acyclic diglycine, DFT-D2 showed the best reproduction, but when the cyclic diglycine 
was considered, DFT-DX showed the best performance. The internal parameters of the simulated 
crystal structures proved to be equally well-modeled by each of the approaches. Up to this point, 
it was hard to decide if DFT-DX was doing a better job than the standard approaches, but once 
the vibrational frequencies were simulated, it became a clear winner. In the case of the acyclic 
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diglycine, the three simulated spectra were similar, but DFT-DX showed the best peak positions 
and relative intensities. The cyclic diglycine spectral analysis was the highlight of the DFT-DX 
performance. In the case of the low-frequency active modes, DFT-DX was the only model that 
was able to accurately simulate both the ordering and intensities of these peaks. The results from 
this work must continue to be tested on more systems in order to prove that DFT-DX is a worthy 
dispersion force correction model.  
The research presented in this thesis has proven that through the use of terahertz 
spectroscopy, the accuracy of solid-state density functional theory calculations, particularly those 
including semi-empirical London dispersion force corrections, can be tested and evaluated. The 
use of modified London dispersion force corrections result in high-accuracy simulated 
vibrational spectra that can be used as an aid in the interpretation of experimental terahertz data. 
Future work will continue on similar molecular solids in order to further understand the impact 
of dispersion force correction models. The results presented in this work are valuable to future 
research in the Korter group, as well as the terahertz and computational communities. 
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Appendix A. Chapter 4 Supporting Information 
 
 
 
Contents 
Figure A1. Experimental cryogenic terahertz spectrum of asparagine monohydrate from 10 to 
100 cm
-1
. 
Figure A2. Experimental powder X-ray diffraction data of room-temperature ASN (black). The 
best fit X-ray data is shown in red. The calculated pattern based on 90 K single-crystal X-ray 
data (gray) is shown for reference.
3
 Data was collected on a Bruker KAPPA APEX DUO using 
Cu radiation. 
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Figure A1. Experimental cryogenic terahertz spectrum of asparagine monohydrate from 10 to 
100 cm
-1
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Figure A2. Experimental powder X-ray diffraction data of room-temperature ASN (black). The 
best fit X-ray data is shown in red. The calculated pattern based on 90 K single-crystal X-ray 
data (gray) is shown for reference.
1
 Data was collected on a Bruker KAPPA APEX DUO using 
Cu radiation. 
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Table B1.  Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for L-ASP H2O 
 
Table B2. Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for DL-ASP ½ H2O 
 
Table B3. Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for DL-ASP H2O 
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Table S1.  Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for L-ASP H2O 
L-ASP•H2O 
freq. intens. symm. 
44.1 5.33 B1 
66.8 8.84 B3 
84.4 9.90 B1 
87.2 1.01 B2 
87.4 8.17 B3 
97.8 83.97 B3 
98.7 11.42 B2 
 
 
Table S2. Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for DL-ASP ½ H2O 
DL-ASP•0.5H2O 
freq. intens. symm. 
87.6 32.79 AU 
92.2 17.47 AU 
97.7 5.27 AU 
 
 
Table S3. Calculated IR-Active Mode Frequencies (cm
-1
), Intensities (km mol
-1
), and 
Symmetries for DL-ASP H2O 
DL-ASP•H2O 
freq. intens. symm. 
57.8 21.53 AU 
62.8 33.30 AU 
80.6 10.66 AU 
88.9 11.67 AU 
95.0 19.31 AU 
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Table C1. C6 (J nm
6
 mol
-1
) and vdW radii (Å) values used in the DFT-D2, DFT-D*, and DFT-
DX dispersion correction parameterization. 
 
 
Table C2. Evaluation of RMSDs in bond lengths, bond angles, bond dihedral angles, and 
hydrogen bond heavy-atom separations in the calculated structures of CDG and ADG as 
compared to X-ray diffraction data. 
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Table C1. C6 (J nm
6
 mol
-1
) and vdW radii (Å) values used in the DFT-D2
a
, DFT-D*, and DFT-
DX
b-d
 dispersion correction parameterization. 
 
Atom DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
 
C6 vdW radii C6 vdW radii C6 vdW radii 
H 0.14 1.001 0.14 1.301 0.03 1.10 
C 1.75 1.452 1.75 1.525 0.91 1.70 
N 1.23 1.397 1.23 1.467 0.59 1.55 
O 0.70 1.342 0.70 1.409 0.34 1.52 
 
a. Grimme, S. Semiempirical GGA-type density functional constructed with a long-range 
dispersion correction. J. Comput. Chem. 2006, 27, 1787-1799.  
b. Miller, T. M.; Bederson, B. Atomic and Molecular Polarizabilities-A Review of Recent 
Advances. In Advances in Atomic and Molecular Physics; Bates, D. R., Benjamin, B., Eds.; 
Academic Press, 1978; Vol. Volume 13; pp 1-55. 
c. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 93 ed.; CRC Press/Taylor and Francis: Boca Raton, 
FL. 
d. Sansonetti, J. E.; Martin, W. C. Handbook of Basic Atomic Spectroscopic Data. J. Phys. 
Chem. Ref. Data 2005, 34, 1559-2259. 
 
 
Table C2. Evaluation of RMSDs in bond lengths, bond angles, bond dihedral angles, and 
hydrogen bond heavy-atom separations in the calculated structures of CDG and ADG as 
compared to X-ray diffraction data. 
 
 
ADG CDG 
 
DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX DFT-D2 DFT-D* DFT-DX 
Bond Length (Å) 0.0026 0.0024 0.0025 0.0023 0.0020 0.0022 
Bond Angle (°) 0.184 0.171 0.178 0.088 0.065 0.087 
Dihedral Angle (°) 0.794 0.865 0.956 0.065 0.027 0.042 
Intermolecular 
Hydrogen Bond 
Length (Å) 
0.0077 0.0080 0.0088 0.017 0.018 0.020 
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